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Heavy Snow

World in 1964

Tonight; Cloudy,

Order Your Copy

Colder Wednesday

See Coupon Page 7

$64 Million State Building Plan Asked
Cleanup Begins A fter Floods Speech Building
Snow,Falling
Temperatures
Hinder Work

Three Rob
Money Truck
In Chicago

SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) - A
mighty force of men and machines shouldered the task today of cleaning up after the
West's Christmas week floods,
called by the governor of California "a major Americ an disaster. "
A massive airlift hoisted food
and emergency repair equipment into stricken northwestern
California.
Snow and falling temperatures added to the misery of
refugees from high water and
threatened again to block helicopter delivery of food handles
to hundreds marooned in the
high California timber country
for the ninth straight day.

CHICAGO (AP)-Brink's Ire,
estimated today that the company lost $223,000 to three robbers who overpowered two
guards and two Roman Catholic priests in a church rectory.
The robbery at Divine Savior
Church Monday was a virtual
replay of last week's hali-tnillion-dollar holdup at a church
in Paterson, N.J.
A.S. Genet, p r e s i d e n t of
Brink's, and Donald Hoagland,
vice president, said in a joint
statement the loss was "only
an estimate" and that a more
accurate figure will be available "late tomorrow."
Hoagland said "a very large
portion of the loss was in checks
— probably recoverable." He
would not estimate bow much
of the loss was in cash. The
funds were insured, he said.
The gunmen i n v a d e d the
church rectory in suburban Norridge, on Chicago's northwest
edge, tied up two priests and
awaited the arrival of the
Brink's truck, making its rounds
of customer collections. When
the truck arrived, they ambushed a guard, slugged him
and tied him up and drove the
truck away.
The gunmen wore Halloween
masks and a ski hood.
After they tied up the guard
and priests in the rectory, one
of them removed the guard's
Jacket , donned it and, averting
lis face, gained entry to the
locked truck from the unsuspecting Brink's driver.
Inside the gunman took over
the vehicle and let in an accomplice. They held the driver at
gunpoint while driving away
from the rectory as the third
man followed in the car.
In the Paterson robbery, three
gunmen wearing Halloween
masks robbed a bank truck
while it was picking up the Sunday collection at St. Anthony's
Catholic Church. The bandits
made off -with the truck containing $513,000 after binding four
priests and guards who entered
the rectory to pick up the money.
Joseph W. Tottingham, assistant manager of Brink 's Chicago
office , said he was unable to
estimate the amount stolen
Monday. He said it was a
"chain store truck ," which
picks up funds for deposit from
chain stores, small businesses,
filling stations, and churches.
"We don 't know how much
money was taken , " Lt. George
Gruber of the Norridge police
said . "We won 't know until after
an inventory of the guards ' calls
has been completed. "

Southern Railway
Firemen on Strike

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API ~
Southern Rnllway firemen set
up picket lines at various points
in several states today and
striking firemen said the walkout was systemwidc.
In Charlotte, where pickets
paced before the Southern station , members of the International Brotherhood of Railway
Firemen said (he strike was
called to Improve general working conditions.
Pickets also complained they
have no paid holidays and are
using unsafe machinery, although they did not elaborate.
iSouthern officials either could
not bo reached for comment, or
declined comment.

WEATHER
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 112; minimum , 'ifi;
noon , 31; precipitation , 1.3
inches snow.
FKDEIIAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY ~
Heavy snow tonight with local
accumulations of up to four
Inches. Cloudy and colder tonight , Wednesday. Low tonight
15-25, high Wednesday SO,

Between 400 and 500 persons
were isolated in vestpocket lumbering and mining communities
MONEY TRUCK ABANDONED . . .
abandoned in a nearby cemetery. Empty
along the Klamath and Salmon
'
Brink s truck in which three masked gunmen
money bag is in the foreground near the
rivers in extreme northern Caliescaped after robbing a safe in the rectory
tombstones. The gunmen bound two priests fornia. They have been cut off
of Divine Savior Church Monday night in - and a guard. (AP Photofax )
since Dec. 21. Civil Defense
the Chicago suburb of Norridge, 111., is found
workers said they undoubtedly
were getting desperate for food.
Dozens of helicopters -were in
Yreka, Calif., near the Oregon
border loaded for mercy missions but unable to take off because of snow and icing conditions.
"We get a three-hour break in
the weather," said Yreka Civil
Defense chief Bill Sowle, "and
you're going to see the damndJOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP ) dent's ranch from Washington from time to time, and they will est airlift out of here you've
— President Johnson meets to- during the morning.
be timed, based upon when Con- ever seen.
day with Secretary of State
George McGhee, U.S. ambas- gress is ready to receive them
"This Is very, very ragged,
Dean Rusk and Presidential sador to Bonn, who is home for and when the committees can mountainous country. In some
Assistant McGeorge Bundy to consultation, will fly to the act upon them and when the areas we'll have to evacuate
review world developments.
ranch Wednesday to review de- administration has completed and in others we'll have to drop
its studies in the respective supplies. We have a report of 14
The three also were to discuss velopments in West Germany.
fields."
the State Department's budget
children in one house at Oak
for the next fiscal year and go Johnson's statement that be
Bottom 70 miles west of here on
would review with Rusk and
over personnel matters.
the Klamath. I'm concerned
"ambassadors throughabout those people and I'm conRusk and Bundy, presidential Bundy
cerned about the people on
assistant for national security out the world " appeared to be in
whom we have no reports at
affairs, were to fly to the Presi- line with reports he plans shifts
in 15 to 20 ambassadorships.
all. "
Official sources in Washington
Roughly the northern third of
denied that McGhee or David K.
California, all Oregon and 14
E. Bruce, ambassador to Loncounties in Washington had
don, would be involved in the
been declared a disaster area,
shifts.
enabling the region to receive
special government assistance.
The shifting is expected to
Uncounted thousands of men
start in January with the namwere at work in the three coast
ing of seven ambassadors and a
SAIGON, South Viet Nam states, and Idaho and Nevada,
minister to vacant posts.
(AP ) — Viet Cong units capJohnson is still working on his tured a district town crammed (Continued on Page 4, Col. 7)
State of tne Union message. He with 6,000 Roman Catholic refuFLOODS
discussed it by phone Monday gees today. A U.S. spokesman
with Rusk , Secretary of Defense
ROME (AP) — Giusedpe Sar- Robert S. McNamara and oth- said they held it in spite of deagat, 66, first Socialist president ers.
termined government efforts to
in Italian history, swore faith to
drive them out.
the nation and the constitution
Johnson told newsmen at an
Fears were held for the safety
today as a 101-gun salute thun- informal session on the front
dered over Rome from the J a- lawn of the LBJ Ranch Monday of the refugees in Binh Ghia, 40
miles southeast of Saigon near
niculum Hill.
that next Monday's State of the
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
the
beach resort area of Cap St.
The
portly
Union message will be brief and
President-elect
Hubert H. HumJaques.
Three
American
heliformer miniswill emphasize recommendaphrey formally resigned today
copters
were
shot
down
atter took his oath
t ions he -would like to see contempting to fly in relief forces as a Democratic senator from
of office standsidered promptly.
and four Americans were Minnesota.
ing stiffl y erect
He displayed three thick
The resignation clears the
wounded. Two other Americans
before a comloose-leaf notebooks which he
way for the appointment by
were
wounded
in
the
action.
bined session of
said contained suggestions some
Gov. Karl Rolvaag of Walter
P a r 11 ament,
50 agencies would like him to
Frederick Mondale, 36, MinA
spokesman
nald
one
of
the
which elected
consider before writing his mes- helicopters, an armed craft , nesota attorney general , to
him to a sevensage.
was destroyed and another was serve during the remaining two
year term MonJohnson said parts of the ad- reported surrounded by Com- years of Humphrey 's term.
day on the 21st
ministration's program not out- munist guerrillas, A third was
announcement
Humphrey 's
ballot. He suclined in the message "will be down in friendly territory.
came with his release of a letter
.wagat
ceeds Christian
dealt with during the next four
to the governor , doted last
Democrat Antonio Scgni , who years in a scries of messages
The attack was the second on Wednesday, saying he was reresigned because of illne ss.
Binh Ghia this month. The Vict signing at the close of business
Cong occupied it Dec . 5 and took to permit the appointment of a
The 1.1 bftter days of balloting
IS hostages, including three new senator effective Wednesleft Christian Democratic PreFrench planters . They used the day.
'
Mom
s
center-left
Aldo
mier
Although Humphrey goes off
's Catholic church then as
town
government ridden by rivalry
the Senate payroll tonight , and
an aid station.
nnd in danger of collapse.
will not begin drawing his viceMoro 's Christian Democratic
presidential salary until his inparty was badly split.
auguration Jan. 20, he quit the
Ide a of Disci p line
Although Saragal is proSenate early to give Mondale
NATO and anti-Communist , the
seniority over other new senaCommunists ' 253 votes were the
BOSTON (API - The new
tors.
The modern parent's idea
decisive factor . They gave him count in Boston ; 11 men slain in
of discipling a child is rea total of 64(1, well beyond the unsolved gangland style murfusing to let him watch the
482 necessary,
ders in the Greater Boston area
commercials on his favorite
TV program . . , Definition
The four parties ln Moro's since March.
of double jeopardy : When a
The latest was George E. Ash ,
coalition — Christian Demowoman driver takes lessons
crats , Socialists , Republicans 43, stabbed more than 50 times
from a female Instructor
and Saragat's Democratic So- and shot in Ihe head before his
. . . The World's Fair is
cialists — could have elected body was found in a park ed car
KUALA LUMPUR , Malaysia
shuttered
and there 's snow
early
Monday.
Saragat , but about ISO Christian
(AP ) - Criticism of the United
on the ground — ¦which
Democrats turned in blank balAsh had worked as a bartendStoles welled up today over the
means, says Taffy Tuttle ,
lots.
er in Boston's Brighton section
terms of a military loan offer to
that the waiting time at the
after his release eight months
General Motors exhibit is
aid Malaysia in its defense
It wan a double defeat for the ago from a Rhode Island prison.
now only two hours.
against Indonesia.
Christian Democrats . Italy 's
He had served four years aftThe government said Tuesday
largest and dominant party er conviction for his part in the
night it has rejected the offer
since World War II. They failed Providence slaying of Albert G.
because tho United States wantto elect Giovanni I/eone, their Freeland .
ed to charge 5 per cent interest,
official candidate , and they
A Boston police official Raid a
The loan, to run from five to
couldn 't keep Communist votes feud bel wcen rival gang facseven yearn, was to be used for
from being decisive, The result tions may account for tho ll
(For more laughs sen Earl
buying American planes and
underlined the shaky position ol (killings and half a dozen AtVfilson on Page 4)
the divided parly.
tempted murders recently.
other military supplies.

Johnson, Rusk Rev iew
World Developments

Reds Capture
Viet Town With
6.000Catholics

New President
Of Italy Takes
Oath of Office

Humphrey Gives
Up Senate Post

Urged for WSC

The Legislative Building Commission has recommended one
new building for each of the
five present state colleges.
Winona State is slated to obtain a speech - music - drama
classroom building.
The commission recommends
$736,000, a substantial reduction
from the $1,395,000 asked.
Large building programs for
the new Southwestern State
College at Marshall and junior
colleges apparently have resulted in drastic cuts in programs
proposed by the existing five
state colleges.
LAST SPRING when the commission visited Winona State ,
a request also was made for a
$1,554,000 physical education
building. This is not recommended by the commission.
Altogether the commission
recommends $891,000 for Winona State. Lesser projects are

included in addition to the
classroom building.
Winona State will ask the
Legislature for a supplemental
library apropriation of about
$85,000. Two years ago the Legislature appropriated $750,000
for that purpose. Now the college is to receive an additional . federal grant of $466,036 if
the extra $85,000 can be obtained from the state .
DR. NELS MINNE, college
president, said that the college
also has been tentatively allocated a 400-bed dormitory and
an extension of the new food
service — now just being built
near Howard and Huff streets
—for the next biennium. These
projects are nst specifica lly
recommended by the commission ; it does recommend the
amount of revenue bonds to be
issued. They finance the larger
share of such structures.

Fire Sweeps
Brainerd Block
BRAINERD, Minn. <AP) —
Two women and a baby were
rescued and three men were
injured, one severely, as fire
raced through a business block
ln downtown Brainerd Monday.
The women and the infant

Buffalo,N.Y.,
Office Robbed
Of $299,000

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP ) - Two
gunmen robbed the city treasurer's office of an estimated $299,000 today, police reported.
One of the pair beat the city
treasurer, Melvin Elliott, on the
head as Elliott sought to stall
them in the office.
Most of the money was believed to have been in checks.
Patrolman Thomas J. Wright,
assigned to the office , was in
another part of the office at the
time.
When told that the gunmen
had fled with a money bag,
Wright ran outside.
"I got outside in time to see
the last of the two entering the
car and the car pulling away,
and managed to get one shot at
the getaway machine," he told
a reporter. "I think I hit it. "
Mae D. Wicks, a cashier, told
police:
"I was holding the money
bag. The count was $299,000,
mostly checks, when the two
men confronted me from outside the counter. I was ordered
to hand the bag over and I
dropped to the floor. I saw one
had a nickel-plated revolver. "

Some Federal
Funds May
Be Available

ST. PAUL (AP) - A two-year
building program totaling $64.1
million — largest since the Legislative Building Commission
was established in 1955 — was
proposed by the commission today.
Largest total recommended
previously was the $56.3 million
in 1957, when the Legislature approved a total of $55.1 million.
The commission said it expected that $7.7 million of the proposed $64.1 million program
would be available from federal
funds for higher education facilities. Another $2.2 million would
be paid for from highway funds
and $2 million from the general
revenue fund is proposed for
building repairs and funds.
This leaves $52.5 million to b«
financed otherwise. While tbs
commission suggested no financing plan, the state in recent
years has issued bonds for this
purpose.
While the Legislature general*
ly goes along with most commission recommendations, it has on
occasion made sharp cuts. In
1963 for example, the commission proposed a program totaling $48.1 million, but the Legislature reduced it to $38.2 million.
In 1959 the Legislature approved $52 million of the $53.3
suggested by the commission
and in 1961 $32.9 million of the
commission's $33.2 million program.

were taken down fire department ladders from their third
floor apartment, The injured
were struck by chunks of concrete and brick when an explosion ripped out a section of
wall.
Several spectators suffered The latest recommendation!
minor hurts from flying glass were whittled from requests totaling $142.3 million. .
and debris.
"We have received requests of
Most seriously hut was Rich- over $142 million," said Sen. J.A.
ard Raymond, 24, manager of Josefson of Minneota, commisthe Public Finance Corp. He sion chairman, "and our recomwas trapped under chunks of mendations are for the most urthe wall. Surgeons at a Brain- gent needs only.
"Nearly 70 per cent of our proerd hospital amputated his left
foot.
Carl Johnson, 42, assistant
Brainerd fire chief, helped Patti Plan Endorsed
Collins, 18, and Wilma Fairley. By Governor
20, down a ladder from third
floor windows after having first
ST. PAUL (B-Gov. Karl
carried Mrs. Fairley 's son, Todd Rolvaag gave bis "enthus6 weeks old, to safety.
iastic support" today to reJohnson was one of those incommendations of the Legjured when the wall blew out islative Building Commisabout a half hour after the fire
sion.
was discovered at 2:10 p.m.
"Buildings needs are but
Others caught in the Wast were another of the serious probLeRoy Siegel, 36, a fireman, and lems confronting us at this
Lyle Sandberg, 45, also struck
time," he said, "and it is
by bricks.
imperative that we find
Siegel was treated at a Brain- solutions at an early date."
"To this end, I will work
erd hospital and released, but
earnestly
with the 1965 legreturned during the night when
he collapsed at his home. Sand- islature as we seek to fulfill our obligations to tho
berg was not seriously hurt.
"
About 15 persons occupying people.
10 of 11 apartments on the second and third floors, were made gram is for junior colleges , state
homeless. Most of them lost all colleges and the University of
of their belongings and took ref- Minnesota where enrollment
uge with friends and relatives. gains are placing a heavy burFire Chief Ray Shortridge es- den on present facilities. "
timated loss at about $400,000,
The structure, built about 35 The proposed program would
years ago, also housed the be divided as follows : the UniBrainerd Theater , several busi- versity of Minnesota and its
ness and professional offices , a branches, $19,083,532; state colleges, $15,737,400; junior colknit shop, jewelry store.
Firemen and a fire wall pre- leges, $6,450,000; mental hosvented flames from reaching the pitals, $4,593,100; children's in(Continued on Page 8, Col. 7)
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 6)
BUILDINGS
BRAINERD

Uth Slain
In Boston
Gang War

Malaysia Raps
U.S. Aid Offer

FIRE RAZES BUSINESS BLOCK . . .
Two women and a child were rescued from
their third floor apartment In this Brainerd ,
Minn., business block Monday before flames
engulfed the structure . Three other persons

were Injured when a portion of wall was
blown out by explosive force of fire. Firemen
are shown directing hoaclines across the
rubble-covered sidewalk. (AP Photofax)
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The Kennedy party, plannnig
to spend eight days here , will be
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Mrs. Joh n F. Kennedy
A
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H
oliday
ir.
Colorado
On Skiing
ASPEN , Colo. (AP) - A
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Ktripes singled Mrs. Joh n F.
1
89* P«p»ed»nt
1
Kennedy out through the swirl- | $2.00 Nutri Tonic
ing mountain snows at Aspen
Sunday, as she and her two children took ski lessons on 7,900foot Buttermilk Mountain.
Below-freezing ' temperatures
and icy highways approaching
this winter resort area combined with Secret Service men
to keep crowds at a minimum.
Photograp hers who approached
Mrs. Kennedy were quickly dispersed by a Secret Service
agent, Frank Mayes.
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Mrs. Kennedy, obviously enjoy ing her second attempt at
skiing, went up Buttermilk
Mountain on a lift and . with the
aid of an instructor , skied back
down.
Caroline , 7 , and John Jr. , 4,
stayed on the lower part of the
mountain with two other instructors.
Sen.-elect Robert Kennedy , DN.Y. , a regular skier and veteran at Aspen, took to the more
advanced slopes with fou r of his
children who flew in from
Washington with him Saturday.
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By LOUIS HARRIS
As Americans celebrate the holiday season , the fondest
wish for the future of a majority is a world in which all men
share a religious faith and the
problem of controlling nuclear
¦warfare is solved. These basic
aspirations cut across religious,
political and sectional differences.
In a special year-end survey, our interviewers across the
country presented a carefully
selected cross-section of the public a choice of eight major areas
of possible progress for the nation and the world .
Peoole were asked:
"Here is a list of things that people have told us .they think
they would like to see happen. If you had to choose one thing
as most important , which would you like to see happen?"
MOST LIKE TO SEE HAPPEfC
Total Public Do away with communism 16
%
Cure cancer
16
Get all men to believe
Get men to believe in God 10
in God
31
Prevent depressions
9
Control use of atom bomb 16
Full rights for minorities
8
Do away with communism 12
Cure heart disease
5
Cure cancer
11
When
first
and
second
choices
Prevent depressions
10
are combined , control of nuclear
Rid world of poverty
9
weapons (36% ) nearly apFull rights for minorities
7
proaches belief in God' (41% ) as
Cure heart disease
4
Sharp regional differences on the prime focus of people's
Finding
some choices emerged in this hopes for the future,
(27%) is ratsurvey, indicating that patterns a cure for cancer
doing
of values are not entirely uni- ed almost as important as
away with communism (28r r > ,
form across the land:
Many people testified spontanREGIONAL VALUES
eously that they would like to
Mfdsee all of the objectives on the
East west South W'rst list of eight accomplished , along
•(>
%
%
*-4 with another that is implicit in
Get men to
the questioning: That peace
believe
come upon the earth. This corin God
23 30
46
28 responds, of course, with their
Control use
particular feeling about religof A
ious faith and nuclear dangers .
bomb
19 17
»
15
Do away
with communism 10 13
lfi
13
Cure cancer 14 12
9
11
Prevent depressions 13 11
8
10
Rid world of
poverty 11
9
5 ' 9
Full rights
for
minorities 7
B
8 11
W ASHINGTON (\P > - Sen.
Cure heart
A.
S. Mike Monroney , D-Okla.,
disease
3
3
1 3
The South , for examp le, lay s believes the United States evengreatest stress on religious con- tually will win the war in Viet
viction, less stress on control- Nam and that abandoning it
ling economic cycles . The East "would be an act of idiocy. "
is most absorbed with control- He did not estimate how long
ling nuclear weapons. Minority the war would last but at one
rights are felt least keenly in point he said 20 or 30 years
the Midwest than elsewhere, mean little to the Communists.
Monroney, who has just comalthough they finish well down
this particular list in all re- pleted a three-week Asian tour ,
i was interviewed Sunday night
gions.
People were next asked to ' on the CBS radio and television
name their
second choice program, "Face the Nation. "
Meanwhile . 105 Washington
among the items on the list
they would most like to see take area clergymen and religious
leaders revealed that they had
place:
SECOND MOST IMPORTANT sent a petition to President
Tn>tal Public Johnson urging an immdiate
'o
( cease-fire and a negotiated poCont rol use of A bombs
20 litical settlement in South Viet
Rid -world of poverty
16 I Nam.
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Stale Courl Judge Gran ts
To Hear Inn
in
Dismissal
Case March 16

A definite agenda has been
set (or the appeal to the state
Supreme Court of last summer's
Holiday Inn decision. The order
was siped by Chief Justice Oscar R. Knutson .
Assistant City Attorney Roger
P. Brosnahan said today that
the Supreme Court will hear
the case March 16 at 9:30 a.m.
He said that the city Is confident a decision will be rendered by the start of good construction weather.

Fraud Ch arge

A motion to dismiss the charge er hearing arguments for both
of fraud against the proposed sides on Duxbury's motion to
Winona Holiday Inn developers dismiss the case.
and their Winona attorney was The fraud action arises from
granted Monday in District the sale by the Witzigs of a
"quit claim " deed on the propCourt.
Judge Arnold Hatfield agreed erty at U.S. 61-14 and Huif
with defendants' attorney L. L. Street. The Witzigs received
Duxbury Jr., Caledonia, that $100 from Attorney Roger P.
none of the three elements of Brosnahan for the deed Feb. 14.
fraud had been proven by the A quit claim deed is a renuntime the plaintiffs , Mr. and Mrs. ciation of any possible interest
Edgar F. Witzig, Eau Claire, a party may have in certain real
estate.
BROSNAHAN said the l,4(to- Wis., rested their case.
Brosnahan acted, for his Wipage transcript of last sumTHERE IS "no prima facie nona law firm which represents
mer's trial in District Court (convincing) evidence to show A, Perry Philips and Sidney
must be printed and appellants' cause for continuance of this ac- Neate, both of Columbia, Mo,,
trial briefs served by Feb. 11, tion ," Judge Hatfield ruled aft- the defendants in the fraud action:
according to Knutson's order.
The Witzigs claimed that BrosThe city has until March 3
nahan had made misrepresentato prepare and print its answertions of the land's value and
ing brief ; and appellants, in
rushed them into signing the
turn , have until March 12 to
deed, which , they alleged , turnfile a reply brief . Hear ing of
ed out to be worth thousands of
the appeal is defintely set for
dollars to them.
March lfi
A RoUingstone truck drivHOWEVER. Judge Hatfield
Knutson 's order was gi ven in
er today pleaded guilty in
ruled that Brosnahan disclosed
response to a motion by the
municipal court to driving
all he was bound by ethics and
city to ad\ance the date o€ heara truck weighing 42,720
law to disclose to the Witzigs.
ing the appeal on the Supreme
pounds more than its regisHe told them that a Holiday
Court calendar. Although appeltered gross weight.
Inn was to be built on the site,
lants filed a response to the
and he invited the couple to call
Judge John D. McGill
motion saying they needed more
their lawyer for advice, the
time to prepare their case, the
levied a fine of $50 with the
judge noted.
court agreed to schedule the
alternative of 17 days in
Finally, Brosnahan told the
hearing out of its regular order . county jail on Jack Maus,
Witzigs that they could take or
This means that, instead of
RoUingstone. Attorney Willeave his "top" offer of $1O0.
coining up according to the date
liam A. Lindquist entered
"This is not the usual method of
it was filed , perhaps six to
the plea for Maus , who did
fraud." Judge Hatfield said.
eight months from now, the
not appear in person , and
court agreed with the city that
"It is quite clear to this court
paid the fine with Maus '
a hearing; should be held earlier
that
th is lady didn 't have a
$50 check.
to avoid harming the city's inmarketable claim to this land ,"
The charge dates from
terests by a delay.
Judge Hatfield said. He noted
Dec. 13 at 3 p.m. on U.S.
that the plaintiffs ' attorneys had
LITIGATION over the propos14. Maus' trucK is registerhad ample time to obtain docued Holiday Inn at the site on
ed at 17,000 pounds gross
ments proving Mrr . Witzig 's title
Lake Winona near the in tersecweight. It was found actualto the land , but had not done so.
tion of Huff Street with U.S.
ly to weigh 59.720 pounds.
Attorney Harry H. Peterson ,
61-14 began last summer when
with William Skemp, La Crosse,
some city residents claimed in
representing the Witzigs, asked
District Court that the land was
and received a 30-day stay of
set aside for park purposes and
Judge Hatfield's order dismissth at it would ruin the area's
ing the action. This allows plainbeauty to have a motel there.
tiffs time to move for an amendJudge O. Russell Olson ruled
ed judgment by Judge Hatfield.
against the city residents, who
If Judge Hatfield refuses, in
were opposed by both the prosARCADIA , Wis —State High- effect , to change his mind durpective developers and the city, way
95 from Arcadia westerly ing the 30-day period , Peterson
which had agreed to sell its to and
slightly beyond the Bufpark easement on the land to falo County line may be im- and Skemp may appeal the verdict to the Minnesota Supreme
the developers.
proved next year, according to Court .
Amended findings this fall
G. N. <Jrowt, La Crosse, district
failed to substantially alter engineer
PLAINTIFFS called Gerald A.
with the state Highway
Judge Olson's previous judg- Commission.
Peterson, a La Crosse real esment. Thereupon, the city resiThe contemplated improve* tate broker, to testify concerning
dents appealed to the Supreme ment will include some
recon- the land's
Court, where the matter now struction on No. 95 in the city was found value. However, it
that he had not apstands.
of Arcadia between the west praised the precise tract under
corporate limits and Main litigation. Mr. Witzig testified to
Street. Prior to Jan . 5, persons the conversation with Brosnaaffected by the route improve- han Feb, 14, corroborating lis
ment may request a public wife's morning testimony.
hearing respecting the economic When the plaintiffs rested
effect of the proposed location. their case with Mr. Witzig, DuxRequests should be filed with bury moved for dismissal, arguGrowt .
ments were heard and Judge
A Winona man absent-withoutHatfield granted the motion.
Jeave from the Army three
times w a l k e d into Sheriff
George Fort's office Monday
night to give himself up.
George Thilmany, whose Winona home address is 1775 W.
Wabasha St., told Sheriff Fort
that he had "gone over the hill"
Contributions for relief of vicfrom Ft. Carson , Colo., Dec. 10. tims of Pacific Northwest floods
Miss Helen Pritchard , vice
Thilmany will be released to the are being accepted at the office president
of the Winona Library
custody of Ft. Snelling, Minn., of the Winon a County Chapter , Board , will represent the group
military policemen either today American Red Cross.
at a Jan. 5 meeting of the Winor Wednesday, according to The county chapter has also
ona County Mental Health AssoSheriff Port.
been cooperating with chapters ciation.
Sheriff Fort said that he ap- around the country in obtaining 1
She was appointed at the
prehended Thilmany in the
and forwarding information on board 's meeting Monday, after
county March 7 for being
absent-without-leave , and the persons and families in the a letter inviting the board to
Winona man was turned over to flood-stricken area , which in- send a representative was read.
The board approved paying
military policemen March 9. A cludes at least 11 counties in
previous .such incident had end- California , 11 in Oregon, 2 in expenses incurred by Miss Aled in capture away from home , Washington , 2 in Nevada and 1 berta Seiz, librarian, while atin Idaho.
teding a librarians ' administraThilmany told the sheriff.
A total of 80 Red Cross dis- tive meeting in Minneapclis
The punishment for being abscnt-without-leave is a term in aster workers were dispatched Dec. 4.
tlie post stockade. This time is to the flooded areas Dec. 23, Also approved were the libranot counted as par' of the sol- when danger from the floods be- rian 's monthly report and paydier 's A rmy service, and he ia came acute. Included are eight ment of bills totaling $2,380.32
required to serve out his full members of the Midwestern for the general fund and $48.70
area disaster staff.
service period.
for the Bell art fund.

Trucker Admits
To 42,720 Pounds
Ove r His Limit

Hearing Possible
On Hi g hway 95
Improvement Job

AWOl Soldier
Goes to Jail

Red Cross Asks
Gifts for Relief
In Flood Area

ment crews were busy sanding
slippery spots hut traffic authorities warned motorists to
use extreme caution.
The temperature rose to 32
Monday afternoon , dropped to
26 ov ernight and was SI at noon
today. Moisture content of the
sleet and snow was .16 of an
inch.
A YKAR A<iO today (he Wlnonn high was 10, the low -B
and the city 's snow coverage
two inches. All-time high for
Dec, 29 was 4f> in 1908 and the
low -22 In 18B0. Mean temperature in the pnst 24 hours was
20. Normal (or this time of the
year is 17.
Th is morning all Minnesot a
point s were in a narrow temperature range just below the
freezing point
Snow fell in the northern
arena nnd freezing rain mixed
with snow at. the southern
points. International Fulls hnd n
morning low of 18 with abou t
two inches of snow . At Duluth
a drizzle was falling nnd the
temperature near HO. Rochester
had ranges of 27 to 'J» and La
Crosse 28-30.

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.-At
a Public Service Commission
hearing at the Fountain City auditorium Jan. 6 at 9 a.m., testimony will be heard on a joint
proposal by the state Conservation Department and the city
to secure a crossing over the
Burlington Railroad tracks at
the lower limits of Fountain
City in the area of the American Legion Club.
Plans are being made to establish a public boat launching
ramp and a small boat harbor
here , necessitating a railroad
crossing.
The project would include a
parking area for 70 cars and
trailers, including a turning
area 100 feet in diameter and
a launching ramp with an access width of 50 feet. With a
ramp access of this width,
more than one ramp can be
attached if future needs warrant.
William Pehler -will donate
land for an access route, parking area and ramp. The boat
harbor , planned for the same
general area , is a private venture of Pehler. He plans to
provide for approximately 75
boats and install gas dock, water , telephone and sanitary facilities, and rent boats.
Many of the trees in the area
will be left standing and others
planted to provide shade for
picnicking and camping.

Houston Council
To Hold Hearing

City Moving to Enforce
Year-Old Housing Code
An ordinance change, further
investigations and some department of health reshuffling were
contemplated by City Council
members who listened Monday
night to a report on housing
code implementation.
Presenting the suggested plan
for enforcement of the city's
newest code were Dr. W. W.
Haesly, city health officer .
and Hoy Vose, ^__
""
_
sanitary
in- I
specter. The
CllV
plan was prepared at the #- ..
-I
council's re- {¦V.OUnCII
quest after aldermen were reminded severa l
weeks ago that such enforcement was necessary for recertification of the city's Workable Plan for Community Improvement.
WORKABLE PLAN re-certification must be obtained annually from the federal Housing
and Home Administration so
the city can be eligible for federally - assisted renewal programs.
The council met as a committee of the whole, with all
members present. Also attending were Mayor R. K. Ellings,
James Kleinschmidt , urban renewal director for the Winona
Housing and Redevelopment
Authority, and J. D. Scott ,
chairman of the Citizens Advisory .Committee.
Although the housing code
was adopted last January by
the council , its enforcement has
been withheld to date. Its pasage was moved chiefly to qualify the city for reinstatement
of its Workable Plan. The reinstatement was granted in August.
Later in the fall the council
was reminded by an HHFA
communication that not only
passage, but some progress
toward eventual full enforcement was required, At this
point, Vose , Dr. Haesly and
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr. began work on an

outline for putting the code sure for first-year progress reports which would be due next
actively to work.
month — and which obviously
VOSE READ a three-page cannot be met , since no action
memorandum containing the has ever been taken on the
department's recommendations code aside from passage.
for code implementation. It em- This combined program , howbraced six major points:
ever , must be put into effect
• A public information and before the first-year expiration
education program employing date , as a demonstration of inall members of the Citizens Ad- tent . The department's suggestvisory Committee, civic clubs ed compromise has been apand full news coverage. General proved by John P. McCollum ,
support is needed for accept- HHFA regional administrator.
ance and success of the pro• Administration could be acgram , he said.
complished by adding one man
• Certificates of occupancy to the department staff . Part
for dwelling units as the basis of the inspection load could be
for eventual inspection of all borne by the present sanitary
existing housing. Those con- ajid food inspectors ; part could
structed since June 1954, having be assumed by the additional
a certificate of occupancy from man .
the building inspector and own- Present department personnel
er-occupied , would be generally could be freed to participate in
exempt from inspection. A new the job by revision of the prescertificate should be issued for ent free X-ray program . In efa rental dwelling each time fect, the recommended changes
there is a vacancy. The result are those sought for some time
of this requirement would be by the board of health and the
to prevent further deterioration Public Health Nursing Advisory
of property used for homes and Board . It would include cutting
thereby protect public health the compulsory annual food
and safety, the report states. handlers' X-ray requirement to
• Genera] inspection and once each two years and putsurveys should be made by the ting burden of compliance on
health officer , with specialized food service employers instead
inspections — such as electrical , of the department.
plumbing or heating — made
A board of appeals , which
at the health officer's request ideally would include experts
by appropriate personnel.
on construction, finance and so"Obvious" defects in any area cial welfare, should be estabcould be ordered corrected by lished for those who believe
health department officers to abatement orders unjust or imeliminate duplication of inspec- possible to perform.
tion and minimize inconvenience
• Consideration should be
for occupants.
given to a city licensing pro• In summary, the HHFA gram for most rental dwellings ,
requires surveys and some im- both to insure housing code
plementation within the first compliance and to help offset
year after the code's adoption . expenses of inspection .
The first anniversary of its en- Council President Harold Brieactment will be Jan . 20. In sath said the proposal was much
the second year , the agency re- more than what he called the
quires a program of systematic "token effort" aldermen had
enforcement. These require- understood was required. The
ments have been amended, in
Elmer
effect , by the HHFA's consent council had been told by
,
regional
HHFA
urban
Binford
to a suggested outline submitted
by the department of health. renewal representative, that It
The combined program would need not spend any money until
lump both progress require- and unless it approved the Genments into a two-year pro gram , eral Neighborhood R e n e w a l
thus avoiding the deadline pres- Plan , Briesath said.

HOUSTON, Minn . — A public
hearing on proposed assessments (or the 23-block storm
sewer system now under construction here will be conducted by the village council Jan.
21 at 8 p.m.
Total cost of the improvement
is $79,232, of which the village
share is $50,000. Five blocks
are an obligation of Houston
County.
Unless prepaid , assessments
will be due in five equal consecutive annual installments beginning in 1966. The interest rate
on the first payment will be
6 percent on the entire amount
of the assessment from the
date of resolution levying the
assessment. Thereafter the interest rate will be on the unpaid
remaining installment.
No interest will be charged
if the entire assessment is paid
within 30 days from adoption of
Four traffi c accidents in Wi- E. King St., was Horton's pasthe resolution , which is expected nona Monday and early, today senger. Hoiton's car was a total
to follow the hearing.
caused four injuries and exten- loss.
Patrolmen Byron Hock and
sive damage to both vehicles
Milton Ronnenberg investigated.
and "by-standing" poles.
Richard G. Horton , 18, 676 The pole was splintered and will
Walnut St., and a passenger in have to be replaced.
his car received facial cuts in
A COLLISION Monday at 7:50
an accident today at 3.10 a.m . p.m. at 4th and Center streets
at 706 Mankato Ave. Both -walk- caused more than $200 damage
ed to nearby Community Me- to two cars involved, $29 damCOCHRANE-FC, Wis. - A 19- morial Hospital where they
age to a parked car and more
member citizens committee ap- were treated and released .
than $68 damage to a parking
pointed by the Cochrane-FounHorton was driving south on meter.
tain City Board of Education is
Mankato
Avenue , 350 feet south
Jerry G. Ford , 476 Sunset Dr.,
studying the curriculum, fi- of Sarnia Street when he lost
was
driving south on Center
present
housenrollment,
nance,
control of his car as, he told
ing accommodations, and fu- police later , a semi passed him. Street, Theodore J . Stanke, 71
Johnson St., was driving west
ture plans of the district.
He skidded 61 feet , only stop- on 4th Street when the collision
Members of the committee ping when he smashed into a occurred . Stanke's car skidded
are: Mrs. Odell Lindrud and Northern States Power Co. pole . over the curb at the southwest
Robert Koontz , Cochrane ; DuNo contact was made with the corner after impact.
ane Baertsch , Mrs. Mary Ellen semi , and Horton could give
The Stanke vehicle hit and
Beighley and Clarence Guen- no precise description of it knocked over a parking meter,
.
ther , Fountain City ; Mrs. Myles Thomas C. Van Hoof , 18, 126 and the meter put a $20 dent in
Auer and Merlin Bollinger , Buffalo City; Myron Passow and
Merlin Haeuser, Town of Belvidere ; Thomas Kline , Mrs.
James Wieczorek . Town of Buffalo.
November
November
Merlin Sutter and Robert Ru1963
1M4
ben , Town of Cross; Leonard
Outbound Air Transportation
Lettner and Mrs . Minerva XamPassengers
162
161
mueller , Town of Milton ; La603
620
Mail (pounds )
Verne Baecker , Town of Mon20,082
6,457
Express (pounds )
tana , and Hilmer Waclty and
19,455
7,462
Freight (pounds )
Warren Korte , Town of WauBank
Debits
mandee.
Volume of checks drawn
$28,016,000
$31,651,000
Building V olume
Permits
17
28
Value
$
43 ,075
$ 901,910
Employment
10 ,738
10 ,955
Total
Winter also brewed a mixture
4 ,409
4 ,345
Manufacturing
of unpleasant weather condi281
404
New applications
tions for WISCONSIN, including
91(1
lications
995
Total
active
app
snow , sleet and freezing min.
WASHINGTON (AP ) — The
Placements
204
214
As a result , driving wns haz- FBI hns ashed police depart249
251
Unemployment claims
ardous In a large portion of tho ments to spell out the precise
Winona Post Office
state , especially in the western nature of morals offenses
55,549
$ 52,539
Receipts
$
and northwestern areas.
against government employes
Utilities
Snow was falling this morn- when submitting fingerprint
6,166
6,242
Water meters
89,775,000
7fi ,:Ml ,000
Gallons pumped
ing at Rati Claire , Wausau , cards to the FBI's central print
4,551
4 ,679
Gas customers
Hurley, Clfntonville , Stevens files.
87,856,200
71 ,316,400
Gas, cubic feet
Point , Rhinelandcr and Ashland.
A bureau spokesman said
8,279
8,598
Electric customers
Light freezing drizzle was re- Monday the request merel y reit8 ,909,660
Kilowatt hours used
8 ,335,524
ported at Superior and freezing erates a policy of long standing
12 ,046
13,277
Winona and Witoka phones
rain at Oshkosh.
and has nothing to do with the
Vital Statistics Winona County
,
Temperatures continued mild recent Walter Jenkins case.
26
32
Marriages
with the lows early today rang- Jenkins resigned as an assistant
0
5
Divorces
ing from 34 at Racine to 24 at to President Johnson after two
Births
73
59
Superior.
arrests on morals charges were
Deaths
31
29
Highs Monday were topped hy made public. His resignation
Vital Statistics Winona City
Milwaukee 's 30, with others was asked hy the President.
32
37
Resident births
ranging down to 18 at Wausau ,
Resident deaths
27
17
•
Freight Shipments
Heaviest amount of liquid OI'KNING AT COCHRANE
5,295,017
Truck lines (outbound in pounds ) . . .
5. 491 ,821
precipitation in the 24-hour peCOCHRANE , Wis . - App lica2,472
2,401
Railcars forwarded and received
riod ending at 6 n.m, today was tions will bo received to Jan. 0
Riv er Marge Tonnage
.18 of nn inch at Wausau.
for the position of general main75(1,938
574 ,002
Received in district
470,000
460,41)5 i
MrAM .FN , Tex., and Home- tenance , sewer and water deShipped from district
stead, Fin., set the national partment man to replace Hurry
Traffic at Lock and Dam 5-A
137
I3fl
hig h of 83 degrees Monday, Ifcndicks , who is retiring. ApCommercial towboats
Commercial barges
797
730
compared with the low of 13 he- plications should he filed with
Deputy Regltttrar of Motor Vehicle*
low early today at Havre and Kermit Spicth , Cochrane vil123
124
New car registrations
Cut Bank. Mont.
lage clerk.

Library Board
Names Delegate

Four-Inch Snowfall
Expe cted by Tonight
A heavy snow warning was
issued by the Weather Bureau
today for Winona and vicinity,
v i l h up to four inches of fres h
snow accumulating tonight .
The new pred iction came on
the heels of a hazardous drivin g
¦warning for the area issued earlier in the day ,
licfore the announcement of
«I H> expected heavy snow, frcez
ing drizzle and the development
•of hnd icing conditions find been
predicted for Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin
Variable cloudiness is seen
for the area Wednesday.
A low temperature of 15-25 is
seen toni ght and n high near 3(1
Wednesday. Temperatures a little below normal nnd snow or
slenl is the mil l ook for Thuntda\
RAIN , SI.KKT anil Jiwont an
Inch of fresh snow fell on the
mon in (lie pnst 24 hours , coaling sidewalks nnd highways A
worse condition was avoided ,
I lie w eatherman Miid , only because the temperature* remained near the melting point
Highway and street depart-

Boat Harbor
Proposed at
Fountain City

How Tough Will It Be?

Pofe, Post Hit

Damage High in Four
City Traffic Accidents

Cochrane-FC
Group Studying
District Needs

Winona Business Index

FBI to Ask
Precise Nature
Of Offenses

the right front door of a parked
car , whose owner had not yet
been located this noon. The
parking meter must be replaced. Damage was to the front
of the Ford vehicle and to the
right side of the Stanke car.
Patrolmen Richard D. Braithwaite and William A. King investigated.
A COLLISION at 1729 W. 5th
St . Monday at 1:15 p.m. resulted in two minor injuries and
more than $300 damage to the
two cars involved .
Richard B. Franzen . 19, 277
W, Mark St., was moving west
on 5th Street when he stopped
in front of 1729 W. 5th St. ,
signalling a left turn into the
home's driveway.
A car driven west on 5th
Street by Eugene B. Stachowitz ,
32, 461 Dale Ave., was unable
to stop in time and slammed
into Franzen 's car , pushing it
ahead two car lengths.
Stachowitz received cuts in
the accident but did not require
hospitalization. A passenger in
Franzen 's car , R o s e m a r y
Hundt , 18, 172? W. 5th St., complained of pain after the collision.
Damage was more than $2t>0
to the front of Stachowitz' vehivle and more than $100 to the
right rear of Franzen 's car . Patrolman Willis HI. Wogan investigated .

HIRING THE extra man. phi
relocation of X-ray facilities in
the City Hall , already would
mean expenditures for which no
provision has been made in th*
city budget, he pointed out,
Vose replied that it would be
difficult to do a "halfway " job,
or give token compliance. In
any case, he said , the department is not trying to dictate to
the council but is just carrying
out council instructions in preparing the outline.
Aid . James Stoltman, recalling mention of office space,
equipment and extra personnel,
asked, "How much has to be
done before we do or don't actually adopt the renewal plan?
"Will we be so deeply involved
that we can't get out , even if
we want to?"
Vose said adequate enforcement could be obtained by adding one man and by making
other departmental changes.
The enforcement outline, since
it has been approved by HHFA
officials , would qualify the city
for recertification of its Workable Plan next August , he
said.

ALD. WILLIAM Holden, who
shared the feeling that everdeeper involvement will be inevitable, asked when the renewal plan will be finished.
Kleinschmidt said planning
and marketability surveys probably will be completed late next
fall.
Mayor Ellings asked whether
the enforcement p r o g r a m
means immedi ate inspection of
every house in the city . Vose
said it would not and that it
would not be a "harsh" program . Most authorities believe
urban blight is caused mainly
by rapid turnover of occupancy
in rental dwellings, he added .
Some buildings, sold by their
owners 30 years ago to escape
costs of wrecking them, have
been rented by their purchasers
ever since to tenants , he said.
Such dilapidated buildings cost
the city money, he said, reduce
values of adjoining properties
and should b« replaced .
ALD. JIM "Mohan asked: "If
we don't go fox urban renewal,
is enforcement of this code still
a good thing?"
If the department is to do its
assigned job, Vose said, the
code is necessary. Dr. Haesly
said it might mean more "leisurely" enforcement but that
the code would be applied nevertheless.
Some aldermen had referred
to the ordinance as a "national
housing code." Aid. James Stoltman wondered whether a lessstringent "local" code would
qualif y the city for re-certification.
Robertson , replied that , while
the code was derived from model statutes, it is essentially local because he and Vose had
constructed it. It "barely comp lies" with HHFA requirements,
he said. Enforcement in any
case would be tempered by
good judgment , he added.
KLEINSCHMIDT pointed out
that the housing code is one
of several in which the community should demonstrate progress. Basically, however , they
are local programs , locally
drafted , certified and enforced ,
he ad ded , because there "is
no federal law on this. "
Briesath said two new projects , proposed since urban renewal talks began two years
ago , have altered the overall
picture . These are the suggested new $3.9 million high school
and the Chamber of Commerce 's plan for downtown
parking expansion.
If school bonds are voted , ho
said , taxpayers may not be able
to stand the additional expense
of urban rene wal. Furthermore,
lie said , chamber leaders had
assured aldermen that If new
parking lots are acquired and
built , new businesses would
spring up in the downtown
circa , Additionally, he recalled,
the chamber had promised to
assurance from
£d written
existing downtown businesses
t hat substantial privately-financed remodeling would be done.
This sort of self-help project
deserves encouragement , he
said, anrl may provide the key
to downtown upgrading that
would not burden taxpayers.

A TWO-CAR collision Monda y
at 9:40 a m . at King and Harriet streets caused more tha n
$300 damage to the vehicles involved. No injuries were record ed.
Roy J. Goctting, 20, 623>4
Harriet St., was driving nort h
on Harriet Street and Bert I . ,
Laufenberger , 417 W. King St.,
was driving west on King Street
when the two collided.
Damage wa.s more than $!(?<]
to the right front of (he (tod tin g
car and more than $200 to the
left front of Lat ifenhcrgcr ' .'i
vehicle. Patrolman Willis II.
,U,I> . HOLDKN ank ed KleinWogan measured f>4 leet of slide schmidt about estimated remnrk.s from Codling ' s wheels
and 2H feel from Lmifenhcrgcr 's (Conti nued ow Pagr 7, Col . 4)
CITY MOVING
wheels .

NOTICE
All Union Barbe r Shops

WILL BE OPEN WEDNESDAY* ,
DEC. 30
Due to Naw Y«»or '» Day

By Jimmie Hatlo

They 'll Do If Every Time

dL Jj ut TUghL
SL oHappSLWi

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Slngla Copy — 10e Daily, 15c Sunday

Dallvartd by Carrlar— Par wee* » eeirts
16 weeks SU.7J
SI weeks 125.30
By mall strictly In advance; neper stopad on txptralion data.
In Flllmcra, Houston, Olmste*!, Winona,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Papln and
Trempaaltau counties:
1 y*ar . . tlJ.OO J months .... U 50
II .JS
* month* ... M.50 1 month
All ether subscription st
1 year
... Hs.CO 3 months ... 14.53
? month* ... sa.00 1 month
*U0
tend Changs of address, notlcas, undelivered copies, subscription orders and other
mall Item* te Winona Dally Haws, P.O.
Second cits* postage paid at Winona,
•ox 70, Winona, Minn.

Monroney Expects
Election as 'Whio '

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Sen.
A. S. Mike Monroney of Oklahoma believes the race for the
assistant Senate Democratic
leadership will end with his own
selection as a compromise.
Monroney said in an interview
Monday the contest is a close
one among three senators —
John O. Pastor© of Rhode Island. Russell B. Long, of Louisiana , and Monroney .
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Mississippi

Priest Starts
Chicago Exile

CHICAGO (AP) - The Rev.
John V. Coffield came to Chicago Monday night to start his
self-imposed exile from the Lo.s
Angeles Catholic archdiocese in
protest against what he termed
a scandalous racial situation.
Father Coffield, 50 and a Roman Catholic priest in Los Angeles 24 years,
said in a brief
statement:
"It would be
extremely bad
t a s t e for a
priest to publicly disagree with
his cardinal , except that the
position of Negroes in Los
Angeles is so
scandalous that Mclntyre
I stand by the statement I made
there."
Father Coffield said in Los
Angeles he had obtained a
three-year lea^ve of absence in
protest a g a i n s t California 's
abolition of antidiscriminatory
housing laws and against his
silencing by his cardinal on the
race issue.

He said at a news conference
that James Francis Cardinal
Mclntyre , archbishop of Los
Angeles , told him "I should not
speak on race. "
The chancery office in Los
Angeles in a statement said no
administrative discipline had
been imposed on Father Coffield.
The priest said that he had
been ordered in June to take a
five-month "enforced vacation "
because he had spoken out
against a proposition -which prohibits open occupancy laws in
California.
"On Nov. 14th , I was ordered
to maintain a silenc« on racism," he said. "I choose instead a self-imposed exile from
the diocese as a gesture of protest against , and rather than be
a part of , the continuing evil of
silence ."
Msgr. Francis W. Byrne,
chancellor of the Chicago archdiocese, said he had been advised that Father Coffield had
received permission a week ago
from Cardinal McJntyrp to
leave Los Angeles and study at
the University of Chicago.

Four Russian
Sub Stations
In Cuba,Claim

Windsor Takes
Tour of Houston

NORFOLK , Va. (AP) - Station WTAR-TV said in a copyright broadcast Monday it has
learned of the existence of at
least four Soviet submarine
bases in Cuba.
The broadcast, written by
John Ennis, the station 's military affairs editor , said two of
the bases are on the north coast
of Camaguey Province.
Ennis related :
"One base is locator! at Habinal Key and was built at a cost
of $4.5 million . The depth of the
sea near this coast has been
deepened and a tunnel excavated from one end of the key to
the other. At least two submarines operate from th is tunnel.
"On the Island of Guriguana
off Camaguey a submarine base
has been constructed at a cost
of $5.5 million . This base also
consists of a large tunnel and
supports at least three submarines. These two bases were
establi shed to keep an eye on
the area known as the Bahama

HOUSTON, Tex. (AP - The
Duke of Windsor took a onehour a utomobile tour of Houston
. Monday and when he returned
: to Methodist Hospital he said he
| enjoyed the outing "very well. "
I It was the first time he had
; left the hospital since undergo| ing an abdominal operation
: Dec. 1€.
The former king of England
was accompanied by the duchess , hospital administrator Ted
Bowen , nurse Pat Temple, and
the driver.
The duke, who is 70 . is expected to leave the hospital soon . He
has been making "excellent
j progress in all respects," a
medical advisory said.

comment .

HAMBURGER
50c
Steak Shop

Happy New Year
Carl & S^ff

¦

Winona Coin Club
The monthly meeting of the
Winona Coin Club will be held
at 7:3.0 tonight , not Wednesday
as reported in the Sunday
News. A coin auction will be
held.
hurt , -was taken to St. Joseph's
Hospital in St. Paul.
The policeman killed was Anion Reed Jr., 31 . His car collided with another about three
miles south of Moose Lake on
Highway 61. Edward Young, 50,
identified as the driver of the
second car , suid Robert Gregorson , 17, his passenger, were reported in fair condition at a
Moose Lake hospital.

DANCE

Big Gala New Yean »:v«
Party and Dance—2 Bands
Continuous Dancing
8 p.m, to 1 a.m.

Tht Polka Dora in Ballroem
Hanson Group in Pla-Mcr
Basement
Hats—Horns—Noiiemake>r»
Thursday Nira Dec. 11rt
Fri,—Y oung Peoples Dane*
8:30-11:30 p.m.—Tht Aecanti
Sat .—Bab* Wagner

Sun.—The New Laendlar
Band
Mixed Old Time A Modern
For Reservations Call
AT 25233
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Washington Gov. Albert Rosellini asked for $1 million in
federal funds for immediate
relief. State and federal officials
estimated the state's storm
damage at at least $7 million.
Oregon officials said they had
not yet been able to total the
widespread property loss in that
state.
Flood damage in Nevada's
Douglas County was estimated
at $3 million by Leroy Wilcox ,
director of emergency planning
for the state Civil Defense agency.
In their flight over battered
northern California , Gov. Brown
and the federal officials saw:
Mud deserts that were dairy
farms — a iew surviving cattle
grazing on remnant fodder
fields — U.S. highway 101 broken up into slabs — highway
bridges broken in two or missing — railroad tracks slumping
into river ccurses — a triangular field that was the town of
Metropolitan, some 40 miles
south of Eureka. The Eel River

!!S:

Its flavor is lemon-lime

OAKS

WASHINGTON fAP) - The
Congress of Racial Equality
Monday labeled the contested
election last month of five Mississippi representatives as tie
"No. 1 item of business" facing
the 89th Congress.
In endorsing the election challenge initiated by the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party, James Farmer, national
director of CORE, said "this is
not a frivolous gesture. We 're in
dead earnest."
He said the 200 CORE chapters have he-en urged to ask
their congressmen "to take a
firm stand on the challenge."
By this. Farmer said he meant
a vote favoring a resolution to
block Uie swearing In of any
House members from Mississippi until the challenge is resolved.
"We will try to see that no
congressman will be able to
hide behind anonymity," Farmer said. "We -will ask a roll-call
vote."
Rep. William F. Ryan, DN.Y., has promised to introduce
the resolution on Jan. 4, the day
Congress convenes.
Farmer said he anticipates
the support of House Speaker
John W. McCormack, D-Mass.,
but that the Mississippi Freedom Democratic party has received no commitment from
him.
Lawrence Guyot, chairman ol
the party's executive committee , told the same news conference that three of his party's
claimants to Mississippi House
seats will attempt to gain access to the House floor on Jan.
4.
Both he and Farmer said it
will be a "nonviolent, peaceful
and orderly " attempt.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two women, a girl and a Duluth policeman were killed in
separate traffic smashes Monday and Monday night.
The four deaths carried the
soaring state highway toll to 824,
up 23 from the all-time record
set for all of 1963 and 33 ahead
af the 791 fatalities that had been
reported on tins date a year ago.
Those killed were:
Mrs;, Dennis Weinerskirch, 24,
Belgrade, wlho died when her
car and a truck collided in that
Steams County community.
Gary
TolLefson,
Hoffman,
Minn. , the truck driv er, escaped
injury.
Mrs. Esther Kline. 74 , struck
down while walking near her
south Minneapolis home. Police
identified the driver as Glenn
Horstmann, 39 and also of Minneapolis.
Mary Zweibel, 10, fatall y injured when a car driven by her
mother. Virginia, 37 , of Owatonna, .collided with one carrying
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McCready, both in their late 40s, of Artesia , N.M., on Highway «35,
near Farmiitgton.
Mrs. Zweibel and her daughter, Carol, 10, were taken to
University Hospitals in reported critical condition. Another
child, James, 8, less seriously

Canal , used by both commercial
and
naval ships.
'
i "In Matanras Province, a lit; tie over 100 miles from Havana ,
' the Communists have built their
closest submarine base to the
; United States. It is located in
the Yumuri Valley. The other
' known submarine base is in Pij nar del Rio Province at Mariel
; Ray. These, last two bases support at least two subs apiece. "
Knnis related that Intelligence
[ officials , when asked about this
i report , indicated that it was true
but replied with thei r usual no

named iMM
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4 More State
Road Deaths
Make Toll 824

Red China
Lashes U.5

FLOODS

(Continned From Pig* 1)
also hit by floods, beginning the
restoration of roads and nighways , railrcad service , and
communications and power
lines.
TOKYO (AP) — Communlat
charged today that PresiChina
Many northern California dent Johnson's administration
contractors halted work on con- demonstrated during 1964 that it
struction projects and sent their "has adopted a policy of naked
men and heavy equipment to intervention by violence in Latin
the aid of stele, county and city America."
crews in the mop-up operations.
Peking's New China News
California 's Gov. Edmund G. Agency
said the ouster of BraBrown made a low-level heli- zilian President Joao Goulart
copter tour of part of the strick- last April was a good example
and called the of what happens when "one
en area Monday
devastation v, a major American tries to break away -from the
disaster."
U.S. economic grip, attain real
deputy independence and safeguard
Dryden .
Frank
director of the Office of Emer- national interests. "
gency Planning, and other
Washington officials inspected
flood ravaged areas in both Cal- on a rampage had cut a new
ifornia and Oregon and carried channel through the town — 200
a report on the situation to people huddling in a logging
President Johnson .
shed at Stafford — houses re"Not a minute is being wasted duced to piles of splintered lumreconstruction ber.
getting
in
projects under way, " Dryden
"It I* the worst disaster In
said.
this state in my six years as
"President Johnson has or- governor ," Brown said. "It is a
dered that the entire broad pro- major Am erican disaster. "
gram of federal disaster aid be Permanent restoration is of
placed at your disposal , just as prime importance , the governor
it was for Alaskans after last told newsmen. He said this
spring's earthquake. "
might require relocation t>?
Gene Foley of the Small Busi- some communities and waterness Administration said disas- shed projects to prevent future
ter loans will be available to disasters.
homeowners, businessmen and Armed forces aircraft from
non-profit institutions whose n o r t h e rn California bases
property was damaged.
hauled 150 tons of equipment
California 's property loss was and 60 tons of cattle feed to Euestimated at between $200 mil- reia distribution centers Monlion and $220 million by Office of day and were back on the job
Emergency Planning and Small today.
Business Administration region- Nineteen have died in the Calal officials. Rep. Don Clausen, ifornia floods so far, with some
whose district bore the brunt of of the hardest-hit areas still unthe onslaught, said the total eco- heard from and unable to be
nomic impact of the disaster reached.
may run between $300 million
and $500 million.

Challenge

Sex Film Trend
Termed Worse

By EARL WILSON
's pretty jure to take an investiWashington
NEW YORK —
gative look at Hollywood's oversexed movies during 1585 . .
a congressional Inquiry into whether Kim Novak and Carroll
Baker should be allowed to he seen nude on the wide screen
could be one of the great three-ring circuses of the generation.
"Is all this sex necessary? " could be the cry.
They could even have Shirley MacLaine and Nai Dorset, who
taught Shirley to bellydance in "John Goldfarb . Please Come
H o m e . " demonstrate their
wicked wiggles on Capitol Hill that one can make lots of monbefore the "Senate Sex Com- ey without playing in oversexmittee," as it might be called. ed movies.
While Hollywood's wonderBesides cashing in heavily
r
ing which Congressmen 11 start from his top-rated TV show and
it, there are many actors who "Mary Poppins , " in which he
openly say they think the stars with Julie Andrews, he' s
movies have gone too far.
getting ready to film "Lieut.
Young Dick Van Dyke — he Robin Crusoe, U.S.N., " in Haturned 20 the other day — has waii and Tahiti , and in 1965
been protesting for a couple ot he'll film "John Henry Goes to
years.
New York ," the story about
"You can see how mucn I ve John Henrv Faulk and the raaccomplished," Dick told me dio-TV blacklist .
when I lunched with ham dur- "I'VE BEEN1 reading about
ing a break in his CBS TV re- all the money you're going to
hearsal in Hollywood recently. make." a fan remarked to him
"It's become worse and worse. as we were finishing lunch.
"Thirty-six state legislatures "And I've been thinking of all
are going to consider state cen- the wovk 1 have to dc before
sorship of pictures. And the in- I get it . " he said — starting
dustry's brought that on itself back to rehearsal.
by going farther and farther.
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
"The producers will argue Bob Orben claims the new Playthat the public wants sexy boy calendar has a date misspictures and point out that ing in January— but it'll be
'Kisses For My President' isn 't June before anybody notices it.
making it.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The
"Yon can ask them about father of a teen-ager sighed ,
'Mary Popping' and 'My Fair "If that kid could only raise his
Lady ,' which are big hits , and school marks the way he raises
they'll say 'But those are ex- my auto insurance "
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
ceptions.' "
Van Dyke's middle-western "Many speakers need no intromorals — he was born In West ductions . What they need are
Plains, Mo., and grew up in conclusions." — anon.
Danville, HI. — have caused EARL'S PEARLS: The trouhim to turn down picture after ble with keeping up ¦with the
picture which he wouldn't want Joneses is that they never know
his four children to see him in. when you're licked. — Sy KoHe's a convincing argument gan.
Eli Wallach's son Peter formed
a singing group , and needed
WINONA DAILY NEWS a name
for it. "Already, " he
TUEStUY. DECEMBER M, MM
said, "there are quartets call!
ed Beatles, Animals, Zombies ,
VOLUME IM, NO. 32
Trashmen.
Kinks and Kooks—
Publlshsd dilly except Saturday ind holidays by Republican and Heraad Publish- gee. all the good names are
ing Company. 601 Franklin St., Wlnon* taken. " . . . That's earl , brothMinn.
er.
'

CORE Will

Music by AL PR0CH0WITZ
"Winona 's Libe r/ica at the> Key board"
Fun icigru »upi ema here nt UNAHAN'S on N«w Year 's
Ev»l You 'll find superb food and drink , your favorite
ptAno selections , plus Hat s , Noisem«k»rs , and fa v ors, to
•did fo the o«iety Com* earl y and |oin In rh# funl
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several other proposals involv- Ca rol Burnett
'
ing parliamentary procedure
and Democratic party organiza- Back at Wo rk
treated for a mild stroke at the day the M-year-old Abbott was
tion in the House.
Motion
Picture House and Hos- admitted to the hospital Dec, IS.
(AP)
Carol
NEW YORK
—
He said the comedian ia doing
However , he reportedly wants Burnett is back at work after 10 pital.
A hospital official said Mon- well.
to take a longer look at propos- weeks of treatment for a back
als to strip the two Southerners and neck injury which she says
of their party standing and sen- resulted from "five years of
iority, to change the member- pratfalls. "
ship ratio on the Ways and The comedienne showed up
Means Committee and to lower Monday for a rehearsal of the
WASHINGTON (AP)-Speak- the number of signatures- need- CBS-TV program "The Enterer John W. McCormack may ed to make a discharge petition tainers. "
¦
decide today bow far the Demo- effective.
cratic leadership will go in co- The Democrats marked for a
Bud Abbott Treated
operating with a group of liber- "purge" if the Blatnik
als seeking changes in House has its way are Reps. Johngroup
Bell
For
Mild Stroke
+**AA***AA*l4A*^*i4M*4A^M4IWalW4MWWWiy^
rules and reprisals against two Williams of Mississippi and AlSouthern Democrats.
Does Your Burner Perform
bert W. Watson of South Caroli- WOODLAND HILLS , Calif.
McCormack was to return to na. Both openly supported Sen. (AP) — Bud Abbott, surviving
Washington today. Without his Barry Goldwater's presidential member of the Abbott and CosPROPERLYand SATISFACTORILY?
support the changes sponsored candidacy .
tello comeoy team, is being
by a Democratic study group
*V*AA*AAAA A/VtAAA *^M&i0 V**VVVV*t VVVm0 VV\MIMV
headed by Rep. John A. Blatnik
of Minnesota would have tough
Let Us Help You With
sledding in the party caucus
All Your Heating Problems
next Saturday.
Blatnik Raid ln an Interview
HM
his group of more than 100
members intends to push its
program. But he would make no
prediction about the outcome
before conferring with McCormack.
Persons close to McCormack
represented him as being favorably disposer] to one of the major proposals of the Blatnik
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
R
l
ORDER TODAY FROM «Ra»Re»R«Re8
group. This would break the
grip of the Rules Committee on
legislation by limiting to 21 days
the time it could block a House
NOTICE! WE WILL BE CLOSED
vote on bills approved by other
FUEL & OIL CO.
committees.
(East End Ccal & Fuel Co)
Saturday, January 2
To minimize the danger of
Co/1 Us For "PfRSOMAl AUTOMATIC CARE"
possible "runaway " committees' bringing undesirable bills
• KEEP FULL SERVICE
• BU DGET PLAN
to the floor, the speaker would
GUARANTEED
PRICE
•
• BURNER SERVICB
determine what measures would
be taken up after a 21-day delay
LUMBER COMPANY
in the Rules Committee.
Phone 8-3667
115 Fronklin St
McCormack also was represented as ha-ving no objection to

McCormackto
Decide on
House Changes

ARE YOU GETTING
All the Heat You Should From

YOUR FUEL?

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ BURN >——a—
^

HOLIDAY REUNION . . . Helmer 0.
Nepcrud, in bed at left, is visited at a La
Crosse hospital by his daughter, Mrs. David
Giese, in bed at right, who made the trip

New Aid Plans
For Viet Nam
'Marking Time '

WASHINGTON i/pi - Officials
conceded Monday that a program of new U.S. assistance to
South Viet Nam is marking time
as a result of political confusion in Saigon.
H o w e v e r , authoritative
sources said the U.S. offer still
stands to assist South V i e t
Nam's Premier Tran V a n
Huong's civilian government to
make a more efficient total effort when it is able o do so.
Obviously, the Huong government is not m a position now to
make such an effort , officials
said.
Authorities denied any implication that expanded assistance,
estimated at about $60 million,
has been canceled as a means
of punishing South Viet Nam's
military leaders for purging
the High National Council and
reasserting military domination
over civilian rule.

Wisconsin Bar
Committee to
Meet on Judge

MADISON , Wis. W-The Wisconsin State Bar's judicial selection committee will meet in
Madison Saturday to draw up
a list of lawyers considered
"rjmlified" for the federal
judgeship in the western district.
Robert Johns ol La Crosse.
chairman of the nine-member
committee, said Monday the
meeting was called because a
telephone poll resulted in a
large list of persons "qualified. "
Johns said an effort will be
made to "narrow the list down
to a working list of six to eight
suggested names. " He added the
list will be forwarded to President .Johnson.
The State Bar instructed
the committee to list only attorneys who arc residents of western Wisconsin. Johns said the
committee has not decided the
question of Gov. John Reynolds "
residence.

by ambulance. Mrs. TJeperud stands behind
her husband. Another daughter, Mrs. Donaid Abrahamson, Independence, is at right.
(Magelee photo >

She Takes Ambulance
To Visit Sick Father

PIGEON FALLS , Wis. Mrs. David Giese, 25, a stretcher patient since receiving two
crushed vertebra in an auto accident Dec. 13, made a 100mile round trip by ambulance
from her home at Pigeon Falls
Saturday to visit her father ,
Helmer 0. Neperud, 56, at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse.
Neperud, co-owner of Pigeon
Stora, Inc., Pigeon Falls, suffered a cerebral hemorrhage
Dec. 9.
Another daughter, Mrs. Roger

Moscow Ignores
Work of Poet

(Carol ) Guse, 23, Pigeon Falls ,
injured in the same accident as
Judy, visited her father Christmas Day on crutches. Her right
leg, with two bones fractured
in the ankle, is in a cast.
The boys in the family, Donald and David at home, John
of Madison and Kenneth home
on leave from Ft. Gordon, Ga. ,
also have visited their father.
Mr. Neperud has shown some
improvement and was scheduled for more tests Monday to
determine if surgery could be
performed.

!America n Killed
In Saigon Former
new
poet , Duluth Resid ent
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MOSCOW (API - A
work by, the controversial
Yevgeny Yevtushenko, and
composer Dimitri Shostakovich 1 DULUTH , Minn. (AP) - Da^
<^^^
was virtually ignored by Mos- vid M. Agnew , American killed
\
cow papers.
; in a bomb blast that destroyed
^
Only the Labor paper Trud : a U.S. officers billet in Saigon
mr ^^
y
reviewed the -work, written by
,
Shostakovich for symphony or- Christmas eve formerly lived in
chestra, bass soloist and mixed DuluOi, it was discovered Monchoir. He based it on Yevtush- day.
enko's "The Execution of Step- Agnew , 58, a federal governen Razin. "
ment attorney in the 1930s and
Trud praised the composition, early 1940s, was in Duluth in
but made no mention of connection with acquisition of
Yevtushenko. Yevtushenko was land for Superior National For\1 m SZ^
denounced by former Premier est.
lav V'
*>T
!
Khrushchev, tut later "con- He left Duluth at the start of
f S A ar*. '-^Jr ^A
fessed" his errors.
^
World
II
when
he
joined
the
War
i
^&A
W^^
Navy .
'V
VXW
^
^
'
Agnew was one of two Ameri^V%X\V^4
Common Market cans killed in the blast. Lt. Col. <\\\XV%\.
S3ft
James R. Hagen, son of a Stanx\\kXV%J£&
^'/
Threats Aire d
I ley , Wis., dentist , also died.
t^\\V v
WASHINGTON (AP) - An Cargill , reports that the com^N^P4L
official of a large grain compa- mon market's new gram policy
ny Cargill, Inc., of Minneapolis is ideal for France to increase
' kW>
— says action of the European grain production and move in
*W aW
common market in agreeing on ( and take over markets of this
f'^aV ^li^sL
uniform grain prices for mem- country in member nations,
f eA $ m
w&jS %^
ber nations threatens future U.S. such as Belgium , The Netherj
grain markets in Europe.
lands , West Germany , LuxemW.R. Pearce , vice president of ' bourg and Italy.
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Hope Plays Golf
At Manila Course
MANILA (AP ) - Comedian
Bob Hope plnyed nine lioles of
golf and then put on a 90-minute
show for American airmen and
their families <*it Clark Air Base
north of Manila today.
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THAT A UNANIMOUS United Stite.
Supreme Court should uphold the validity
of t h e Civil Rights Act of 1964 is scarce ly
remarkable in the light of the court's recent dealings with race relations.
That five of its members should app ly
a sort of reverse-twist ex post facto law to
the 1964 statute, h owever , is an amazing
example of judicial indiscrelion.
This the court did when its bare majority ruled under the ancient principle of
abatement that civil rights sit-inners and
ot her demonstrators now cannot be held
accountable for deeds committed before
Ihe passage of the act.
In effect, this frees from any punishment those who trespassed on property,
disrupted commerce or were guilty otherwise und er state laws valid before Congress
acted this year. The court' s majority simply app lies a law enacted after the offense
to excuse the offense. As Mr. Justice Clark
put it:
"THE GREAT PURPOSE of tho civil
rights legislation was to obliterate the effe ct of a d istressi ng chap ter o f our history.
This demands no less t h a n the application
of a normal rule of statutory construction
to strike down pending convictions inconsistent with the purpose of .the act.

Under the first article of the Constitut ion , ex post facto legislation is forbidden
the Congress. That is, Congr e ss ca n 't pass
a retroactive criminal law declaring an
act a crime which was nol a crime when
the offense was committed.
REVERSING THIS reasoning, tha Court
says Co n gress hy implication may excuse
someone from doing something which was
illegal merely by writing a new federal policy into law.
It is true t h a t the p u n i s h m e n t for a
crime has been abated in the past by congressional act or constitutional change —
as in t h e case of violations of the Prohibition Amendment. When public opinion tired
of this hypocrisy it heaved out Prohibition
and its violators were excused.

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON—Christmas , 1964.—Some day
the spirit of Christmas will mean more in national and international affairs than it does today.
Some day there will be peace on earth.
Some day there will be good will toward
men.
When?
Can it be while men hate each other , deceive one another , envy one another , rob one
another?
Can it be while men malign one another
and distort truth j ust to win an election to
public office?
Can it be while men, without basis, question each other 's integrity instead of debating issues and ideas '.'
Can it be while those who boast of freedom and democracy practice bigotry in their
own communities and deny thei r fellow men
the rights that "freedom " must guarantee to
everyone?
' Can it be w h i l e men conspire to enslave
their fellow men — to imprison them in isolated
camps far from their homes and families?

THK WOKM> each year is re minded of
Christmas in an outburst of generosity toward
kinfolk and friends. But the gifts mostly are of material things. The voice of the
spiritual i.s rarely heard above the din of the
crowd . We recite the rituals , but do we fulfill
the words which speak the true creed?
This is an age ot decaying morals and ol
crass materialism . The prophets of old have
been silenced. The new prophets urged the advantages of c ompromise with evil — they terrorize the peo>ple with a strange fear of death.
They regard sacrifice as obsolete. Jesus, they
argue in effect , would better have appeased
the enemy.
The motivat ion lo resist tyrannical masters
at the risk of death has always been heroic ,
but nowadays we are asked to buy security at
any price — even at the price of ideals and
moral princip le.
The great m a r t y r of all times had no fear
of mortal death. His was lo the last a voice of
patience and restraint , of charity and forgiveness. There was no flinching in the test.
THE LESSON in the life of Jesus, well known
to all of us but little heeded , is one of martydom for a great principle. 'This principle offers
a firm foundation ' for all human relationships.
It is a princi p le of unselfish concern for and , indeed, love of one 's fellow man.
(Note — nearly a decade has passed since
the above lines were fi rst presented in these
dispatches at Christmas 1955. Is the world today any closer to a real Christmas?)

Here the Court is saying t h a t if you don 't
like something, call out the mob and Congress and the courts will accommodate
you. This is rule by mass pressure. The
consequences could be incalculable.

Medicare Would Be
Disa ppointing Cure

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago ... 1954

W. Frank Johnstone was appointed by the
Board of Fire and Police Commissioners as a
capta in at the West End fire .station , succeeding Capt . Frank Breza who retired after 24
years service.
Fin al p lans and specifications were approved
by the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners
for a new fire station to be built at East 3rd
and Lain) streets .

Twenty-Five Years Ago . .. 1939

I.vie Arris , former Winona Teachers College
athletic star from Harmony, Minn., has been
appointed head coach and physical education
instructor of Hutchinson lli .nh School.
Two new policemen were hired by the fire
and police board . They arc Walter A . Hacusslngci' and .John 11. lYIIowski.

W H E N CONGRESS convtnas again , all
(lie stops will he p u l l e d out in an effort to
pass Medicare
- t h e scheme for providing
certain medica l services to everyone drawing social security b e n e f i t s whether or not
lie w a n t s or Deeds t hem. And if the hill
does p;iss, great nu m b e r s nf people in t h e
ti ii-and-over aye bra cket a r e tf oir i^ to he
grievously disappointed. For Medicare is
nowhere near us i n c l u s i v e as t h e s e people
seem t o believe.

Fifty Years A go . . . 1914

The lntrnwitioiial Harvester Co. will open a
showroom for Ihe new line of motor' trucks and
it garage in I lie Kl y block on i!ml Street .
The Twentiet h Century Transportation Co.
has leased otlices on Ihe north side of the building occup ied b y the North America n Telegrap h
Co. on Cent er Slice!

That point was r e c e n l l y m a d e h y Wilb u r 1) . Mills , c h a i n n m i of t h e House Ways
and Means C o m m i t t e e which considered
Medicare some t i m e ago and found it w a n t ing . He said : " C o nt r a r y lo widesprea d as
s u m p t i o n s on t h e p u r l of m a ny elderly peop le , t h e bill docs not cover Mich ilenis as
doctors ' visiI.s to t h e home , visits lo doctors " offices , surgical services , drujj s w h i c h
many elderly people r e q u i r e , pri vate n u r s ing services or any n u r s i ng home services
except where t h e patient has come out of a
hospital and JJ IMVS i n t o a ho .s pilal-alTiliat c il
nursing home.
"Judging by inv mail , t here are m a n y
thousan ds of elderl y persons in this count r y who believe t h a i this so-called 'Medicare ' program will t a k e care of all of t h e i r
hosp ital and medical r e q u i r e m e n t s . Tlu simply is not true U n f o r t u n a t e l y , '.Medicare under Social S e c u r i t y ' has become an
all-embracing slogan which in my opinion
has not advanced t h e cause of those w h o
need it. "
T H E EXISTING
K arr -MilL Uw pro
\ uk\s medical aid to t h e needy elderl y un
der a federal-state svstem. 11 is more com
prehensivc t h a n Medicare and more liber
al In i t s benefils . Medicare would be a <l is
a p p o i n t i ng cu re -all a m i should wind up in
the discard.
a
Senator (iuldwater wi ll resume Ins
newspaper column hi .laminry
hut this
t u n e he 'll have to sign it just p lain Marry
(lold vvater.
•
"llr I IIM shown strength with Mi arm. hr
* tac proud la the lnta£lBiti»ti vt
hai tcaUerea
llirlr heart*. '' Luke 1:51.

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
(For Marcus Child* toho h on vacation.)

Seventy- F ive Years Ago . . . 1 889

ll It Hunt loft for a Kunipe iMi tri p
The new pnst ago stamps will soon be in circulation here The green two-cent stamp will
here a lter be bri|. :hl c a r m i n e and a little smaller
in size The one renl will continue to be blue
in color

One Hundred Years Ago .., 1864

Al the scin: annual meetin g of P r a i r i e I.odp,«
No V , 1001'\ the follow ing were elected : No
hie grand . Thomas ( 'h.tppcll ; vice grand ; V
Manche ster : t r e a s u r e r , W i l l i a m Wedel , and re
cord mt; and permanent secretary , \V . C live
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WASHINGTON — The position in South Viet Nam has
become acutely nasty , and precisely because this is so the
United States can have no sensible policy at the moment
except one of decided reticence and wait-and-see.
A pause must fall simply because officials here do
not k now j ust now what action of any maj or sort should
be taken. This being the case, there is much to be sa id
for the current posture of creative inaction. Indeed, there
is everything to be said for
, si nce no other p resent
To Your Good Health pitosture
i s rationa l ly de^
fensible.
The hope is that marked
American disapproval will
cause Lt. Gen. Nguyen
Khanh, the erstwhile responsible leader , to revers e
his tragically destructive decision to throw in with the
"young Turk " mi litary men
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D
to destroy civilian rule. If
Dear Dr. Molner; My
not — then this government
f 1 v e-year-old grandson
simply will in due course
has stuttered for two
have to consider how best
years.
to go on supporting a
His parents have been
South Vietnamese resistance
told not to discipline or
to Communist aggression
correct him.
which is for now . both far
They tried this but it
from effective and totally
does no good.
short of elementary demoCould it be caused by
cratic bona fides.
sleeping in the same
The vital purpose of all
room with his sister,
tremendous American
the
who is a year younger?
exertions in Viet Nam —
She keeps him aw ake
exertions involving more
and pesters him.
than 15,000 American troops
WU1 this stuttering
and billions of American
stop by itself or is
dollars — is, of course, to
there anything we can
halt the Communist incurdo? He gets angry when
he does not have his
sion. All the same, t h ere i s
own way, and always
in plain common sense a
wants to be the boss. He
limit to what can be done in
does not have many
aid of a regime that is, at
children to play with,
the moment anyhow, abanhowever.
N
doning any pretense of takHe will not eat vegeing the one step that could
tables or potatoes, just
conceivably unite the councereal , frankfurters and
try for a truly national efhamburgers, candy , sofort against the Commuda and ice cream.
nists. That step, of course ,
His stuttering is so
is the maintenance of a sysbad that people will net
tem fully worth fighting for.
take time to listen to
him and he gets frusOBVIOUSLY , the United
trated.-MRS. H.H.
States cannot sit silent while
Occasionally a defect in
Khanh denounces his Amerispeech center of the brain
can henefactors, condones
can cause stuttering but in
the destruction of free govmost cases — and apparernment and only attacks
ently in this one — it is psythe American Ambassador ,
cological .
Gen. Maxwell Taylor. GenThe stutter usually aperal Taylor may or may not
about
the
time
the
pears*
have made mistakes. But
child is learning to form
the one crucial point is that
sentences. It can increase in
he is the American spokesseverity during early school
man there and he is the
years, and tends to decline
only one we have got, To
in adolescence .
throw him aside in Saigon
I printed most of your
would accomplish nothing
letter, Mrs. H.H., because it
mentions a number of psyother than American humilchological factors which
iation .
can enter the picture : The
Thus, those who are cryboy has temper tantrums,
ing for ever more assistance
wants his own way, won 't
even now to South Viet
eat properly, is annoyed by
Nam , regardless of whether
his sister (sibling competiSouth Viet Nam is now able
tion, the psychiatrists might
or
willing to make effective
it)
term
, and he has limited
use of it, are doing nobody
contact with other children
any good. It is equally true
his own age.
that those on the far other
HIS SHORT temper, imend who have seized upon
patience and frustration all
the present chaos as an exadd to the psychological
cuse to urge American withpressure which causes stutter.
drawal ?re doing nobody
The parents were well adany good.
vised to be tolerant . They
THERE IS no place for
cannot force cr discipline a
puerile "or else " clamors.
child into not stuttering.
The whole thing' is incredThey should be patien t —
ibl y sticky and complicated ,
and I hope others will be
patient enough to wait and
and there are no easy solulisten when the boy tries to
tions and never will be. We
talk. Elders should not , of
have simp ly got to live with
course, ever make fun of
this root reality, neither dehim, or hel p him finish a
manding perfection from
word or a sentence . He must
Asian anti-Communists nor
do this himself .
accepting practices by them
Tolerance should not exwhich are intolerable in
tend to giving in to every
princi ple and even more inwhim. This boy should have
tolerable pragmatically bean adequate , balanced meal
cause they can onl y lose the
set before him , and should
war we want to win.
not get dessert or ice cream
The fact i.s that ever since
or candy until he eats it . If
he decides not to eat reguWorld War II we have got
larly, he shouldn 't gel anyinvolved in all manner of orthing eke i nstead. There
elseisms in Asian policy.
should be no threats or lecHivnl domestic political facturing about this . It should
tions or-elsed so violently
he a matter-of-fact stateabout the Notionalist Chinment. (He 'll soon start eatese
— one side seeing them
ing properly. )
as Oriental corrupters and
¦at kindergarNOW HE !
the other seeing them HK
ten age , teachers may be
without hurrvm blemish -¦¦
able to hel p him. More conlhat Nationalist China not
tact with children may also
only fell but left a sick bithel p. Giving him a roorn of
terness here that ev en now
his o»wn , if possible , nnd
endures.
eliminating the pestering by
his younger sister , might reWE OR-ELSKI) In Viet
duce his frustration and tenNam to the point during
sion.
the Kennedy Administration
You say that a tolerant
that wc went along with
attitude by the parents has
the murder of President
been tried but "does no
Diem - and got a Worse
good . " I wonder! It can do
iCRime in his place).' In a
some good <in fact it is
word , we "acted, " all right
usually necessary) without
putting a quick end to the
- where a bit of careful
stutter. The parents may be
inaction would have been
overly impatient themselves ,
far wiser.
and dealing wilh stuttering
is a problem that is never
helped by impatience. It Is
START YOUR DAf
<
j
not something that can be
quickly cured!
*
>
with

Pressure
Can Cause
Stuttering

CAN IT be while tyrants deny libert y to the
individual and wield the scepters of despotism
over millions of helpless persons?
Can it be while we prate of morals and idealism and then .sell our souls amid the hypocrisies
of the hour?
Can it be w hile men surrender principle" and
moralit y and excuse their conduct as necessary to meet '- political expediency " in international relations '
Can it be while men who profess to be
righteous sit down to bargain with evil regimes
and to negotiate a "live and let live " philosophy that openly condones sin , and cravenly run
away from the sacrifices so necessary to triumph in a just cause?

However, this was ( 1) strictly a federal case and (2) it involved the direct
breaching of a law by individual acts which
did not affect the rights of others.

THE SUPREME COURT hat staked out
new areas of h u m a n d i g n i t y which have
greatly advanced Ihe cause of freedom.
But in this case it has zealously overreached itself in behalf of zealots who
sought civil rights through civil irresponsibility.

Sensib le Viet
Policy Lacking

Real Christmas
Still Far Away

"In short , now that Congress has exercised its constitutional power in enacting
the Civil Eights Act of 1964 and declared
that the public policy of our country is to
prohibit discrimination in public accommodations as therein defined, there is no public interest to be served in t h e f u rt h e r prosecution of the petit ioners. "
The court clearly is rewriting the Constitution . It is expounding what Mr . Justice
Harlan , a spokesman for the minority, calls
"revolutionary" doctrine. And , as Mr. Justice Black puts it succinctly, the court has
brought the law to the aid of those who
"took the law into their own hands. "

WASHINGTON CALLING

CHOICE

TODAY IN NATION AL AFFAIRS

Court Rewrites
The Constitution

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Guard-Reserve Merger
Backed by Goldwater

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - S e n .
Goldwater has sent a surprisingly friendly personal
letter to the man he so
recently called "Yo-Yo McNamara " and b i t t e r l y
blamed for "McNamara ' s
war " in South Viet Nam.
In the letter , Goldwater
diffe rs with his fellow reservist senators who have
been blasting McNamara ,
and supports him in closing
down surplus military bases
and merging the ready reserve with t h e National
Guard .
"I find myself in agreement with you and I believe
it only fair to tell you so, "
wrote Goldwater to the man
he called "Yo-Yo."
This is all the more astonishing since Goldwater ,
a major general in the ready
reserve , formerly commanded the elite , reserve Air
Force squadron on Capitpl
Hill and led many of the
overseas junkets McNamara
i.s now stopping.
Yet Goldwater is taking a
different attitude than most
other VIP reservists who
have been squawking about
losing their military privileges. His letter to McNamara , dictated four days
before it wa.s finally typed
up, was mailed exactly as
il came off Goldwater 's
tongue , poor syntax and all .
BOTH MKN have kept the
exchange private but this
column has managed to obtain a copy of the Coldwater letter.
"I think your move relative , to incorporating the
reserve and Ihe Guard, "
dictated Coldwnt er , "is a
just one . In fact , 1 had a
few harpoons thrown at me
when I suggested the same
thin g H number of years
ago.
"1 hove been in the Reserve :ind National Guard
at various t i m e s for the
past :t4 years, and I must
say lluit of th e two, with
the exception of the reserve infa ntry divisions now
activated , the Guard training i.s by f ur superior.
"For example . I belonged
to a reserve infantry regiment during the thirties ,
ami when we were called
II |> (or physicals prior to
l!M(> . onl y seven of us could
pass , nnd during that enure lime to my memory,
there was never a meeting
of the organisation called.
"ANY KKSKKVK component , whether it he the
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National Guard or the reserve, must exercise their
muscles constantly in order
to be ready, and the National Guard does this , and
in most cases, the reserve
i.s prevented from doing it
by lack of equipment and
actually lack of . interest
from the parent organization .

"It has l ong been known
that there have been bases
in our inventory that are no
longer needed, and I congratulate you on taking the
steps that you did to close
them, although I withhold
my judgment on some of
the SAC bases until we find
out further down the line
what our need will be in
relation to the mix of bombers and missiles.
"With best personal wishes. Barry Goldwater ."
Justice Arthur Goldberg
was replying to a tribute
from President Johnson during the unveiling of the
Goldberg portrait which will
hang in the Department of
Labor where he was once
secretary .
"This reminds me of an
unveiling of the bust of my
old friend Jake Potofsky of
the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers ," said Goldberg.
"After the unveiling ceremony a lady, well endowed ,
rushed up to Potofskv and

said , 'Oh , Mr . Potofsky,
I've come a hundred miles
to see your bust unveiled.'
" 'Madame,' replied Jake,
'I'd be glad to do the same
for you. ' "
HOUSE GOP moderates
have decided to tone down
their public statements and
work more in the "background"' in their drive to
oust Rep. Charles Halleck ,
R-Ind., as the party 's floor
leader.
"If we 're going to support Gerry Ford (R-Mieh .)
against Halleck , the less
talking we do to newsmen ,
the better ," suggested Rep.
Silvio Conte, R-Mass., at the
last Republican Wednesday
club meeting. "For one
thing, we may alienate
some Republican conservatives who favor Ford if liberals work too openly for
him. "
Conte also criticized press
statements that Rep. John
Lindsay, R-N .Y ., might be
a candidate for floor leader ,
making it a three-cornered
race.
"I'll go along with that ,"
replied Lindsay . "I have
never been a serious candidate anyway. The important
thing for us to remember
i.s that the people want a
change in the party leadership. The last election clearly demonstrated that we
need a new image . "

J JUL $v>h.

"T he reason it ' s t a k i n g me so long to decide , I s till
haven 't made up my m i n d w h e t h e r I w a n t
new shoes or a h at ."

By p,rk „ ,ni H .T,
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Winona Deaths

Two-Sta te Deaths

Mrs. Liwn*nc« Peterson

Mr*. Griffin Andartcn
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special ) — Funeral services were held today at a Milwaukee funeral
home for Mrs. Griffin Anderson, 61 . former Blair resident ,
who died unexpectly Thursday
morning at her home there,
Burial was in Wisconsin Memorial Park.
The former Madli Mork , she
was born in Ulvik , Hardanger ,
Norway, to Dr. and Mrs. O.
Mork. The family came to Blair
in 1909. Dr. Mork practiced
medicine here until his death in
1930.
Survivors are: Mrs. Elroy
(Gertrude) Meissner, Milwaukee; three grandsons; five Bisters, Anne, Milwaukee; Mrs.
Stanley (Olga ) Thomas and
Mrs . Eric (Martha) Schee,
Mrs. B. B. (Hjordis) Bell , California , and Mrs. A. H. (Elsie )
Lubnow, Waukesha, and one
brother, Bjarne, Milwaukee.
Her husband, native of Blair,
died four years ago last spring.
Two brothers have died.

Funeral service* for Mrs.
Lawrence Peterson, 71, a former
Winonan, were conducted in the
Methodist church at Morgan ,
Minn., Wednesday. Burial was
in the city cemetery .
Mrs. Peterson , the former
Ethel Jellis of Winona, died
Dec. 20 in a Mankato hospital
after being ill some time.
She was born here June 24,
1893. Survivors are: Her husband;
two daughters, Mrs. William
(Winifrid) Hillger, Morgan, and
Mrs. Robert CGwendoIyn) Wise,
Allen, Pa.; several grandsons,
and two great-grandchildren.
One son has died.

Admissions
Charles Mierau , Rushford .
Minn.
Michael Schueler, West Burns
Valley.
Leo Rowekamp, Lewiston,
Minn.
Mrs. Herman Guderian , 968
W. Wabasha St.
Chester McCready, 311 E. 4th
St.
Mrs . Daniel Brady, 715 Hanover St.
Miss Ethel Fallows , Watkins
Home.
Otto Tessmer, 515 W. 5th St.
Reinhold Lange, W inona Rt.
AArs. Rob*rt E. T»art«
*.
Mrs. Robert E. Tearse, M,
Patty Paulson, Utica , Minn.
former Winona resident, died
Larry Zenke , Highland Park , Thursday in Pasadena, Calif.
m.
A burial service will be conMiss Sharon Schumacher, Rolducted in Winona later, after
lingstone, Minn.
cremation.
John Brang, 364 E. Mark St.
Mrs. Tearse was born here
Discharges
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Horto
Mrs. Willjam Heise, 267 E.
ton. He was a pioneer lumberBroadway,
Mrs. Hugo Franzen , 277 W. man.
After leaving Wiaona, Mr«.
Mark St.
Mrs. Robert Meier and baby. Tearse lived in Minneapolis 15
years. There she was a mem409 W. Broadway.
Mrs. Norman Sob>eck, 3958 ber of St. Paul'* Episcopal
Church, secretary of the Visit6th St., Goodview .
Robert Mures, 971 E. 4th St. ing Nurses Association and a
Steven Miranda , 55,1 E. Broad- supervisor for the American
Red Cross in World War I.
way.
Births
Survivors include a son, HarMr. and Mrs. Leo Lemieux, old Horton Tearse , Wayzata,
Prairie Island Road, a son.
Minn.; six grandchildren, 11
Mr. and Mrs. James Skeels, great-grandchildren and five
26:) Villa St.. a son.
great-great grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs , James Brom,
Dodge, Wis., a son.
Winona Funerals
Mr. and Mrs. Barrel Larson,
Edgar V. Kiesa
Dakota, Minn. , a daughter.
Funeral services for Edgar
V. Kiese, 270 W. 4th St., will
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
be at 2 p.m. Wednesday at St.
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Martin's Lutheran Church, the
—At Tri-County Memorial Hos- Rev. A. U. Deye officiating.
pital , Whitehall:
Burial will be in Woodlawn CemMr. and Mrs. LaVern Tran- etery.
berg, Arcadia , a daughter last Friends may call at Breitlow
Tuesday.
Funeral Home from 7 to 9 toMr. and Mrs. Eugene Pron- night and at the church after 1
ichirtski Jr., Mondovi, a son p.m. Wednesday.
Thursday.
Leonard E. Erickson
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. - Mr.
and Mrs. John Thum , 5301 Rus- Funeral services for Leonard
sell North, Minneapolis, twin E. Erickson, 518 Huff St., -were
d aughters Christmas Day. Mrs. held this afternoon at Central
Thum is the former Charlotte Lutheran Church, Dr. L. E.
Vincent, daughter of Mrs. Ma- Brynestad officiating. Burial
rie A. Vincent, Minneapolis, for- was in North Prairie Lutheran
Church Cemetery.
mer Winonan .
Pallbearers were Martin , David and Raymond Erickson,
Munici pal Court
Duane and Carl Kurth and Donald Golish, all nephews.
WINONA
Daryl E. Schweitzer. St. CharJoseph Palubicki
les, Minn., pleaded guilty today
Funeral services for Joseph
to going through a stop sign at
Main and Sarnia streets Dec. Palubicki, 874 E. 4th St.. were
19 at 7:30 p.m. Judge John D. held this morning at St. StanisMcGill ordered the $10 fine sat- laus Church, the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
isfied out of bail. Schweitzer N. F. Grulkowski officiating.
was brought into court on a Burial was in St, Mary's Cemebench warrant when he failed tery.
to appear in municipal court Pallbearers were Gary Knouft ,
Monday to answer the charge. Richard and Robert Rolbiecki ,
Dismissal : LeRoy Cieminski, Alfred Whitlock, Leon Miller
80, 329 E . King St. , a charge and Louis Briska Jr.
of assault against a neighbor
Nov. 21. City Prosecutor James
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
W. Soderberg moved for dismissal , telling Judge McGill
Julie Ann K 1 u e n d e r, 501
that the complainant had de- Grand St., 4.
cided not to press the charge .
BUFFALO COUNTY
W EATHER
ALMA , Wis. (Special) - In
traffic court Monday before
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Judge Gary B, Schlosstein:
By
THE ASSOCIATED Pit ESS
Howard L. Bursaw , Mondovi.
High Low Pr;
was fined $37 plus 53 costs for
. 2 5 17
driving 20 m.p.h . over the speed Albany, cloudy
limit Nov . 16. He appeared with Albuquerque, clear . 57 33
Atlanta, cloudy . . . 58 37
his attorney , John O. Ward .
Action against Bergman Fuel Bismarck , snow . . . 26 lfi .01
37 22 .10
Co., Eau Claire , on a charge Boise , snow
38 25
of failing to display inserts in Boston , cloudy
T
his license Dec. 15, was dismiss- Chicago , cloudy . . . . Xi 31
ed and his $fi deposit ordered Cincinnati , clear . .. 39 34
Cleveland, cloudy , 30 27
re turned,
. . . 4!) 22
Mondovi Implement Co., Inc., Denver, clear
was fined $25 plus $5 costs for Des Moines , rain . . 3fi 31 , T
nonregistration on a truck for Detroit , cloudy . . . . 30 25
-30 -;J7
the fourth quarter of the year. Fairbank s, snow
The company, re])resented in Fort Worth , cloudy 65 :>4
2!l 9
person, stated the registration Helena , clear
ai 72
has been paid, also for the first Honolulu , clear
quarter of 1 9(>.r>. Der . 15 was the Indianapolis , cloudy :ifi 33 ..
Jacksonville, cloudy 71 45
violation date.
Forfeitures on charges listed: Kansas City, cloudy 50 47
Bruce Martin. Mondov i Rt 4 , Los Angeles , clear 58 41 .01
41 32
$!:•„ running a slop sign Dec. 5. Louisville, clear
Mary Jane Scliollnu,: er , Foun- Memphis , c loudy , 55 43
. . . 76 70
tain City, $M . too fast for con- Miami , cloudy
ditions Nov . 2 , involving an ac- Milwaukee , cloudy . 33 :'.0 .01
Mpls.-St.P., rain
. 30 2fl T
cident,
New Orleans , cloudy 64 57
New York , cloudy
36 26
Okla. City, cloudy
50 47
Omaha, cloud y
35 30 .01
PJj CHECKED TOUR ^H Philadelphia , cloudy 43 30
Phoenix , cloudy
62 45 .17
Pittsburgh , cloudy
31 26
Ptlnd, Me. , clear
32 2:i .02
Rapid City , cloudy . 34 21
St. Louis, cloudy
. 4 4 2!)
Hospital €»¦!» h»v « gone up .' \
Salt
Lk
City
,
J
.
clear
35 lit .10
_ Mali c miro your prolwtion will .
San Fran., rain
. 52 46 .16
daily
room
|
tli«i
hi
ii/irr
provide
I
, 3ft 31 .04
nnd mirij ionl b<w(lt« you li«*d ¦Seattle, cloudy
49 33
I today. For • fri'n analysis of I Washington , cloudy
your hrallh i>rMrrtu>n pr o/ mm I Winnipeg, cloudy
21 M .04
I i w i i h n u t ob l i g a t i o n , w r i t e , '
O-Truce >
I
phnnn or visit
|
AIRPORT WKATII KR
( North Central Observations)
Max. temp. 32 st noon today,
rain.
temp. 29 at I p.m. Mon1710 VN. Wflfcaih *
day, overcast sky at 400 feet ,
Phon* )}¦!
visibility one-halj mile with
light rain and fog, wind is culm ,
barometer 29.73 and falling,
humidity 97 percent.

¦
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Albert J. Dittrich

COCHRANE, Wis. (Special)
-Albert J. Dittrich, 75, retired
farmer, died Monday at 11:50
p.m. at St. Elizabeth's Hospital , Wabasha , following an illness of two years. He had been
a patient three months,
He was born April 24, 1888,
at RoUingstone, Minn., to Mr.
and Mrs. William Dittrich. He
married Elsa Fink Oct. 4, 1910,
at Waumandee. The couple
farmed for 40 years in the Waumandee area , then retired 16
years ago and moved to Cochrane. He was a member of St.
Lawrence Catholic Church. Alma.
Survivors are: His wife ; two
sons, Willard, rural Waumandee, and Lonnie. Milwaukee ;
one daughter , Mrs. Warren
(Marjorie) Guettinger , E a u
Claire ; 19 grandchildren ; 4
great-grandchildren ; two brothers, Rommie, Waumandee, and
Arnold, Arcadia , and one sister, Mrs. Mary Thompson, Barron. One daughter and three
sisters have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at St.
Lawrence Church, the Rev .
Thomas Ash officiating. Burial
will be in Waumandee in the
sprfng.
Friends may tall at Stohr
Funeral Home, Alma, Wednesday. Rosary will be said at 8
p.m.

Mrs. Jame* Hurlburt

DURAND, Wis. ( Special) Mrs. James Hurlburt, 78, died
Saturday at 9 p.m. at St. Benedict's Nursing Home. She had
lived at the nursing home for
some time.
The former Louise Bien , she
was born in Arkansaw to Mr.
and Mrs. John Bien Feb. 2
1886. She lived in Plum City
until 1929 and since then in
Durand.
Her husband died March 3,
1964, and an only son, Ronald,
was killed at age 14 , on Dec.
22, 1929. Three nieces and one
nephew were raised by the
Hurlburts: Mrs. Clayton (Virginia) Stoltz, Upland , Calif.;
Mrs. Gordon (Florence) Lund,
Durand; Mrs. Joseph ( Arlene)
Kock , Bloomington, Minn., and
Douglas Smith , Sauk City , Wis.
Survivors 'also include three
brothers. Joseph , Eau Claire ;
Jack , Durand, and George,
Maiden Rock , and three sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Coleman, Durand; Mrs. Lena Fischer, Elmwood , and Mrs. G. E. ( Lena)
Klenzing, Solon Springs, Wis.
Friends may call at Rhiel
Funeral Home Wednesday after 1 p.m. The Rosary will be
recited by the Rosary-Altar Society at 3 p.m. and the Office
of the Dead at 8 p.m.
Requiem hiqh Mass will be
said at SI. Mary 's at 10 a.m.
Thursday. Burial will be in
the church cemetery. The Rl.
Rev. Msgr. Stephen Anderl
will officiate.
Miss Anna C. Myhre
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Special ) — Miss Anna Christine
Myhre , 87, died Monday morning at Tweeten Memorial Hospital nftcr a lon g illness.
She wus horn Nov 4 . 1877 ,
in Wilmington Township to
Knute and Ellen Tollefson Myhre A lifelong resident of the
area , she was a member of
Wilmington Lutheran Church.
Survivors Include one sister ,
Mrs . Sophie Hagen , Spring
Grove , and several nieces and
nephews. Four brothers and
three sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at
1:30 p.m . Thursday ut Wilmington Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Richard E . Hansen officiating.
Burial will he in the church
cemetery .
Friends may coll nt. EngelRople Funeral Home after noon
Wednesday and at the church
after 12:30 p.m . Thursday .

Mrs. Ole Blegen

SPRING GROVE , Minn . ( Spe
claD-Mrs. Ole Dlegcn, 77, died
at 6:45 a.m. today at Tweeten
Memorial Hospital. She had
FIRE CAM.S
been 111 2 Ms wccHs.
The former Mayme Jiivc . she
Monday
was born Jan . 3. 1B87 . In Winnel:i9 pm.- i n E, Mark St., shiek County, Iowa , to Ole and
N orthern Field and FeH Co. , Christine Halvoison .hive. She
oil burner flare-up, fire out on was married to Ole FtlcRcn Nov .
arrival.
2. 1911 , at Bio Canoe Lutheran

Churen, and lived In the are*
her entire life .
Survivors include her husband; one son, Orlando, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; two daughters,
Mrs. Lester (Helen ) Young, Cedar Rapids, and Mrs. Elmer
( Ruth ) Matter, Decorah, Iowa;
three grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren, Six brothers and four sisters have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m Thursday at Trinity Lutheran Church here , the Rev. Rolf
G. Hanson officiating. Burial
will be in Spring Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the EngelRoble Funeral Heme after noon
Wednesday and at the church
after 1 p.m. Thursday.

Two-Sta te Funerals
Edmund Buahlar

ALMA, Wis. ( Special ) — Funeral services for Edmund
Buehler will be conducted Wedn e s d a v at 2
p.m. at Stohr !
Funeral Home, I
the Rev . Gene i
Krueger of United Church of
Christ officiating. Burial will
in the A l m a
Cemetery.
P a 11 b e a rers will be Harv « y Schweitz- M u
nM „
Mr< Btteh,er
er, Delbert Deneff, William Pattison, Donald
Reuben, Arthur Hitt and Frank
Noll .
Friends may call at the funeral home.

CITY MOVING

(Continued From Page 3)
newal costs. Kleinschmidt said
an initial project probably
would cost $1 million, with the
city's share about $300,000.
Much of this cost would be
met by non-cash credits , allowed for public improvements installed by the city within or
near renewal areas.
The city's outlay would be
f u r t h e r reduced, Robertson
pointed out, by sale of cleared
land to developers and builders.
Replying to a question by Mayor Ellings, Vose said inspections would not have to start
by Jan. 20 (code anniversary
date ) if the suggested program
is adopted by the council, and
that X-ray program changes
would meanwhile make present personnel partially available.
On the other hand, if the outline is not adopted, the city
might be forced into a crash
inspection program immediately in order to demonstrate a
measure of progress in the
first year after enactment. The
show of progress is a requisite
for later re-certification , he reminded aldermen.
ONE OF THE overall purposes of renewal, said Robertson, is to stimulate cities to
help themselves. It also forces
a community to look at itself ,
he added, because it's become
evident that many people don't
know their own cities . Public
education for the project here
has been "non-existent" thus
far, he said, recommending that
$5,000 be appropriated for publicizing the needs and aims.
Future aspects are important
because code application "stops
bad conditions from getting
worse. Building and fire codes
already are accomplishing this.
No one fears those codes and
by the same token no one
should fear the housing code. "
Robertson said.
Noting that Binford , regional
HHFA representative , is to be
in the city soon, Briesath asked
Kleinschmidt if a meet ing could
be set up before Jan. 20. Purpose of this meeting, Briesath
said , would be to determine the
degree of compliance required
from the city in respect to code
enforcement and expense commitments to be made prior to
the general council derision on
whether to proceed with renewal once the area plan i.s
completed.

All States
Take Negroes
Into Guard

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
chief of the National Guard said
today all 50 states — with Alabama and Mississippi falling
into line last — have dropped
bars against mixing Negroes
and whites in their Guard units.
"The National Guard of all
states, the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico is now integrated, " Maj. Gen. Winston P.
Wilson told The Associated
Press.
"All restriction*, whether by
law or administrative regulation , barring membership for
race, religion or national origin
have been eliminated Ln the National Guard," he added.
Wilson , chief of the National
Guard Bureau , acknowledged
that there had been "only token
integration in some areas so
far." But Wilson, an Air Guard
general from Arkansas, contended that even token integration "represents a milestone in
the history of the National
Guard. "

President Johnson and his
Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces said
last Sunday they were encouraged at "definite and clear
signs of progress" in desegregating the Guard.
They strongly indicated they
were not satisfied with token
integration in some states.
Brig. Gen. Francis S. Greenlief , deputy chief of the bureau ,
said, "We expect progress to
continue. "
Eighteen months ago there
were 10 states that had not integrated their Guard organizations. They were Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina , Tennessee
and Virginia.

Man May Learn
Navy Extra
To Fly With
Pay Policy
Flapping Wings
Under Fire

SEAFORD, Del. (AP) Flying by flapping your own
wings is for the birds, but it
may not be much longer.
A practical-minded scientist
named John S. Seney, 50, of
Seaford , and a college junior ,
Stephen Moore, 19, of Fairfax ,
Va., have set out to- determine
whether or not tlie age-old
dream of mar flying like a bird
can be made a reality .

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Government auditors have told Congress the Navy is illegally givSAIGON, South Viet Nam
ing about $1 million a year in (AP ) — Lt. Gen. Nguyen
hazardous duty submarine pay Khanh , Viet Nam's military
to staff personnel working pri- commander, and his general
marily on shore or on surface staff flew to the seaside resort
ships.
of Cap St. Jacques today for
Comptroller General Joseph
conferences
apparently aimed
Campbell said , however, that no
at
ending
the
deadlock with tha
such payments will be questioned by the General Account- United States.
Seney and Moore are hoping ing Office until next March J in
The 'United Statea has been
that electronic Instruments, and order to give the Navy time to holding back an estimated $600
a bird — a buzzard named Leo- adjust personnel assignments or million offer of expanded aid for
ask for new legislation .
nardo — will teach them how.
Viet Nam since Khanh and his
Leonardo gets his name from
Campbell said the SI million
Leonarany-sided
genius,
the m
figure was a projected estimate generals ousted the civilian
do da Vinci, who tried, but based on payments actually High National Council on Dec.
failed, to solve the challenge of made to 40 officers and 55 en- 20 and arrested a number of
flight back in the early 16th cen- listed men during the 12 months political leaders.
tury.
ended June 30, 1963.
He said audit investigations of
The odd thing, as Seney sees
The United States hat de>
it, is that so little effort has the Submarine Force Command i manded that the council , which
been made is modern times to staffs at Charleston , S.C. , and was South Viet
Nam's proviSan Diego, Calif., disclosed that j
follow up Da Vinci's idea.
sional
legislature
be reinstated
,
' Steve contacted the Langley the staff personnel were as- | in some form.
It also wants the
;
signed
for
administrative
purField people, the biggest flight
1 political prisoners released .
development center in the poses to specific submarines but ' Khanh has hinted
that he is
world , and consulted their li- were stationed on submarine ready to do without
American
tenders
or
ashore.
't
brarian , and we just couldn
I aid rather than give in to Washfind anything on the actual dySubmarine pay ranges from irgton's demands.
j
namics of bird flight . "
$100 to $245 a month for officers i Chief of State Phan Khac Suu
That's where Leonardo the and from $50 to $105 a month for '
and Premier Tran Van Huong
buzzard flies in.
enlisted personnel.
issued a communique Monday
Seney, who heads the electro"Submarine pay is an incen- calling on Khanh and his followmechanical research laboratory tive pay for performing hazard- [ ers to
restore the national counof the DuPont Company here, ous duty on submarines ," cil.
plans to start Leonardo flying Campbell concluded.
while electronic instruments
j Sun and Mnong were not oustand high-speed cameras record analyze the anatomy of a heal- ed in the military purge, but
how he does it and how hard he thy young man — Moore — and > they said it had shaken the
works at it.
help figure out what he could do , foundation ol their government.
Then the experts, medical and to convert his strength into ef- ¦ Both were named by the High
mechanical, will be asked to fective wing-flapping.
I National Council.

A YEAR TO REMEMBERA BOOK TO T REASURE!

U.N. Expected
To Avoid Russ
Dues Showdown

— ¦

UNITED NATIONS , N.Y.
(AP) — The -way was reported
clear today for the U.N. General
Assembly to clean up year-end
business without a showdown
over the Soviet Union's vote.
Assembly
President Alex
QuaisoivSackey of Ghana was
expected to tell the assembly
this morning that he had
worked out an agreement with
key delegates.
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THE WORLD IN 1964

When the world's foremost news gatherin g agency, The A ssociated Press, in
cooperation with thii nnd other member newspapers, decided to publish a memorable book o»f the year, it wanted to put out more than just another news annual
or al manac.
So it assi gned to the task the team of outstanding writers that made an all time
best seller of The Torch Is Passed , the story of the Kenned y traged y.
The rraults w<-re foreseeable — a volume that captures the excitement and
immediacy of a grea t news year and lhat rel a tes if tr> the American newspaper reader.
It 's a sure bet as a collector 's item-something jou won 't want to jriiss—an«l na a solid
reference book for student or general reader.

!

! THE WORLD IN 1964
j WINONA DAIIY NEWS
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That would pnt off a SovietUS. showdown over Article 19
of the U.N. Charter. The assembly, after finishing the essential
business Wednesday would recess until around Jan. 11.
Article 19 says any U.N.
member two years behind in
total assessments shall have no
vote in the assembly . The Soviet
Union is more than two years
behind because it will not pay
assembly assessments to finance the Congo and MiddleEast peacekeeping operations ,
which it contends are illegal.
The United States says it should
not be allowed to vote.
Di plomatic sources said no
progress was made Monday toALI). STOI.TMAN will grt ward spilling that dispute.
estimates on costs of moving
A'-ray facilities to the nursing working rooms in connection
service offices on the City with the enforcement program
Hall 's first floor. Such removal
Action on these matters and
would provide the ext ra space on a possible X-ray ordinance
Vose said i.s needed in base- amendment is expected at the
ment offices of the henlth de- regular council meeting next
partment for new files and Monday.

I.—

JANUARY
.

-

Diplomatic source s said the
agreement would let the assembly elect four new Security
Council members and adopt a
stopgap budgetary resolution by
the general-consent procedure
that was used on opening day,
Dec. 1 , to elect the president
and admit Malawi , Malta and
Zambia to U.N. membership.
The agreement reportedly
included a preliminary informal
poll to resolve a race between
Jordan and Mali for a council
seat. This would gi-ve the assembly four unopposed candidates it could elect by acclamation.

WESTER N

Viet General
Seeks Increase
In U.i Aid
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Fred Bahnubs
Note 48th
Anniversa ry

MR. AND MRS. DANIEL MIKELSON are at home at
'302 Cedar St., Aurora, 111., following their marriage Dec,
12 at tht Modena (Wis.) Lutheran Church. Dr. J. C. Thompson officiated. Mrs. Mikelson is the former Miss Sharon
Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Adams, Nelson,
Wis. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Orlin Mikelson.
(Wehrenberg Studio)

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) The 48th wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bahnub was
observed Sunday at their home
here. Out-of-town guests were
Tht report recommend! a
from Wisdom, Minn., Black Riv- total expenditureof $3,921,000 in
er Falls and Onalaska, Wis.
the Capitol group. Major item is
Mr. Bahnub and the former
00(1 to build an office
Mary LaFleur were married $2,801, auditorium and 500-car
building,
Dec. 27, 1916, at La Crosse. They
the site formerspent the first four years of parking ramp on
Science Musethe
ly
occuplsed
by
their married life farming near
of the Capitol
um
just
north
Miles City, Mont., and then
University Avenue.
moved back to Wisconsin. They across
" Members of the Building Comfarmed in the Disco and Beach
areas untipfive years ago, when mission,' besides Sen. Josefson,
they retired and purchased a arc Sens. William Heuer,
Bertha; !L«w W. Larson, Mabel;
home in Ettrick.
They have four children: John L. Olson , Worthington;
Dean, Black River Falls ; Gor- ! Harold R. Popp, Hutchinson,
don, Ettrick; Mrs. Ray Powell ! and Reps. Roy L. Voxland Ken(Lois ) , Windom ; and Mrs. , yon, vice chairman; Everett
George Stecka (Mary) , Shreve- ; Battles, Warroad, secretaryport, La. The"r« are 12 grand- : treasurer; Sam Barr, Ortonvilchildren and three great-grand- lc; W. G. Kirchner, Richfield;
Richfield ; and Marvin C. Schuchildren.
mann, Rice. Edward A. Burdick,
St. Paul., is executive secretary.

Kuwait Ruler
Names Brother

DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) Kuwait's ruler, Sheikh Abdullah
Salem El Sabah, today reappointed his younger brother,
Crown Prince Sabah Salem As
Sabah, premier and asked him
to form a new government for
the oil-rich little emirate on the
Persian Gulf.
Sheikh Sabah and his 15-man
Cabinet resigned Monday night
under parliamentary pressure
after only 22 days in office. The
crown prince has been Kuwait's
Erender since it became a paramentary monarchy after its
independence from Britain in
1962.

Arnuli Ueland; Lynda and Laurie Lucas,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Laird Lucas,
227 W. Wabasha St.; and Frances Lucas, a
student at Carleton College, Northiield, Minn,,
and tlie daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John Lucas, Rome, Italy. Here also for the holidays
are tlie rest of the Ueland family and Miss
Ruth Lucas, Tarrytown , N.Y. (Daily News
Photo)

GRANDCHILDREN'S PARTY . . . The
grandchildren of Mrs, Ward Lucas, several
of whom are visiting her over the holidays,
were given a special holiday party by Mrs.
Lucas Sunday evening. Twenty young people
were invited to a Christmas supper at Holler Hill in honor of the visitors. Exchanging
pleasantries here arc Lucas grandchildren,
from left, Christopher and Erica Ueland,
Mankato, Minn., children of Mr. and Mrs.

< Continued From Page 1)
stitutioni. $2 ,724,800; adult correctional Institutions, $2,208,816;
youth conservation institutions ,
$877,631; miscellaneous, including state nursing homes, Department of Health and Soldiers
Home, |L2,436,475.

BRAINERD

Mr. and Mrs. Glen 0. Johnson

Glen Johnson,
Carol Strelow
Exchange Vows

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Naomi Trowbridge to
Douglas Lindberg, son of Or*
ville Lindberg, Centerville,
Wis., and the late Mrs.
Lindberg, Is announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Trowbridge, Arcadia, Wis. A March wedding
is planned.

Mr. and Mrs . Dennis A. Petersen

ICimin Art photo)

Pre-Christmas
Wedding Unites
Rushford Pair

Toyland'
Theme , of
Snowball
"Toyland" will be tlie decorative theme for the Snowball
dance of Cotter High School.
The annual Christmas party
will be a highlight of the holiday social season for the younger set Wednesday evening. It
will be held in tho physical education building at the school.
Couples will dance from 8:30
to 11:30 p.m. to music provided
by Johnny and the Rave-ons.
"All Cotter High- School students and alumni are cordially
invited to this evept, " a member of the committee said.
¦

Cedar Valley ALCW
Plans Sunday Dinner
CEDAR VALLEY , Minn. (Special) — Cedar Valley American
Lutheran Church Women will
sponsor a cooperative dinner in
the church parlors , following
the 11 a.m. services Sunday.
Services will be conducted by
the Rev . Andrew Turmo of
Good Shepherd Home, Rushford , Minn ', in the absence of
the pastor , the Rev. D. J.
Brake , who had surgory at Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse ,
Monday.
The ALCW will hold a meetInn after the dinner , with Mrs.
Francis Quinn in charge of the
program.
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OFFICIATING at the preChristmas ceremony in Rushford Lutheran Church was the
Rev. Eugene Foehringer. Jerry
Johnson was soloist and Miss
Rose Knutson was organist.
Miss Mary Lou Taylor was
maid of honor and Miss Sharon
Veir was bridesmaid.
Ronald Petersen was best
man and George Laumb Jr. was
groomsman. David Holger and
John Petersen ushered.

M l S S JUDITH GAY
LEERSSON'S , engagement
to William J. Schkier, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John
Schleler Jr. , Milwaukee, is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Leersson, Lake City , Minn.
A September wedding is being planned.

THE BRIDE wore a floorlength gown of lace, fashioned
with a sabrina neckline , long
sleeves and a bouffant skirt with
a cathedral train. Seed pearls
and pailettes were used as trimming. Her silk illusion veil was
caught on a crown of seed pearls
and crystals.
The bride 's attendants wore
American Beauty red brocaded
gowns in a floor-length , with
matching headpieces of clusters
of velve t leaves.
A reception was held after th«
wedding in the church basement.
The newlyweds went on a
wedding tri p to Northern Minne?oto. They arc now at home at
15 4th Ave. N.W., Rochester.

m

KENNEDY PLACE
SYDNEY (AP) - Sydney will
soon have a permanent memorial to the late President Kennedy. It will be John F. Kenn edy
Place , near the new Botanic
Gardens' gates, and apposite the
American Club . Sydney City
council works committee has
asked the Lord Mayor , Alderman Harry Jensen , to open a
public appeal for fun ds to erect
a statue of the late- President
in the area.

BOTH YOUNG persons attended Rushford Public Schools and
Winona State College , where
the groom is still a student. The
bride is a medical secretary at
Ihe Mayo Clinic , Rochester.
The groom 's parents were
hosts at a bridal dinner in tho
church basement.
A prcnuptial party honoring
Ihe bride was given by the
Misses Taylor and Veir at Miss
Taylor 's home.
¦
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RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Miss Karen Holger , daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Holger,
Rushford, became the bride of
Dennis A. Petersen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Petersen ,
Rushford, Dec. 19.

Johnson Liquor
Tastes Vary

WoMtfa} f cUlHi**,

-477 I. I»li
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« ALL THE MOST WANT ED STYLES FOR THE
BRIDE-TO-BE.

Announcements & Invitations
From $8.00 Per 100
•Wedding Nap kins
• All-Occasion Napkins
• Imprinted Coasters

•Thank Y«m Notes
• Imprinted .Matches
• Pluyin fi (' .n ils

24-Hour Service — Free Bride 's Book
• WAIL ORDERS FILLE D PROMPTL Y •

A pre-Christrnas wedding on
Dec. 19 was that of Miss Carol
Arlene Strelow and Glen O.
Johnson, both of Winona. Parents are Mr. and Mrs . Fred
Strelow, 432 E. 3rd St., and
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Johnson,
1108^4 W. 5th St.
THE CEREMONY took place
in St. Martin's Lutheran Church,
with the Rev. Armin Deye officiating, Organist was the
groom's brother, Jerry Johnson,
Mazeppa , Minn., and the soloist was Meryl Nichols.
The bride was attired in a
floor-length gown of velveteen ,
styled with a scoop neckline in
the sequin and pearl trimmed
bodice. The sheath skirt had
fullness at the sides and back,
falling into a chapel train. Her
silk veil was held by a crown
of pearls and crystals. She carried a bouquet of American
Beauty roses.
MISS DARLENE Strelow was
her sister's maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. John
Forster, sister of the bride, and
Miss Judy Knapik.
They wore floor-length gowns
of red velveteen with sheath
skirts and trains. Their headdresses of pearls held red veils.
They carried white fur muffs ,
topped with poinsettias and hollyBeat man was Donald Klagge and groomsmen were Robert
Maxwell , Minneapolis , and David Stover , Adams, Minn. Ushers were Jeff Kremer and Kenneth Landro, the latter from
La Crosse.
A reception was held at Westfield Golf Club.
The bride and groom went to
Minneapolis f o r their honeymoon. After the first of the
year , they will be at home In
Elgin, III.
THE BRIDE U a graduate of
Winona Senior High School and
attended Wincna State College
one year. She has been a toller
at First National Bank. The
groom is also a graduate of
WSHS and of WSC, where he
received an M.S. in physical education. Ha is. a teacher in Larkin School, Elgin.
The groom's parents were
hosts at a rehearsal dinner at
Shorty 's Cafe .
The bride was honored at prenuptial parties given by M rs.
Edward Mansfield at her home ;
the employes of First National
Bank at Wally ' s Supper Club,
Fountain City, Wis ,, and Mrs.
John Former and Miss Darlene
Strelow at the latter 's home.

(Cimtra Art photo)

Job's Da ughters'
Hol iday Dance
Set for Wednesday
Bethel 8, International Order
of Job's Daughters, will hold its
annual formal holiday dance
Wednesday evening at Masonic
Temple.
The new honored queen , DeAnn Neumann, will be honored.
Theme of the party will be
"Three Coins in a Fountain."
Hours will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight, witl the grand march
at 10 p.m.
¦

Birthday Club
To Tour Prison
LAK E CITY, Minn . ( Special)
Members of the Hill and
Valley Birthday Club are planning another tour to Stillwater
State Prison.
They will .go by bus Jan. 6.
Mrs. Wesley- Wiebusch, president, requests that those interested in making the trip call
her for reservations.

( Continued From Page 1)
theater which was heavily damaged by water .
Cause of the blaze was not
known. Shortridge said it apparently started on the second floor
near the ventilating system and
spread so fast through the ventilation ducts that the fire could
not be contained.
Miss Collins and Mrs. Fairley
were screaming for help from
third floor windows when firemen arrived. By the time firemen got thern on the rescue
ladders, dense black smoke was
pouring from the windows.
Miss Collins, a Brainerd hospital worker, said she was in
her room resting when Mrs.
Fairley, carrying her baby,
pounded on her door.
Miss Collins said they ran to
a fire escape but were blocked
by smoke and flame when they
opened a door leading to the
exit. They ran to their apartment windows and started yelling for help.
Shortridge said the blast occurred when gases generated
by the fire collected on the east
side of the building and built
up pressure.
"When a plate glass window
below broke , the gases got
a shot of oxygen, causing the
explosion," Shortridge said.
The building is owned by Mrs.
Eva Eaehr Murphy of Minneapolis. It is located on the corner of Front and Sixth streets
in the downtown Brainerd business district.

YEAR-END

i
|

High-way Department, $2,224. 475 (from highway funds ) including $636,000 for a headquarters building in St. Cloud,
including purchase of site and
preparation of plans : and $1
million for a maintenance building in North St. Paul and storage buildings om Worthington,
Faribault, Fergus Falls, Pine
City, Plymouth, Sauk Centre,
Erskine, Alexandria, North Minneapolis, Forest Lake, Sandstone, Bagley , Hawley, Olivia,
Blue Earth and Two Harbors.
LUCKILY NO FIRE
OWINGSVILLE , Ky. (AP) Chief Hubert Reed decided to
take the town 's fire truck for
a test run.
He 's glad it was only practice. The truck wouldn't start.
Vandals had siphoned all the
gasoline from the tank.

9 am. through 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 to 12::i()

D R. MAX L. DEBOLT

• Optometrists
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lions & Blends

St. Cloud Reformatory for
men, $1,487,000, including $1,380,818 f or new service building and
equipment and $39,700 for repairs to heating plant.
Red Wing Training School for
Boys , $547,631, including $497 .000 to build and equip secure
treatment cottage; $26,631 for
general repair and remodeling,
and $24,000 for roof repairs.
Sauk Centre Home School for
Girls , $330,000, Including $265,000 for security cottage.
St. Peter Security Hospital ,
$601,000, including $550,000 for
new wing.
Northwest School and Experiment Station, Crookston, $60,000
including $40,000 for water main
from Crookston city limits to
campus . $10,000 to remodel feed
?[rinding, mixing and handling
acility , and $10,000 for outside
feeding floors and yards for
sheep, beef and dairy cattle,

D R . C. R. KOLLOFSKI

I

Willi

Brailbe and Sight saving
School, Faribault, $35,000, including $30,000 to fireproof floors, install new doors and door
frames, east and west cottages,
and $5,000 to remodel vocational
building;.
School for Deaf , Faribault ,
$701,000 , including $700,000 for
constructing and equipping hoys
dormitory.
Owatonna State School, $30,000 for demolition of old buildings, repairs to cottages ind
other buildings, clean and paint
water tower.
Minnesota State Prison, Stillwater , $672,500, including $206,000 for building for inmate activities and $125,000 for completion of major electrical rehabilitation.

Fergus Falls State Hospital,
$150,000, including $100,000 for
completion of remodeling projects and $50,000 for repairs.
Rochester State Hospital, $413,000 including $200,000 for air conditioning for clinical 2 and 3
wards and other areas in administration - clinical building, and
$10,000 for central service department building expansion.
St. P eter State Hospital, $37,300, including 410,000 for general repairs.
Willmar State Hospital, $111,000, including $68,000 lor rehabilitation of cottages 4 through
16, administration building and
auditorium.
Brainerd State School and
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OUTING FLANNELS
A flood selection of v«ry fin* qualify
36" print*. As low at
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One Group
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ONE GROUP OF FABRICS,
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JOHNSO N CITY . Tex. (AP )
When you are in, look ov«r tha beauti-ful line of new
- President Johnson i.s known
lo like a scotch and soda on ocspring wool*. (Our selection o-f wlnteir wooli la excasion although his doctor says
cellent,
too.)
Johnson prefers a bit of bourbon
nnd water before dinner.
Rear Adm. (ieorge G. BurkIcy , White House physician ,
named bourbon in answering n CHICAGO (AP ) - The na- \
questionnaire from newsmen tion 's traffic deaths over the !
Monday. Maybe his info rmation weekend totaled STB, second
was bused on yulctide observa- highest toll for a three-d»y
tions around the LIU Ranch.
Christmas holiday weekend.
Visitors there have been ofThe record toll for a three day '¦
fered cuke and ege, nop, and the Christmas holiday period is fiofl !
President's under*!finding i.s set in 1955. This year 's tola) (
Fairy land of Fabric s
lhat rug m>n is made most ly compared with 'M fatalities
wilh bourbon around these reported in a three-day nonholi- j 214 Mcm kalo Avenue
Phone 9175
pans .
| day weekend earlier this monlh.

Christmas Death j
Toll Reaches 578

Here are specific recommendations by institution :
Bemidji State College, $1,098 ,000, including $970,000 for a physical education building.
Mankato State College , $2,228 ,400, In cluding $1,700,000 for
stage II of the library.
Moorhead State College, $1,097,000, including $700,000 for a
classroom building.
St. Cloud State College, $2,•423,000, including $1.2 million for
Phase t of library and $825,000
lor a classroom building.
Southwestern State College,
Marshall, $5 million, for constructing and eouiping library
and Instructional aids center,
science and technology center ,
lecture center, fine arts center
and physical activities building.
State college dormitory and
food service program, $3 million as state share of planned to
$12 million program, balance to
be financed by issuing revenue
bonds.

Hospital, 120 ,000. for comlpetlon
of water softening facility, service building No. 2.
Faribault State School and
Hospital , $1,308,000, including
$1.2 million for replacement
dormitory for male patients, $25
000 for rewiring and replacing
of electrical lighting,
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Elizabeth Arden 's
Ardana Hand Lotion
giant 16 ounce size , 3.00
8 ounces , 2.25
4

ounc es , ] .25

Thisj annual event h>riings you
the soothing, cliap-preventive action of
Ardena Hand Lotion precisely wlu.-u
hands need it most-to #uord afl<ilnst
the roughening e f/ecls o f wintry winda
and slee t and snow. So toko advanluga
of this limited offer now , and order a
plenti ful supply of delightful hand lotion,
scented with nine Grass or June Geranium,
in the convenient plastic bottle with
look-proof di«pfl«ifl«ir top.
(i iont lfi ounce n ir.f i, fl.00,
6 ounces, 2 . K . 4 ounans , I.2.I.
/ll pric«» |ilu» U) "l» uix.
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Meningitis Death
At Rochester Is City Ottering
'Isolated Case' Swim Periods

Churchmen Plan A il-Night
Open House New Year s Eve
PASADENA, CtUt. (AP) New Year's Eve, traditionally a
time for blowing off steam ,
could be a little different this
year in Pasaden a, where
churchmen hope the steam will
be constructive, interesting and
sober prior to Rose Bowl festivities.

Their idea: Get th * kids oft
the street — and let 'em talk.
Young people seeking action
on New Year's Eve can find it
at five all-night coffee houaei
opened by the Paiadena area
churches. Their main product
will be talk. The topic? Anything.

Meat Quotas
Out tor 1965

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman said Monday it will
not be necessary to impose quotas on imports of meat in 1965.
No appreciable increase in imports ii expected, he said.
Legislation passed by Congress
this year directed the President
to impose Import restrictions if
there was prospect of a big Increase in foreign supplies which
could depress prices in this
country.
Freeman said in a statement
that imports in 1965 are expected to total about 733 million
pounds. This compares with 1,048,200,000 in 1963, and an estimated 718 million this year.
One reason foreign supplies
are being reduced is that several major world exporters — Australia, New Zealand, Ireland
and Mexico — agreed to voluntary reductions in exports to
this country.
These agreements, made several months ago, were negotiated at a time when cattle prices

Youth Pleads
Insanity in
Shooting Girl

LANCASTER, Wis. (AP ) John Treglown, 19-year old Benton youth pleaded innocent by
reason of insanity Monday when
arraigned on a charge of first
degree murder in the slaying of
a Platteville University beauty
queen Dec. 8.
Judge Richard Orton set trial
for March 22 but ordered another psychiatric examination before that time to determine if
there has been any change in
Treglown 'a condition since two
previous tests.
Two psychiatrists testified before Judge Orton that they had
found Treglown sane and able to
determine right from wrong.
Treglown is accused of shooting to death Kathy Moan, 20.
Belvidere, 111. the Platteville university homecoming queen of

were greatly depressed in this
country and demand were being
made by some farm groups and
members of congress for legislation restricting foreign supplies ,

Under the legislation enacted
in August, if yearly imports of
certain meats — primarily beef
and veal — are estimated to
equal or exceed 110 per cent of
an adjusted baie quota, the
President is required to proclaim
a quota for meat imports.
Under the quota system, based
on the average of meat imports
from 1959 through 1W3, the level
of imports wilcn would trigger
a proclamation of quotas is 933.6
million pounds.

Staffing each of the coffee
houses will be at least one minister and one or more seminary
students from nearby Claremont or Pasadena.
The men behind the idea are
the Rev. George B. Erickson,
minister of education at a South
Pasadena churchy and R. Donald Weber, assistant to the president of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena.
"The church ought to do
something about college-age
kids wandering around town on
New Year's Eve, looking for
something to do, " Weber suggested,

German Girl
Returns for
2nd Operation

Freeman said if quotas were
proclaimed for 1965 under this
procedure, the level would be
848.7 million pounds.
Freeman said his department will make quarterly determination of import prospects to
advise the President of any ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) A German girl was back in a
changes that may occur.
Rochester hospital operating
room Monday—the second time
little more than a year— for
Whitehall to Get insurgery
by Mayor Clinic doctors
to
correct
defective heart.
Exchange Student Cordula aSeitz
of Frankfurt,
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special) Germany, who will be 9 on Jan.
-Whitehall High School will 19, entered surgery at St.
have an exchange student next Mary 's Hospital. She suffers
year. Families interested in pro- multiple defects in her heart
viding a home for the student and the great blood vessels.
are to contact James Olson,
Cordula underwent open heart
high school principal. Olson said
surgery Oct. 1, 1963. At that
the Committee has asked for a time Mayo Clinic doctors conboy, so a home with a boy nected up two arteries, a prein high school would be prefer- paratory step to today's surable.
gery.
a
In open heart surgery similar
to that performed on Cordula
Modena Man Wins
Monday by" a team of doctors
MODENA, Wis. — Lyman Anand assistants, the patient's
derson, owner of Anderson Im- blood is bypassed sway from
plement Co., Modena, will re- the organ permitting surgeons
ceive a paid trip to Mexico in
to work inside a virtually bloodJanuary because of his sales free heart. Blood is pumped
performance last year as a
through an apparatus to supply
Massey Ferguson dealer. He
oxygen. ?¦
will make the trip by plane
with 300 other dealers from 40
Cordula, accompanied by her
takeoff points in Canada and. mother, Elsa, arrived in Rothe U.S. They will stay four' chester Dec. 19. Following todays.
day 's surgery she is expected to
be in the intensive care section
1963. She was shot three times for from three to five days beas she sat at a snack bar in the fore moving to the pediatrics destudent center at the school.
partment for about 10 days before being released. She will remain in Rochester for several
days for checkups as an outpatient.
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County Property
Taxes Increase
In Wisconsin
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Called tbm "Let's Talk Coflto
Home Project," Its goal is to
draw young people in for coffee,
folk singing and bull sessions but no sermons.
The five locations are on Colorado Boulevard, -where young
people — and families as well —
begin reserving curb space early New Year 's Eve for the Tournament of Hoses parade on New
Year's Day.
The curb titters , especially
the older teen-agers, usually
take their fun aa they find it —
and it sometimes leads to trouble.
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MADISON, Wis. - All Wisconsin county property tax
levies .made this fall for 1965
budgets total 1147,938,356, rising
$6,718,477 over total county purpose levies for this year, the
Public Expenditure Survey of
Wisconsin said after a poll of
county clerks.
This has been the best year
since 1957 for Wisconsin counties In holding or reducing property tax rates.
Two counties in this area have
levy reductions. The Trempealeau County levy is down $29 ,824, and Buffalo County, $15,916.
There were increases in four
other area counties. The Jackion County board levied $34,799
more than last year; Pepin
County. $13,012 more; Eau
Claire County $136,007 more and
La Crone County, $111 ,047
more.
PATIENT FROM BLAIR
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - Harry Stay was taken by ambulance
Saturday night to Lutheran Hospital , la Crosse. He had surgery at 11:30 p.m, for a ruptured ulcer,
LIBRARY AT TAYLOR
TAY"LOR, Wis. (Special) The Taylor public library Is
open Saturdays from 2:30 to 4
p.m. Mrs. Al Waller will be In
charge Saturday. Selected for
the remaining dotes in January :
Mrs . Willie Berg, the 9th, and
Mrs. Alvin Nelson, Mrs , Russell
Larson and Mrs . l^ee Casper the
rent of the month.

LOOKS FOR GLASSES . . . President Lyndon J ohnson reaches in his coat pocket for his glasses to read a
thank you note , handed him by his daughter Luci, from a
youngster who had visited the White House. The President
had just finished a front yard news conference on the LBJ
Ranch near Stonewall, Tex. (AP Photofax)

Little Cabinet'
Staff Sought

WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Johnson had a lot of officials and their wives sitting on
the edge of their chairs today —
some with a sense of foreboding, some in hopeful expectation.
Much excitement was aroused
by word that the President
plans a shakeup in his "little
Cabinet ;" that he will make
many new appointments to such
posts as undersecretary , assistant secretary and other administrators.

The President has ordered a
"talent hunt." He wants, so far
as possible, to recruit his new
administrators from men and
women already in the government.
So the question arose : Who
will get the ax, and who will be

CNW Extends
Offe r to Buy
Rock Island
CHICAGO UP)— The Chicago
and North Western Railway
Monday extended its offer to
purchase the Rock Island Railroad until next June 30.
North Western urged Rock Island stockholders to v o t e
against a proposed merger with
the Union Pacific Railroad.
Rock Island stockholders were
sent a 54-page supplement to the
North Western 's proxy state1
rnent, including a report on
plans to merge with the Chicago, Milwaukee , St. Paul and Pacific Railroad and the Chicago
Great Western Railway .

Fence Damaged
At Trempealeau
As Car Swerves
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — An estimated $60 in
damage was done to a fence in
a rear-end collision at the Raymond Lakey farm three miles
from here Saturday at 7:30
p.m,
Leroy Wood, 17, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Wood,
Trempealeau, was traveling
east on County Trunk K, followed by Jerome Redsten, 37,
Galesville. Leroy made a left
turn at the Lakey farm. Redsten apparently didn't see the
blinkers or was traveling too
fast , Oliver Landers, deputy
sheriff , said.
Redsten nicked the back right
fender of the Wood car and then
ran into the fence, tearing up
posts. No one was hurt and
damage to the cars was slight ,
the officer said.

Bridge Worker
Killed in Fa ll
MINNEAPOLIS (in - Edwin J. Pauly, 3fl , foreman of a
clow constructing the new Washington Ave . bridge , lost his footing on a plywood walk late Monday and plunged 100 feet to
death in the Mississippi River.
The father of three, Pauly
lived nt Now Prague. He waa
employed by the Allied Structural Steel Co. of Minneapolis.
¦
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NORTHFIELD , Wis. - The
Public Service Commission has
announced it will investigate
without hearing a transaction
involving two telephone comNEW AND USID
panies affecting this area .
Complete Stock For
Northfielil Farmers Telephone
Co. here has applied for auMen — Woman
thority to sell its properly to
ChHdrtn
Tri-County Telephone Coopera<
-WE TRADEtivo . Inc., whose head office in
Strum. Tri-Coiinly lias applied
Out-Dor Store
for authority to purchase the
143 1. 3rd St.
Northlield company for u base
price of $15,000.
'
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promoted to jobs paying as high
as $36,000 a year?
It is one of the hardest secrets
to crack , because the President
is playing his cards so close to
his chest.

Johnson dipped Into government ranks in making two of his
most recent appointments. Saturday he named William J.
Driver to head the Veterans Administration. Monday night he
selected Sheldon S. Cohen to be
collector of internal revenue.
Driver, who had been deputy
VA administrator , succeeds
John S. Gleason Jr., who resigned. Cohen, chief counsel of
the IRS, succeeds acting Commissioner Bertrand Harding,
who had been serving since
Mortimer Caplin resigned last
July.
Some doubt is expressed at to
how sweeping the "little Cabinet" shakeup will be. All such
officials submit their resignations, as a matter of formality,
when a president is newly inaugurated. The President can give
a man the gate by merely accepting the resignations.
But will he do this, for example, to Charles S. Murphy, undersecretary of agriculture?
Murphy was a top manager of
Johnson's campaign for the
presidential nomination in 1960.
Or to Undersecretary of Commerce Franklin D. Roosevelt
Jr., son of LBJ's idol?
Or to W. Averell Harrlman,
longtime Democratic stalwart
and specialist in foreign affairs?
He is an undersecretary of
state. Insiders take into consideration talk that relations between him and Johnson are not
close.
Without firing anybody, the
President can put the LBJ
brand on much of the government when he fills a long list of
existing vacancies.
These include about 15 federal
judgeships, nearly as many little Cabinet positions and seven
ambassadorships,

Fond du Lac Oil
Station Worker
Found Slain

FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP) —
A young service station attendant was found shot to death
early today at his place of work
on U.S. Highway 41 about seven,
miles south of here.
The victim was identified as
Richard Slgler, 20, of Theresa ,
married and the father of a
daughter.
The Fond du Lac County
sheriff's office said Sigler apparently was slain during a
holdup. A customer drove into
the station about 5 a.m., found
tho body and called the sheriff's office, Sigler had been shot
in the back of the hend nnd in
the back.
The amount of the loot was
not determined ,
¦
TftEMPKALFJAU STATION
TREMPEALEAU , "Win. (Special) — Morton Simerson, who
has b«en operating the Texaco
service station here, has openfid his own Deep Itwk station
on Main Street, He also maintains a fuel oil route.
MILKERS' OPEN HOUNK
LEWISTON , Minn. - Mr, and
Mrs. John R. Miller will hold
open house at their home Sunday, starting i\\ 1:,)0 p.m. and
continuing Into the evening, Tlie
occasion Is their 25th wedding
anniversary. No invitations hn\e
boon sent. The Millers ' children,
Mrs. Dale Bane (Judy), Lewiston , and Jack , at home, will be
hosta.

ROCHESTER, Minn. — A
state health officer repeated today that last Thursday 's death
of a Rochester girl of spinal
meningitis appears to be "an
isolated case " with "no cause
for alarm ."
Dr. C. B. Nelson, chief of the
section of acute communicable
diseases in the State Health Department, also said that proper treatment ("control measures") for those who had been
in close contact with Miss Kay
Marie Madison before her death
Christmas Day at St. Mary 's
Hospital remains, at tola point,
the main avenue of preventive
medicine.
"It is not usually possible because of the nature of the disease to trace the source. For
each case there are many carriers." he said.
He added, however, that it
was "a good assumption" that
Miss Madison's disease, affecting the brain, was contracted in
Rochester rather than at Macalester College, St. Paul, where
the June 1964 John Marshall
High School graduate had just
completed fall quarter of her
freshman year on Dec. 17.

Lake Land Sold
By Pepin Man

PEPIN, Wis. - Bogus Point
and 70 acres of undeveloped
land below the Burlington Railroad tracks ha-ve been sold by
Chester Klampe to Curtis Sel•vig, Minnetonk a, Minn .
Selvig, a Minneapolis Honeywell engineer, is planning to develop the land. Klampe retains
his farm above Highway 35 and
20 lakes hore lots in the subdivision he has developed on Lake
Pepin.
Klampe purchased the James
White place in 1959 and developed the lakeside subdivision into
63 surveyed lots, 43 of which
have been sold . Currently there
are 25 cottages and trailer
homes in the area and plans for
five cottages next spring. It is
known as the Che-Nor-Lin division.

Pepin Resident s
Surgery Similar to
Duke's Operation
PEPIN, Wis. - A Pepin man
has undergone surgery similar
to the widely advertised operation performed on the Duke of
Windsor at Houston, Tex.
Fred SchindJer found he could
have tlie same work done close
to home — at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital — without shopping all
over the world for a surgeon.
Like the duke, Schindler developed an aortic aneurysm,
a ballooning of the artery between the heart and the main
arteries that go to each leg. A
V-shap>ed plastic device was
substituted for the weakened
artery and the ends were spliced into it again.
Schindler recovered successfully from the sensitive procedure.

Three Horse Movies
To Be Shown Saturday
At Caledonia Bank
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Three
movies on horses will be shown
Saturday and Sunday at the
Sprague State Bank here.
The films include "The Morgan Horse of Today," "Introduction to the Arabian Horse "
and "Arabians Are Fun."
Showings will be at 2 p.m.
Saturday for Girl Scouts , Boy
Scouts and youngsters. The 8
p.m. Sunday showing is for all
adults or any young people who
were unable to see the Saturday snow ,
The films are sponsored by
the Mounted Patrol of the Caledonia Senior Girl Scouts
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GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

BLAIR, Wis. — A former supervising principal at Blair
High School is retiring after
serving 15 years as president
of the Vernon County Teachers
College, Viroqua,
Victor V. Goss, who is quitting his job this Christmas vacation, developed an administrative handbook for county colleges, a guide to the operation
of schools, that is now used in
all schools and by the state Department of Public Instruction.
A veteran of World War I,
Goss taught at Augusta and
Westfield, was supervising principal at Blair and Merrillan.
and was superintendent of
schools in Hilisboro 17 years
before becoming head of the
teachers college In 1949.

Fighter

Plane
Sales to Haiti
Under Study

The department will nay cash
for the» wheat in the open market, and Egypt will pay for the
grain in its own currency, a
part oc* which will be spent in
the United Arab Republic.
Although arrangements for
tLe transaction had been made
some time ago, the United
States still could have stopped
the deal after Nasser's speech
of last week.
He accused U.S. Ambassador
Lucius Battle of trying to put
economic pressure on Egypt
and told a cheering crowd in
Port Said: "Anyone who does
not like our attitude can drink
from 1he sea. And if the Mediterranean is not big enough, we
will give him the Red Sea to
drink, too."
In Egyptian slang, to "drink
from -the sea" is the equivalent
of to "go to hell."
His outburst apparently was
triggered by U.S. accusations
that he is aiding Congolese rebels and intimations that future
aid deals would be curtailed
because of this.
Nasser said in his speech :
"We have sent arms to the Congolese rebels , and we will continue to send arms because the
rebels need them.
"We do not accept any words
againjst us, and we will cut off
the tongue of anyone who uses
them. We do not need their
money. "
¦

ETTRICK PATIENT
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Mrs. Alfred M. Mahlum, South
Beaver Creek , is hospitalized at
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The La Crosse.
State Department says Investigation is continuing into the nied Monday published reports
reported illegal export of two that it had persuaded authorAmerican fighter planes to Haiti ities, to drop the inquiry in order
last September .
to avoid unveiling techniques of
A department spokesman de- the Central intelligence Agency.
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Ex-Blair Teacher
Retiring From
Post at Viroqua

WASHINGTON (AP) _ Only
five days after Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser had
told America ia effect to take its
aid and "go to hell, " the United
States is going through with
plans U> provide him with $16»994,000 worth of surplus wheat.
The Agriculture Department
issued an authorization Monday
for the purchase of that amount
of wheat under the Food-forPeace program.

Never before in K ing'i Optical History hav« we offered »r>
much for to little . Think of It, -America n made National
Branded framei, complete with Single Viilon top quality
American leniei that you need, at the one low price of
$9.98. If bifocalt are needed or desired , then for on ly
£12.98 you have your choice of the kind of bifocal you
need—Kryptok , Ultex or Flat-top, <if the one low , low price.
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The Park-Recreation Board
will again offer recreational
swimming at Winona Senior
High School pool for individual
adults and family groups.
The swims will be conducted
each Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.
for 10 weeks. First session will
be Jan. 7.
Both families and individuals
are eligible and swimmers need
not be residents of the city. Admissions will be charged only
on the per session basis. Individual fees are: 15 cents per
session for Winona residents; SO
cents for nonresidents; 25 cents
for Winona families, and 50
cents for non-resident families,
Supervision is provided.
Participants must f u r n i s h
their own towels and suits. A
medical examination, while not
required, is recommended.
The entrance to the pools is on
the 5th Street side of the Winona Senior High School building, adjacent to the Winona Public Library.

U.S. to Give
Nasser Wheat
Despite Attack

P)

AM glass** are handicraft«d by Union peop le , in our own
mammoth laboratory and sold directly to you at lremendo</i
laving?. Choose the styles and color of frame that best grace*
your face , from our inventory of hundred! of thousands of
framei , all at the one low price. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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THE LONG TREK BACK . . . A. group of evacuees are
shown making their way across mudd y terrain between Fernbridge and Ferndale, Calif., as floodnvaters of the Eel River
start to subside. A stranded bulldozer is being used at rear
to cross a deep pool. Most of these people had homes in Ferndalt and are returning to survey the damage. (AP Photofax)
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FLOODED OFF FOUNDATION .. . Floodwaters of the Willamette River
moved this North Salem, Ore., home into what had been its back yard. Residents of these homes were sheltered in private homes ' and at the Marion
County fairgrounds. (AP Photofax)

LIQUOR STORE

Leonard J. Txhuniper
lit Main Open Prl. \m f P.M. Srt. ?# » F.M.
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UNNATURAL LAKE spotted with small ice floes surrounds
this farmhouse along Thorne Creek, northeast of Gooding, Idaho.
Flooding has disrupted schools , communications, travel and other
activities in four Magic Valley counties as heavy rains and snow
melt run off on top of hard-frozen ground . (AP Photofax)
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RUINS OF A TOWN . . . Th is is a view of
do wntown Klam ath business district showin g the
total destruction left by tho flooded Klamath H iver.

This vii'w looks south down LI . S. Highway 101 ,
main thoroughfare of this California town. (AP
Photofax)
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homes wore lost. Klamath Glen is a fishi ng
h resort
town. (AP Photo fax)
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LOOKING FOR A RIDER . . . A lonesome
wooden hobb y horse sits amid wreckage of trailer home at Klamath (lien , Calif., where about 120
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DEAR ABBY:

LBJ Message 'BILL M ERRI LLS. . Vinson Leaves
[¦ Grandmother Gets To Stress
Congress After
^
r
ymeMmG
Half a Century
On
Girl'
s
Nerves U.S. Freedoms
!i

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
*'
DEAR ABBY : I am a girl of IS. I love my parents but
,
¦'¦ l
4"my grandmother m ray- fathcr 8 «ide, and I mean I
really HATE her. She has lived with us ever since my grandfather died. This woman gets on my nerves so much that I
could just scream. I try to ignore her as much as possible,
but her slightest faults disturb the living daylights
of
- me. We aren't on speaking terms right now, but it'soutbest
•; this way because I despise the sound of her voice. I don't
like being friends with her because that would be worse,
i;
; believe me. What should I do?
BUBBY TROUBLE
DEAR TROUBLE : You "hate" too
intensely for a 15-year-old. The chances
"
are that you are taking out all your
frustrations and hostilities on the one
"'' who 1B least able to fight back. Tone
down your bitterness, young lady, and
get this out of your system by having
¦'j
a frank discussion with your parents ,
^;
'
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DEAR ABBY-. Our baby was born last
March. My mother, who lives in another
state, wrote and asked me if the baby had
been baptized and I replied no. Then she
suggested that I make arrangements to
ABBY
have.the baby baptized in the city where she lives, which
ia my home town. The reason I' m writing you is because
I'm sura the priest who will baptize our baby will want
to have the birth certificate, which may put me in an «nbarrassing spot. You see, I told my mother the baby was
born in June because I didn't want her to know that I was
pregnant when 1 got married, and I'd rather she didn't
find out the truth. Please tell «je where I can get a birth
certificate stating the baby was born Jn June.
¦
ON THE SPOT
'.
DEAR ON: Don't risk embarrassment by asking anyone to falsify a legal document. If ' you have the baby
baptized in your home town, hope your mother doesn't
notice the date on the birth certif icate .
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is a beauty operator and
when she comes home from work she is usuall y dog tired.
VVe have some relatives who make a practice of telephoning
me during the day to ask if Susan is "doing anything" special that evening, which means, "If we come over will Susan
give us a free hair-do?"
I never know how to handle this. If I say that Susan
has no special plans that I know of , over they come and
poor Susan is stuck. She's such a sweet , big-hearted girl,
she would never refuse to do their hair no matter how exhausted she was. I've seen her stand on her feet until midnight giving those cheap cousins free permanents when
they could easily afford to go to her shop and pay like everybody else. If I lie and say that Susan has plans for the
evening -when I know she hasn't, I have to go to confession.
SUSAN'S MOTHER
Can you help me?
DEAR MOTHER : Why lie? Simply tell those who inquire to call Susan after work. Then tell Susan that unless she ENJOYS giving free hairdos after hours she
had better gather the gumption to say no. The meek
sometimes inherit varicose veins.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LOVE-STUCK BELLE" ; Break
and break clean . Any other course will spell disaster to six
innocent children.
Problems? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
.
.

Doctor Finds
Johnson OK

JOHNSON CITY , Tex. (AP ),
I — The doctor who keeps daily
watch over President Johnson ;
, predicts he will withstand the
\ stresses and strains of the White
House in outstanding fashion.
Rear Adm. George G. Burkley, personal physician to the
President , descri bes Johnson's i
: health as excellent.
j
But Burkley , who keeps in j
touch with the President's
health through daily observation
and a general check every 7 to
10 days, would like Johnson to
take off a little weight.
He reports Johnson weighs
205 to 210 pounds. Burkley wishes it were nearer 200.
The White House released for
publication Monday questions
submitted by newsmen, along
with Burkley's replies. Press
secretary George E. Reedy said
questions had been entered by
several newsmen and it was
decided to compile the questions
and answers so all would have
an oven break ,
A couple of (he question II and
answers:
Q, In the light of the heart
attack in 1055 , what is the slate
of the President's heart today:
A, No evidence of residual of
the 1955 heart attack. All find-

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP>
— President Johnson will attest
"achievement of the full potential of our resources" in his
State of the Union message.
The message will be delivered
to a joint session of Congress'st
9 p.m., Jan. 4 — opening day of
the new Congress,
To those seeking a clue as to
the tone of his State of the Union message, Johnson Is referring then to an article he wrote
for the 1658 winter issue of the
Texas Quarterly when he was
Democratic leader of the Senate.
It begins:
"I am a free man, an American, a United States senator,
and a Democrat in that order.
"I am a liberal, a conservative, a Texan, a taxpayer, a
rancher, a businessman, a con¦ sumer, a parent, a voter, and
. ' ' not as voting as I used to be nor
a>,«ldas I expect to be — and I
am all these things in no fixed
ofdefc
Some excerpts:
"First, I believe every American has something to say and ,
under our system, a right to an
audience.
"Second, I believe (here is
always a national answer to
each national problem, and, believing this, I do not believe that
there are necessarily two sides
to every question.
"Third , I regard achievement
of the full potential of our resources — physical , human and
otherwise — to be the highest
purpose of governmental policies next to the protection of
those rights we regard as inalienable.
"Fourth , I regard waste as
the continuing enemy of our society and the prevention of
waste —- waste of resources,
waste of lives , or waste of opportunity — to be the most dynamic of the responsibilities o>f
our government."

ings indicate normal function
and reserve.
Q. The President also had a
kidney stone removed in 1955,
and there have been reports
doctors recommended he drink
less milk ' after a slight recurrence of kidney trouble in 1963.
What are the facts ?
A. There has been no kidney
(rouble since mid-1963. Calcium
intake is frequently reduced
when stone formation has occurred in the past.

Army Rejects
Racial Report
From Germany

HEIDELBERG, G e r m a n y
(AP) — A U.S. Army spokesman said Monday that a report
to President Johnson describing
an acute problem of racial discrimination near American bases in Germany is "not reflective
of the current situation , "
"We would certainly not regard this problem as acute at
the present time, " said the
spokesman at the Army 's European headquarters.
He said the report apparently
was based on information collected on a tour of European
bases two years ago.
In a final report, made known
Sunday, the President's Cornmission on Equal Opportunity in
the Armed Forces notified Johnson that racial discrimination in
Subllc accommodations and
ousing near bases was "particularly Scute in Germany and
certain areas ef the Far East."
It said vigorous action should be
taken by base commanders >o
eliminate discrimination affecting soldiers off base.
American A r m y authorities
here would not call the report
unfair.
But the headquarters spokesman pointed out, "The heat has
been on this situation for 1xk
years and we feel we've made
tremendous strides. "
The Army has set up committees of while and Negro soldiers
and of Germans and Americans
to tackle the problem.
m

Johnson recently was examined by a heart specialist, Dr ,
John . Willis Hurst of Atlanta ,
and Dr. James Cain of the Mayo
Clinic at Rochester, Minn. In
subsequent interviews with Associated Press science writer
Frank Carey, they gave Johnson a good bill of health. Both
felt his weight should be about
190.
Burkley said Johnson likes
bourbon and water before dinner, hasn't smoked since his
heart attack , gets seven or eight
hours sleep, usually awakens
between 7 and n a.m.
¦
Dolls grabbed giant share of
the $1 billion toy market this
Christmas. Dolls these days do
everything but change their own
diapers. They walk , talk , think ,
drink , burp, flirt , sniffle , sneeze ,
laugh and sing. They wear wigs , 'Marvelous Minnesota '
blow bubbles and twist,

Group Is Organized

STRICTLY BUSINESS

ST. PAUL ( AP) - A steering
committee of a group formed to
promote Minnesota tourism voted Monday to Incorporate under
the name , "Marvelous Minnesota, Inc. "
Articles and by laws were flpEroved by tho committee, named
v Gov. Karl Rolvaag to implement recommendations of tho
Business Adv isory Commissi on.
Clayton G. Rein of St. Paul is
chairman of both groups.
The committee set a minimum
membership fee of $50 a year
nnd also established a founders'
club with membership of $l ,O00,
The group plans to file for incorporation within 30 days and
hopes eventually to have a budget of $200,000 to $5100,000 a
year.

Thai Air Force
Arsenal Robbed
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP) More than 100 weapons ranging
from nlNtolH to machine ««.ins
'1 I old the boss I'd I rimmed t in- fat from my middle and nro misfiinn from the Thai air
force arsenal , police said today,
he said , 'Kino! Now st art on your head!' "
The
weapons were believed to
«om«
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DENNIS THE MENACE

MILLEDGEVILLE, Ga. (AP)
— Rep. Carl Vinson, D. Ga., a
man who served an unprecedented sn years in Congress,
returned to his central Georgia
farm Saturday, full of plans for
the future and expressing no
regret at the end of an illustrious career.
''No, I'm not aorry to be leaving Congress," Vinson laid in
an interview. "I apent 50 years
up there and I figure that's long
enough."
In the brusque, itralghtforward manner that marked his
tight control of the Armed Services Committee, Vinson said ;
"Don't worry about me. I'll
keep busy."
He mentioned activities at his
60O-acre farm which will occupy
some of his time.
And Vinson said he doesn't
want any sort of official government position; he said be would
contribute his services voluntarily if needed.

HPODAY I shall recall a story of a father and his young son
X — frustration and reaction, with a few observations regarding life, as expressed in this incident.
I suspect the very young lad experienced considerable joy
as his eyes fell on the strange, but interesting contraption that
his father brought him. Except, what is it? The youngun' must
have thought it didn't look like anything 'he had ever seen
before. Mounted on four wheels, it had a flat board-like body,
a place for his feet on the axle of the front wheels, and a
handle in the middle of the
board that extended on through
it and connected to the rear
wheels. The boy's feet were
placed upon the axle, and his
hands on the handle as the
father explained he was to
steer with his feet and pump
with bis hands.
Now the boy didn't understand this at all. You see, he
had experience as a tricycle ST. PAUL (AP) - The last
rider where one pumps with the two of three men concerned
feet and steers with the hands,
'Aren't -mev cure? I«MT THAT cemwt
and his coordination, constitu- with the $23,000 holdup of the
THANA OA*Wft FULL O' UMO£RrVf/(R
?*
tion and equilibrium rebelled Dundas, Minn. State Bank last
at this exact opposite instruc- May 29 drew federal prison
BIG GEORGE
tion, Consequently the boy did terms Monday after entering
nothing. Again and again the guilty pleas,
father tried te explain and dem- Robert E. Johnson, 28, Hoi- New York Nice
onstrate what was to be done, brook, Neb., who admitted planand I guess the boy tried to un- ning the robbery but did not Place to Visit,
derstand, but it just was too participate in it , got five years
drastic a change, and the lad and John M. Oliver, 34, Denver, Truman Declares
couldn't seem to comprehend it. formerly of Minneapolis, drew
NEW YORK (AP) - To forNow the dad was becoming a 12-year term.
m«r
President Harry S. Trudeflated as the boy began to
denounce this unorthodox con- The third man involved. Den- man, New York is "the greatest
traption , Frustration set in, and nis A. Johnson, Robbinsdalc, city in the world" and "a nice
in exasperation, the father blurt- Minn., was sentenced last month place to visit. "
Truman, here -with Mrs. Trued out , "Oh, you little dum- also to 12 years in prison.
my." Now this, the boy under- In other action , Judge Dennis man, for a holiday visit with his
stood. He sat quietly for some F. Donovan sentenced James E. daughter's family, had high
time, as if trying to think of Cagle, 46, Bloomington, former praise for the city and its police
something, and then carefully St. Paul bar operator, to three department as he chatted with
stated, "Daddy looks like a years for transporting a forged reporters during his customary
dummy — but him ain't. "
$100 check from Fargo, N.D. to morning stroll.
Paul.
The 80-year-old former presiYOU KNOW. It worked. Dad St.Elmer
Welcome, Minn, dent was asked if he'd like to
had to chuckle ; frustration sub- livestock Finite,
got two years live here.
sided, and the learning process probation dealer,
for
submitting
inflat- "If I wanted to live here, I'd
in time, overcame tradition as ed weights of cattle he sold.
live here," he replied. "It's a
the boy learned that his muscles
good place to visit. I think New
and mind could do other things,
York City is the greatest city in
and that he didn't have to con- Russ C rack Down
the world."
form by riding an ordinary triTruman said his visit with his
cycle like all the other kids by On Defective Goods
daughter's family "couldn't
pumping with his feet and steering with his hands — that if MOSCOW (AP ) - Factories have been better ; I spent all my
need be, he could steer with his which turn out defective goods time with my grandchildren."
feet and pump with his hands. face heavy fines and their chiefs The Trumans plan to return to "It just goes to show thai with time and patience you
The boy grew up to accept may go to prison in a new So- their home in " Independence,
, Mo., by plane Tuesday.
can teach an animal to do anything!"
that in many things one con- viet drive to impose quality.
forms; that you obey the laws ,.
APARTMENT 3-G
By Alex Kotxky
of the land , you comply with
the demands of nature to eat
and sleep, but he was not a
conformist in areas of choice.
While not always understood by
the masses that did things
pretty much the same way, he
would dare to be different,
causing him extra effort and
trial, but for the most part, he
was experiencing some definite accomplishments in life. He
laughingly suggests that his
ability to be a non-conformist
may have gotten its start the
day his father taught him to
steer with his feet and pump
with his hands, which didn't
conform to anything else he had
ever done along this line.
REX MORGAN, M. D
By Dal Curtis
Seeing the outcome of this
whole thing, I believe the boy
was right — at least in the last
part of his statement that day
when he said, "Daddy looks like
a dummy — but him ain't."

Last of Three in
Bank Robbery
Get Sentences
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2 Hospitalized
With Burns
At Butlerfield

BUTTERFIELD , Winn. (AP)
— Two men were hospitalized
Monday wi th burns suffered in
an explosion and fire which did
heavy damage to the high school
in Butterfield.
The victims were replping
water , gas and sewer lines preparatory to enlarging the school
science department when the explosion occurred Saturday.
Hospitalized at St. James were
Emmet Olson and William 0.
Johnson, both of St. James and
employes of a plumbing firm
there. Johnson hud burns on his
wrists , hands and face , and Olson had second nnd third degree
burns on the face and arms.
Neither was listed in critical
condition.
The explosion and fire rut •
10-foot hole In the gymnasium
floor and knocked down a partition between the library and a
study hall on the floor above the
gymnasium, It also blew books
from the l i b r a r y shelves ,
knocked out a gymnasium exit
door, damaged an auditorium
stage and shattered windows.
There were no students in the
school, The accident occurred
during the Christmas vacation.
Johnson's wife said tho men
heard no explosion but suddenly
found themselves surrounded
by flames.
\n official vaid the expansion
apparently resulted from gas
and occurred when the workers
attempted to relight a torch.
Chester Bisel , school superintendent , said no estimate of
damage was made but Insurance adjust org were expected today. An investigator from
the state fire marshal's office
also was expected and will determine whether the gymnasium
and the floor above are repairable.
Butterfiold I N In Watonwan
County, In southwestern Minnesota.
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By Ernie Bushmlllet

By Sawndera and Ernat

By Ed DoHd

IN INVITA TIONAL TOURNAMENT FINALS TONIGHT
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Cotter, DeLaSalle to Clash

' Academy 85-58 in Monday 's first
game.
The finale was an old-fashioned "barn burner . " A torrid
firs t-half shooting demonstration evaporated in a struggle
for second-half command .
Lourdes nearly had it tucked
away, booming ahead by seven
I points with four minutes left in
j the third quarter , but DeLaj Salle captured its first lead with
'5:05 left in the game , gunned
home eight fast points in the
j closing seconds and took a 60-54
i victory .
j Cotter will carry a 5-2 record
championship,
i into tonight's
COTTER HAD little trouble | identical to the mark owned by
stretching its victory string to I DeLaSalle , which has won five
three by upending Minnehaha straight.
BT GARY EVANS
Dally New * Sport s Editor
They set up a repeat of the
1964 state Catholic tournament
battle lor third p lace at Winona
State 's Memorial Hall Monday
night.
Winona Cotter and Minneapolis DeLaSalle marched into the
finals of the Second Annual
Cotter Invitational Tournament
scheduled for Memorial Hall tonight at 9 o 'clock following the
Rochester Lourdes - Minneapolis Minnehaha Academy skirmish for consolation honors at
7.

Page 12

GOURDES NOW ranks 4-5 a dog-eat-dog battle at the St.
with Minnehaha Academy win- Paul Auditorium .
less in se-ven starts.
DE LA SALLE ©0
The last time Cotter and DeLOURDES 54
LaSalle booked up the RamThey saved nearly all the acblers copped a 52-45 victory in

LOURDES HAD broken from
a 20-16 first-quarter deficit to
charge in front 35-31 at halftime
on the strength of two free
throws by Dexter Reisch and
a driving shot by Larry Koshire
in the final minute and a half
before intermission .
It quickly went to 41-M in the
third quarter as Jim Reardon
steered home two driving shots
between a fastbreak bu cket by
Koshire.
DeLaSalle slowly closed the
gap, finally going in front at
5:05 on a drive by Mike Riney
to make it 50-49. The lead seesawed until Mark Reiger prodded the Islanders with 2: 15 left .
His ti p fell through to give
DeLaSalle a 54-53 margin. Seconds later Riney scored on a
drive, Reiger rammed home a
long jumper and hard-working
Tom Ihnot guided in two charitytosses for a 60-53 DeLaSalle
lead.

Tuesday , December 29, 18(54

St Mary s Goes
Into Finals of
Fremont Tourney
FREMONT , Neb. -St. Mary ' s
completely outclassed Dana College to bound into the finals of
the Nebraska Holiday Tournament here Monday night.
Ken Wiltgen 's Redmen . mystifyin g Dana with their tough
man-to-man defense , stormed to
a 34-20 halftime lead, led by
about 20 points for all of the
second half and took an 80-55
verdict.

Dim
»t. Mary 'i (101
Iq It pl tp
Anderson
Pytla 'ski 5 1 1 1 1
t il l ! Welander
Buffo
Murphy
2 13
5 Still*
Valaika
J 3 4 1 Mirkurli
Kasenan
1 1 1 2
Krust
Hoder
7 1 IIS
RalscM
Hoggott
NValonty 1 1 1*
Ludden
1 I 1 J Miller
t i l ]l Kammlsh
Sauser
Arnold
1 ? I 1 Rtutl' tr

(5!)
fj It pl tp
I • » J
0 1 1 1
I 1 • 1
1 1 1 5
5
1 1 4
4 i 1 13
I 1 • 1
1 » 4 4
5 I 4 11
1 1 1 1

Totals

35 It It 10
Totals 17 11 14 55
Scoro) by quirlers:
34
44-10
JT. MART'S
35-55
DANA
»

Basketball
Scores

„
_ . MARY'S
_ meanwhile
ST.
-- was
clipping home 44 percent of its
shots to forge a comfortable
lead.
Once again , the Redmen got
balanced
scoring with four
men hitting in double figures.
George Hoder emerged as the
leader with 15 while Jerry Sauser got 13, Jim Buffo 12 and Roger Pytlewski 11.
Ken Kemmish bombed in IR
points for the losers and Paul
Refsell scored 13.
In Midland , St. Mary ' s will
be meeting a squad labeled hy
its coach Myron Draemel as the
"greenest team I' ve ever coached" when the season opened a
year ago.

54
NEBRASKA HOLIDAY TOURNAMENTSI. Mary 's 10, Dana SS.
\! Midland I], Kfarrtiy Stile K,
j ELLSWORTH HOLI DAY
I DOUBLEHEADER—

i

j
J
j

Red Wing 17, Rivi r Falli it .

Ellsworth S» , Pro-scoli 40.
ALMA HOLIDAY DOUBLEHEADER—
Cochrane Fountain Cily 74 , Taylor 14
Alma 101, Arcadia Ii.
WABASHA ST . FELIX
DOUBLEHEADER—
Arkansaw 47 , Rolllnjstont Holy Trin
it/ 44.
Wabnha St. Felix ll, Pepin 41.

College Basketball
TOURNAMENTS
QUINCY COLLEGE
Carson-Newman
II, Western

Illinois
Tl.
Kentucky Stilt il. Oklahoma Baptist
| il.Rockhurst 77, SI. Cloud i5.
> Quincy 110 , Fori Hiyi 10.
TOP OF THE N A T I O N
Central Oklihoma JO, Western New
Mexico 49.
Waihburn tl, Ya nklon ii.
i IISI.SO . Joseph's, N. /M. »». William Jew
•
Adams Slate II . Chidron S7
HASTINGS I N V I T A T I O N A L
SI . Benedict ' s fa , Omaha n
Emporia Stale IV , Illinois Stale 17.
Halting;. iO. Southwell Oklahoma S<
Weitmar )». Sioux Fa llt 7].
PAN A M E R I C A N
W cMurry la, Soulhv/eit Texai J4
1 Pan Amerlcin 72, Guttavui Adolphui
a?
i
LA CROSSE HOLIDAY
Ealtern lllinoli it, Mlnneiofa Dulivlh

H E WAR starting as many as
four freshrnen and sophomores
throug hout the season.
Bai t the club is regarded as
still short on veterans as two
starters did not return , inoluding playmaker guard Jerry
Vrkcry to scholastic ineligibil«!.
ity .
La Crone 71, Ripon 77
M I D L A N D,
NEB,
INVITATIONAL
Topping the rosi er i.s returnee
ST
M A R Y ' S , Mitin . 10, Dana SS.
Art Oliver of Chicago Heights ,
Midland IS. K e a r n e y 10 .
HURON
PLAINSMAN
III ,, who was th«? team ' s top
Huron 71. Southern , II) , 71
scorer and one of the leading
Northern. S O Ii, General Ri-jril . n
RED RIVER CLASSIC
rebounders when Midland sharMnmhead S t a l e at, Mmnl 41
ed the Tn St ate Conference tiNorth Ra k o lt 10, SI . Joim- i, M.II M »I
North D a k o t a S t a l e 14, SI . Thon .at 41
tle with a f)-:i record .
D M AND CKNTF.lt-forward
Ric h Fowler . 6-5 senior , make
three returning st arters .
Mendcnhall , a top outside
shooter, is a veteran as experience goes Tho f i f t h starter will
be either Dick Rraesch or Duane .lorgensen , bot h fi-4 .

wingers to Meet
Ellsworth Tonight

Kc.l
ELLSWORTH. Wis
Wing of t h e Big Nine Conference and host Kllsworth tan gle
in the feat nre game of Ihe Kllsworth Holiday
Dotibleheader
her e tonig ht at 9 p m ,
In the fust grime. I' lCM utt
will meet River Falls
<» •
Monday night Red Win ^
«"'
came a 16-0 first-quarte r dW in t
lo subdue finer Falls V:» «i()
Mickey Bohrnh arh banged home
2'i poinls for the Wingers Jeff
Hovle add ed I;;
In the oilier g am e Don Stef
(en ' b 11 points paced Ellsworth
In j| MMO wii over Present !.

UP FOR TWO . . . Cotter center Dan Pelowski goes driving at the bucket for a field goal while Greg Stattine of Minnehaha Academy tries to defend. Cotter beat the Indians
85-58 and will meet Minneapolis De La Salle in the tournament finals tonight at 9 o 'clock. ( Daily News Sports Photo)

St. Felix and Arkansaw
CopDoubleheader Wins

BUT ACCORDING to a Redmen observer , tonight will m ark
a tough skirmish for the Hilltoppers who rank 6-2 on the season .
St. Mary 's must go against ;
host Midland College in the fi- 1
nale. Midland , led by guards j
Denny Dau and Dick Menden- j
hall, defeated Kearney State 8580 in the first-night finale .
St. Mary 's took command j
with 15:31 left in the first half j
and never agrin was troubled, j
With the Hedmen man-to-man j
i
monopolizing the contest , Dana '
COTTER INVITATIONAL
:
field
goals
in
scored just five
URNAMINT
<3 attempt* for an amazingly ) T OCotter
IS, Minnohaha Academy SI.
low 11.6 percent.
Da Lt i«ll« it, Roclitjter Lourdes

Concordia ,

Minn . to . M a r y s, ! ! !* il
OTHER
SCORES
frlninllt 71, South DJkola H a l t
W a r t b u r g 12 , South nuknl. it
Lincoln , M o . 17 . V a l l e y Cil y II.

4]

N BAC
A IO N O A Y'S
RFSUi t$
Delroil
17.1, N e w
York
III
not ion
133
Lot
Angrln IU
Cincinnati 113 , S a n f i a n
101.
T O D A Y 'S C A M E
San F r a n c o c o at St
101m
W E D N E S D A Y ' S C . A MT S
San T r a n c l t c o vs
Nrw Y o r k it I' hila
drlphla
PhiUdPlptua
Lot An«iH«' at
Boilon at B a l t i m o r e
SI
l.oil.» !¦ D e t r o i t .
ECA
1401 I D A y
F F S I IV/ M.
SI
Jnhn 'i, tl Y
II . I aS< ille 7|.
Pr m e r l o n le , Syr a c u t t i»
'?
Michi' 14 'i 10. M a n h a t t a n
Cincnnali tl. Te-mplt ll
QUAKER
C ITY
CI A S S I C
I C hj . t r . pioiuhip 1
SI
Jnie-plri II
Minion II.
Wichita
la , V i l la n o v a
'1
(C o n a o l a l m n l
N Y U I"" , Hol y C ro» | 14
Penn 71 , P i l l i b u r j h it
MEMPHIS
STATE
CLASSIC
India na at. SI
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tion for tne fourth quarter with
state power DeLaSalle coming
on like a tornado in the final
three minutes to capture a 60-54
victory .
The Islanders, their ""favorites" image slightly sagging
after Lourdes refused to be
counted out in the early going,
took their first lead since early
in the second quarter with 5:05
to play in the game, were content to trade buckets for another 90 seconds and then
whisked in eight quick points
between 2:30 and :40 to push it
out of reach.

I WABASHA , Minn. — After
; posting an impressive 81-45 victory over Pepin Monday , host
Wabasha St. Felix clashes with
highly-touted Arkansaw tonight
at 8:30 in the final round of the
St. Fell* Doubleheader.
In the 7 p.m. game tonight ,
Pepin vill meet RoUingstone
Holy Trinity, 57-44 Joser to the
Travelers Monday.
Arkan saw , member of the
"West Central League, boasts
; an overall 6-1 record, while St.
1
Telix goes into the clash with
a 5-2 reading.

Lawson 's 19 points.
"We gave a lot of pressure
on defense, " said Yellowjacket
coach Duke Loretz , "and we
used the fastbreak to good advantage to win. I was well satisfied. "

ARKANSAW 67

ROL L1NGSTONE 54

Arkansaw broke a 10-10 firstquarter tie to move to a ,12-20
halftime advantage and coast to
a 67-54 win over RoUingstone
Holy Tr initv in the opener of
'
the St. Felix Holiday Doubleheader.
WABASHA 81
Steve Dunbar netted 15 for
PEPIN 45
With .guard Bill Glomski hav- Arkansaw , while Bill Yingst
, ing his best n ight of the sea- counted ll and Rog Tulip ten.
I son , St. Felix romped to an 81Ken Peshon blazed home 22
and Jim Kramer 19 for Hol y
' 45 win over Pepin.
Glomski connected on 70 per- Trinity.
cent of his shots from the floor
1r> finish with 27 points for his
night ' s -work in leading the Yeli lowjack-ets past the Lakers.
'¦ Most of Glomski' s baskets enme
on long jumpers from the corSunday is the deadline for
ners.
reservations for (he Women ' s
Gene Wodele backed up Glom- BowlinR Association City tourski in rh e scor ing column with nament . .secretary Pat Brang
lit , white Doug Kennebeck add- said today.
ed 12.
The tournamen t pets underPepin was paced hv John way .Ian. 2'i at Hal-Rod I.anes .

SUNDA Y MARK S
PIN DEADLINE

MATCH OF UNBEA TENS

Harmony, Alma
Battle Tonight
Al , .\ l . \ . Wis
Harmony nnd
Alum , two of th e area 's finest
cane si mads, t angle toni g ht in
the < i|ieiiinL i K anit ' of the second
nu mil of th e Holiday Tournament ill the C o i h r a n e Fountain
l it) n> m.
Alma w a n n e d up for toni ght ' s
7 oYl iw'k mot - lint; by shelling
A i c a d i i i I01 - ,r>il at the Alma nym
Monday nie.ht
The Hivor men
ill' s- now li-0 on the year , while
H a r m o n y , (.•<i:u , lu ,il h y Tom
Mueliliriiiii-i is ',' ¦(!

had a
STILL LOURDES
chance as DeLaSalle -was assessed with a pair of technical
fouls in the waning seconds to
set up the possibility of a fourpoint pl-ay. The chance went by
the boards , however , as the
Eagles failed to capitalize .
Ihnot finished with game hon ors for the Islanders , scoring
21 points . Riney netted 17 and
Reiger 13.
Lourd es got 16 from Koshire
and 13 each from Reisch and
Jim Galuska.

COTTER 85
MINNEHAHA
ACADEMY 58

Halftime adjustments?
No, just a simple statemen t
from Coach John Nett was
enough as Cotter ballooned from
a 33-26 halftime margin into a
60-38 lead in the third quarter
and continued on to submerge
Minnehaha Academy 85-58 m
the first game of the Second
Annual Cotter Invitational Tournament .
"We just told them where the
basket was," joked Nett after
his team had marched its way
into the Invitational finals for
the second consecutive year .
THAT WAS ALL It took as
the Ramblers shook off the effects of a lethargic 11 minutes
and 45 seconds to wheel into
command at intermission.
It . was 12-10 for Cotter after
eight minutes, but the tropical
climate and trouble with Minnehaha 's 1-2-2 zone pushed the
visitors from Minneapolis out
front 23-18 with 4:15 to play
in the second.
John Nett Jr., who finished
with 25 points to lead the Ramblers, dropped a long j umper
from the key and Halverson hit
a free throw to run it to 24-20
before Nett , Bill Browne, Da.n
Pelowski and Tom Leaf scored
in rapid succession to run it
:o 28-24. It would grow to a
seven-point lead in seconds.
But the third period wrote
finis to any Minnehaha hopes
of victory after six straight
losses.
IT WAS 52-M before the fans
caught their breath and Cotter
built that to 60-38 on buckets
by Jim Holmay, Nett and Ho-1may again and a pair of free
throws by Pelowski.
It got progressively worse tn
the fourth period with Nett and
Indian
counterpart
Wendell
Carlson clearing their benches .
When it was over , three Ramblers liad pushed into double
figures with Pelowski just a
point off the pace .
A total of 12 players saw
action for Cotter , 11 of them
breaking into the scoring column . Following Nett ' s 25 were
Browne with 16 and Chuck Kulas , th«? smooth-working junior ,
with 12.

of the Invitational Tournament Monday at
Winona State 's Memorial Hall. Watching Kulas fly past are Norman (32) , Jim Gilbert (50)
and Abramson. (Daily News Sports Photo)

ON THE MOVE . . . Cotter forward
Chuck Kulas goes driving past three Minnehaha Academy defenders on his way to two
points for the Ramblers in the first game

Warriors Leave
For Northfield
By ROLLIE ¦ WUSSOW

Daily News Sports Writer
NORTHFIELD , Minn. — Winona State College tangles
with host Carleton College in the curtain raiser of the
Holiday Tournament here. The game is scheduled for 7
o 'clock.
Warrior coach Dr. Bob Campbell finds himself in the
situation of gladiator , 20th Century style.
Campbel l and his Warriors sweep into the Carleton
gym with little or no knowledge about the Carls , members of
the Midwest Conference.
"We still don 't know anything more than their brochure
told us," said Campbell this morning before departure. "We
just have to go in there , play our style of ball , and see what
happens. We know they have a couple of good ball players ,
and that' s about it. "
The Warriors have held but three practice sessions since
the vacation break , one Sunday and a pair Monday. In those
sessions, Campbell didn 't find out much mere than he already knows about his charges.
"Several reserves have looked good in the practices ,"
said the coach , "and I'm hoping they 'll come through for us
tonight." Specifically, Campbell singled out freshman Jim
Kasten , former Winona High eager , Bill Werner and Dallas
Diercks. Werner is a forward-guard and Diercks a center.
"Kasten has looked real sharp, ", continued Campbell. "He
should see a lot of action ."
Dave Meisner is still a question mark as far as starting
status is concerned. The 5-8 sophomore is bothered by an
injured foot which may keep him out. Tom Stallings, a starting forward , has a banged up knee , but should start.
Others in starting slots will be 6-5 Dave Rosenau at center , captain Dave Goede at guard and Gary Petersen at forward. Should Meisner be unable to play, Tim Anderson will
mo-ve in.
Beloit and Carroll tangle in the second game this evening. The winners of tonight' s games will meet in the championship tilt Wednesday at 9 p.m., while the losers will playoff for the consolation title at 7.

This Week's
Basketball

TUESDAY
COTTER INVITAT ONAL
TOURNAMENT—
Minnehaha
Academy
vs.
Rtchlstt r
Lourdci, 7 p.m. (consolation).
De Li Salle vs. Cotter , • p.m. (championship).
NEBRASKA H O L I D A Y TOURNAMENTDana vs. Kearney Stale, J p.m. (consolation ) .
Midland vs. St. Mary 's, t p.m. (champ.onship).
CARLETON HOLIDAY TOURNAMENT-.
Winona State vs.. Carleton, 7 p.m.
Beloit vs. Carroll, • p.m.
ELLSWORTH DO UBLEHEAOERPrestott vs. River Falls, 1 p.m.
Red Wing vs. Ellsworth, 1 p.m.
COCHRANE FOUNTAIN CITY
DOUBLEHEADERAlma vs. Harmony, 7 p.m.
Cochrane-Fountain City vs. Arcadlj ,
l p.m.
WABASHA ST . FELIX
DOUBLEHEADERPopin vs. RoUingstone Holy Trinity,
1 p.m.
St. Felix vs. Arkansaw, 1:10 p.m.
MABEL HOLIDAY TOURNAMENT—
Lanesboro vs. Rushford , 7:30 p.m.
Preston vs. Mabel, 1:45 p.m.
CANNON FALLS TOURNAMENT—
Goodhue vs. Milan, 7 p.m.
Canner Falls va. Appleton. t p.m.
PLAINVIEW HOLIDAY
DOUBLEHEADERLewiston vs. Wabasha, 7:30 p.m.
St. Charles vs. Plainview , t pm.
OTHER GAMES
Caledonia vs. Alumni.
Wells il Albert- Lea.
Owatonna in' Jinesville tournament.
WEDNESDAY*
CARLETON HOLIDAY TOURNAMENTConsolalion Final], 7 p.m.
Championship, < p.m .
MABEL HOLIDAY TOURNAMENT—
Consolation Finals, 7:30 p.m.
Championship, »:45 p.m .
CANNON FALLS 70URNAMENTConsolation Finals, 7 p.m.
Championship, 9 p.m.
PLAINVIEW DOUBLEHEADERLewiiton vs. St , Charles, 7:30 p.m ,
Plainview vs. Wabasha, • p.m.
JANESVILLE HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENT—
Consolation Finals, 7 p.m.
Championship, • p.m.
BANGOR DOUBLEHEADER—
Casnton vs. Onalaska Luther , 7 p.m.
Brookwood vs. Bangor, t p.m,
O T H E R SCHOOLS
Forait Lake at Faribault.
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second name of the Holiday
FOR MINNE HAHA. Jim GilnouhleJiearlor at Alma.
bert, the man wilh Ihe pntcntrd

Coaeli d i r t : C.icen (Hilled his
Hivenncn starters in t h e first
hnlf a n d let the reserves RO t|u>
rest of the way. Five men scored in double f igures .
John Stohr paved the way
with 'l:\ markers , while Larry
Kreihu -h had !<; . Urian Kreihich
added 1:1 , I .onnie Henson 11 and
Hieh Stiehl Hi .
For AreadKi , Tom Kostner
netted Hi markers , \2 of them
on free throws , and Mud Benusa
counted l:i .

hooker , dropped 20 points. Brure
Johnson got 11 anrl Del Anderson 10 .
Cotter now will take a 5-2—
three in a row - record into
Tuesday night 's final.

C o t t e r (IS)
Mlnntn.hi
»d ft ¦** I f>
If
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M l l ll
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Kult i
I 1 1 u Iliteri
•
ra lowiKI
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II I 1 ?s O. And' n 1
Hulini
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IM
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In the other i;anie M o n d a y .
Cochrane Kou iuain City (rolii -ki' i| to a 7-1-.VI decision over TayCOCHRANE-FC 74
lor The win wns the Pirates '
._ . T*t»li II II V II
TAV LOR 54
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Tolali 14 17 IS tl
'
Co.u
li
.Inn
Hanielson
s
Coch
Icon f r y s utift ri
lo .- •> (¦¦ ¦. 1 ' ( • ' ( • w ill meet .Arcadia
lane
Foun tain Cit\ Pir ates cone*
ii n is ».. IJ
in ton ight ' s .second g a m e at
II 14 It 1J-- II
came up wil h their first win of MINNBMAHA
K .111 p in .
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"My advice, sir-get DE- ICER!':
Gas line freeze can happen to anybody, but when you're young and in
a
hurry, it's a disaster. Here's what gas line freeze is. Moisture collects
in a
gas line. It freezes. Tlie flow of fuel to the engine of the car is choked
off
frozen tight. You're stopped cold. Luckily, there's a simple solution
to this
wintertime worry. Be a steady user of either American. Regular Gasoline
or
American. Super-Premi um. They contain the real thi ng-DE ICE R-to
prevent gas line freeze . NQ extra. CQSl- No wonder Standard Oil
Dealers
say: "My advice , si r-get DE-ICER!"
-~
i
^
V'ou export mora from Standard and you got it

i rj5|
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NIP HUSKIES 77-76

Gophers Stop
Washington 5'

Cotton Bowl
Quarterbacks
Much Alike

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS nigh t »s most Goph«r colleges
Third-ranked Minnesot a kept had teams in action in assorted
the state colors flying Thursday holiday basketball tournamenti
across the nation.
Pressed by underdog — but
comeback - minded "Washington
- the Gophers withstood a second-half Husltie rally to hang up
77-76 victory in the Los Angeles
Classic.

DALLAS (AP)—There 's a difference in their ages and experience but the quarterbacks of
the Cotton Bowl game have a
great deal in common when it
comes to playing football.
It was the third game of the
season before each took the
chance to show what he could
do.
Nebraska , under sophomore
Bob Churchich , rolled to a 9-1
record.
Arkansas, under five-year
senior Fred Marshall , never lost
a game.

Three Meets
Kickoff in
Area Tonight

Three more prep holiday
cage doubleheaders swing into action tonight ia the are a,
in addition to the three already
under way.
The Mabel Holiday tourney
inaugurates at 7:30 p.m. with
Lanesboro and Rushford clashing- Preston -will meet host Mabel in the 8:45 finale.
At Cannon Falls. Goodhue
tackles Milan in the 7 p.m.
opener, while Cannon Falls and
Appleton go to it in the 9 p.m.
ga me.
In the Plainview Hol iday
Doubleheader . Lewiston meets
Wabasha at 7:30 p.m.. and St .
Charles meets Hiawatha Valley
cohort Plainview at 8 p m.
Alma and Harmon y square off
at 7 p.m. at Cochrane-Fountain
City in that school 's Doubleheader , while the host club and
Arcadia meet at 9 p.m.
Pepin and RoUingstone Holy
Trinity meet at 7 p.m. in the
Wabasha St. Felix tourney, and
the Yellowjackets and Arkansaw meet at 8:30 p.m. In the
Ellsworth . Wis.. Doubleheader ,
Prescott and River Falls lock
horns at 7 p.m., and Red Wing
and Ellsworth meet at fl p.m.
Single games find Caledonia
versus its Alumni and Wells
at Albert Lea . Owatonna will
compete in the Janesville tournament.
Locally, St. Mary 's tackles
Midland for the championship
of the Fremont . Neb. , tourney.
Winon a State opens the Carleton tourney by meeting the host
school , and Cotter and DeLaSalle tangle- for the Cotter Invitational title at M emorial Hall

After bail ding to a 17-pnlnt
lead over the Huskies, Minnesota lost its scoring touch and
went 10 m inutes , 44 seconds
without touching a basket whila
Washington edged up to 71-70.
Archie Clark' s layup gave the
maroon and gold quint soma
breathing room before Lou Hurlson made it 75-70 with a short
jumper as the clock showed just
over three minutes left.
A jump shot and two free
throws by Jim Hermann closed
Ihe gap to one point again , at
75-74. With five seconds left ,
Hudson was fouled and clicked
for his two gratis tosses, runnin g his nisht' s total to 25.
Washington 's Steve Olsen connected on a layup as the buzzer sounded to leave ' the Huskies still that single point short.
And the Gophers salted away
the ir seven th victory.
Txi the Red River Classic at
Moorhead.
Minnesot a teams
split 50-50 in their openers.
Moorhead dumped Minot 69-B4
and Concordia beat Mayville
State 90-68. At the same time ,
St. Thomas was losing a -56-48
verdict to North Dakota State
while St. John 's of Collegeville
fell before North Dakota , 80-62.

Churchich got to show his
stuff when the regular quarterback , Fred Duda , went out with
an injury.
Marshall , who had become
the starting quarterback on the
basis of what he did in spring
training, was terrible in the first
TEXAS BEAUTIES . . . These four loveyear. The girls are, left to right , Miss Judy
game against Oklahoma Slate.
girls
in
Memphis
for
ly Texas
the 27th AnHill , Fort Worth , Texas , Miss Lorann Mays,
He suffered a shoulder injury,
nual Maid of Cotton , pose before the two-day
El Paso, Texas , Miss Janet Kerr , Dallas ,
to be sure , but that was part of
GOPHER .MOVES IN . . . Minnesota 's Dennis Dvorscek
judging begins. Finals in the Maid of Cotton
Texas , and Miss Rhea Bristow , Lubbock ,
the excuse to hold him out of the
stretches almost to the basket as he laid in two points against
will be held Wednesday night and the winTexas. CAP Photofax ;
second game — against Tulsa.
the Washington Huskies in their Los Angeles Basketball Classner will represent the Cotton Industry ior the
This and the fact that he had
been too tight , had overshot his
ic game Monday night. Jim Hermann ( foreground ) of Washreceivers and had gained only
ington defends . Minnesota won , 77-76 . (AP Photofax )
seven yards running with the
ball.
Coach Frank Broyles wasn 't
going to put him back in because of the possibility of
wrecking his football career.
Two bad games in a row would
have meant the finish.
Then Broyles tried him
against Texas Christian in the
third game of the season and he
PASADENA , Calif. (AP) - that way for the rest of the came through. He ran , passed
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS more points.
It's getting to a point where ev- week ," Elliott said, looking out and directed Arkansas to a 29-6
Cazzie finished with a ln-forSensational performances by
MIAMI (AP) - Top-ranked
In out-of-state play St. Mary 's
the
window
at
the
bright
sun.
victory.
ery minute counts for Michigan
Michigan whiz Cazzie Russell 26 night from the field , six of
Bu midway through the aftAlabama probabl y has lost star
of Winona bowed into the Freand Oregon State as they con- ernoon practice session the sun
From then on there just and Wichita All-America Dave seven free throw s, 13 rebounds
mont , Neb. tourney with an BOquarterback Joe Namath for the
wasn 't any doubt about who Stallworth have kept the holiday and five assists.
tinue football drills for their went behind the clouds again.
SS defeat of Dana. Three other
Orange Bowl football game here Rose Bowl meeting Friday.
Overcast skies and a week- would be the Arkansas quarter- ball rolling for the nation 's top UNDER PRO PACT
Minnesota schools lost out. howFriday night , but Texas isn 't
The weather took a turn for long rain have bothered both back. Marshall compiled 1,094 two college basketball powers.
ever
, in that many more tourATLANTA w - All-AmeriRussell
rattled
Madison ca tackle Jim Wilson of the Unithe better for the first time in a teams during their first week of yards in total offense , passed
naments.
chortling.
for four touchdowns , scored Square Garden boards for 36 versit
"We 're more afraid of Steve week as Michigan held a two- preparations.
y of Georgia is reported to
Rockhurst (Mo. ) bested St.
hour practice session Monday.
The forecast is for , more rain three and made the All-South- points , leading the No. 1 ranked have played his last season of
Cloud
State 77-65 at Quincy,
Slo;in ." said Texas Coach Darwest
Conference
team.
Wolverines over stubborn Man- football eligibility
in the next two days , with clear
under
a
Gusta-vus
111.;
Adolphus was a
Oregon
meanwhile,
,
practiced
rell Royal , upon hearing that
Churchich was untested the hattan 90-77 in a first-round
skies expected Thursday and
professional
contract
with
the
72-62
loser
to
host
Pan Amerifor only 40 minutes before coach again for the game.
upon
to
take
day he was called
game of the EC AC Holiday Fes- Boston Patriots of
Namath ' s fragile right knee had
the American
can U in Texas, and MinnesotaTommy Prothro called his boys
Duda.
But
over
for
the
injured
tival
at
New
York
Monday
buckled on him again in Mon- in , saying he was displeased
Football League, the Atlanta
Duluth dropped a 69-63 dcci<
Neither team has played In that didn 't last long. He got the night.
day ' s practice. "This Sloan is a with their work.
Constitution said in today 's edision to Eastern Illinois at La
the rain this season. Michigan Cornhuskers swinging down the
good passer and runner. He 's
Crosse, Wis.
Stallworth , meanwhile, scored tions.
"We still don 't know how far played Ohio State in bitter cold champ ionship lane. He scored
the boy who brought Alabama along our boys are in preparing and wind on the final day of the
20
of
his
29
points
in
a
secondfour touchdowns, passed for
through. "
for the game, " Michigan coach regular season , while the Beav- seven , ran for 152 yards and half rally that shot No. 2 Wichii
ta past previously-unbeaten VilSloan, also handicapped by a Bump Elliott told a meeting of ers played during a brief show- j threw for 893.
lanova 86-74 and into the finals
er
in
their
game
at
Colorado.
the
Southern
California
football
bad right knee, probabl y will
•
!
of the Quaker City Tournament
't
have
Prothro
said
he
wouldn
writers
Monday.
signal-calling
have to carry the
•
*
*
at Philadelphia .
like, the way it looks out held practice at all Monday ii
burden for the Crimson Tide if . "I
Nine of (he top ten teams ir
there now , and hope it stays; Ihe rain had continued.
Namath ' s injury ties him to the
The Associated Press ratings
sideline.
went to the pos t in tournaments
This appeared likely today —
that blanketed the country . The
three days before the night
only losers were Illinois and St.
game between the nation ' s No. 1
Louis , beaten by other members
and No. 5 ranked college elevof the select group.
ens — and Sloan himself is a
St . Joseph's of Philadelph ia,
doubtful quantity.
which crashed the top ten for
Namath , called by Coach Paul
the first time on this week's balBryant "the greatest football
lot , outlasted the sixth-ranked
player I ever s;iw, went down in
Illini 75-71 — after blowing a 16)
! NEW ORLEANS (AP - Ben
pain while executing a simple
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Namath Out, Wolves, Oregon
But Texans
Drills
Continue
'
Aren t Happy

Michigan Storms
Past Manhattan

T IRES
COST
¦¦ESS

Syracuse Out
Watkins Mary King To Show East
Laces 990 for 6th Plays It Tough

¦r
20 Hours

DEC. 30

DEC. 31

SALE

Watkins Tumbles , Wirz Holding
Annex Wins to Tie Narrow Lead

2 TIRES FOR $*}A00

At Whitehall

MOTORCYCLE

ROBB BROS.

K A LAAES SERVI CE

Michigan in
No. 1 Spot
For 2nd Week

Spring Grove Pin
Leaders Named
SPRING GROVE , Minn . (Special) — The American , National and Commercial b o w l i n g
leagues completed first half action here last week.
Gaylord Naruro paced the
American League individually
with a 658 count. Doug Kjome
blasted a 246 high singleton.
Jn Ihe National circuit. Owen
Hagen counted 621 for its individual high , while Verdayne
Melbostad counted a 258.
Rags Wilkelmoore paced the
Commercial loop with a 637.
Wilkelmoore and Burton Fruchte tied for high game with
246.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Today 's seminar on how to
stay on top of The Associated
Press ' weekly basketball poll
will be taught by Michigan 's
Wolverines , who seem to have
mastered the subject.
The Wolverines, ranked No. 1
for the second straight week ,
gave Manhattan a basketball ,
lesson in the opening round of
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference 's Holiday Festival
at New York' s Madison Square
Garden Monday night.
Cazzie Russell' s 36 points j
overcame some early Garden !
jitters suffered by Michigan and I
carried the Wolverines to a 90-77
victory .
but
Wichita , still second
closing the gap. kept pace with
an 86-74 triumph over previously unbeaten Villanova in the
Quaker City Tournament. Dave
Stallworth scored 29 to lead the
Shockers .
The voting was based on
games through Saturday and
points were awarded on a basis
of 10 for a first-place vote, 9 for
second etc.
The top ten . with first-place
v o t e s in parentheses , and
points :
1. Michigan (23) . . . 350
322
2. Wichita (6)
3. Minnesota (6) . . . 249
4. UCLA
216
5. San Francisco (1) 167
160
6. Illinois (1)
153
7. Indiana (1)
125
8. Duke
89
9. St. Louis ..
83
10. St. Joseph's

Can Hawks ' Hull
Have 100 Goal
Season in NHL!
NHL

W. L. T. PT
CF
Montreal
.... H
7 »
M
•
Chicago
. .
17 11
3 37
106
Dtlroit
1! 11
i JJ
K
Toronlo
11 11
f 35
H
New York
II It
7 J7
74
Boiton
7 70
4 11
70
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal I, Detroit 3.
Chicago S, Toronto 3.
Boiton 1, New York 0.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Detroit 3, New York I.
Chicago fc, Boston 1.
MONDAY'S RESULTS
No games scheduled .
TODAY'S GAME
Chicago al Now York .

GA
II
13
71
I
I
fl
167

MONTREAL '*>»—Bobby Hull ,
making his run at the 50-goal
barrier , could become the first
National Hockey League player
ever to score 100 points .
Chicago 's blond bombshell is
halfway there according to statistics released by the NHL today. Hull has 29 goals and 21
assists for 50 points in Chicago's first 31 games. He is 19
games ahead of the pace he
maintained when he tied the
record of 50 goals in a season in
1961-6,1.
Hull shares the 50 goal mark
1 with two for mer Montreal Cana! diens , Maurice Richard and
Bernie Geoffrion , and poses an
excellent threat to a third exCanadian , Dickie Moore, whose
9)6 points in 1958-59 is the most
ever scored by a player in one
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) season.
With Hull and runner-up Stan
— Rushford High School football
players , co-champions of the Mikita 12-27-39 making a shamRoot River Conference, were bles of the point scoring race ,
guests of the Rushford Lions the Black Hawks have spun off
Club at a dinner at Golf view 10 straight games without a
Restaurant Dec . 17 .
loss. And while Hull makes
Coach Ugene Olson introduced threatening gestures at the
the members of his squad that i goal scoring a point records ,
made the all-conference team : Mikita is just 31 assists away
Gary Johnson , Doug Rislove, from the record shared by MonEd Sansness and Lyle Rustad , treal's Jean Belivea u and Tothen introduced the rest of his ronto 's Andy Bathgate.
squad .
Graduating seni ors include
John Kinneberg, Dale Olstad, Hawks Change Coach,
Verne Bunke. Larry Hovland ,
Les Glenna , Jerry Fogal , Terry Pick Player Guerin
Westby, Jeff Holland , John MagST. LOUIS (AP) - Ben Kernuson , Doug Humble, Ron Peterson , Rislove, Sandsness , John- ner , the St. Louis Hawks owner
who changes coaches with the
Bon and Rustad.
Olson then introduced his re- =>aine ease that New Year 's resturning lettermen . Those who olutions are broken , is ready to
will be back next year are Dick begin 1965 with a new one .
Kerner dropped the ax MonHungerholdt , LeRoy Humble ,
Glen Kopperud, Mavnard Hun- day on Harry Gallatin and
gerholdt , Mike Woll , Scott John- named veteran Richie Guerin as
son , Philip Hoiland , Bob Brand , player-coach of the National
Tom Burke , Dennis Loeich , Dan Basketball Association dub.
¦
Froiland , Paul Erickson . Jim
Woll, Karl Hueblein , Craig Mal- SERVICES WEDNESDAY
MILWAUKEE i/Pi - Funeral
min and Tom Hatleli.
Films of the 1964 season were services will be held in Milwaushown. Lions president Earl kee Wednesday afternoon for
Johnson announced that Zoilo Julius Fidler , 73, former amaVersalles and Bill Daley ef the teur boxer and fight referee who
Minnesota Twins will be guests died after shoveling snow Satat the Jan. 4 meeting.
urday.

Honor Rushford
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P A R K REC J R . BOYS
Hal Rod
W,
Four Aco»
17'
Alloy Rats
17
Four Go Fourj
14
Sparlans
12'
Vikinijs
10'
Kmq pint
10
Black H a w k )
10
Luck y S t r i k e s
10
Black Eaqles
1<
Bravo- ,
.
. . .
t
Crusaders
4
Red Dot]-.
4
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Hal- Rod
W
Pm s-mastte rt
11
Kmqfiis
...
.
f
Spa itA ni
f
Pm Bust«-rs
7
Good Players
4
Finki
4
G U Y S ft DOLLS
Wc s tg atr
w.
Ferquson • Colbenion
4
Schmiti - Lira
4
Mohan - Williamson
4
Frtn k ii
CUPWSkl
4
Liihi nski
Oavis
4
Pelerniiin ¦ Konkel
?
Muf rlunson
l. lrttkt
1
Schacli l
0
Cmmnn'

1
1
,

1

W t S T G A T E JR
GIRLS
\VfSli|»l «
W.
Alley Ci,1\
15
StlikMlM
11
Bowling Brill
U
Bowlf rrlli-s
n
Pmrtrnppi 't s
)0
1
Poieiu T , ucking
Pin S pinne rs
4
A l l f/ Oop\
1
HIGH SCHOOL G I R L S
Hal Rod
W
II
Srminbl- n
Alley r.atnri
1
O u l t f , nuitrri
I
Pulls
;
Powder
P.n Cell
1
Slnkett ev
J
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Hal Rod
W
All S t a r s
It
lt
Pm B u s t' ri
Rn,ids.ld«r«
M
. . .
ll >
Wild Ca it ^
ll ,
Gl'i' er pus leri
Oil s
II
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K
Four r »
t
Alley Oops
f
Oullei R A I s
4
MONDAY L R A G I I f
Alhlrlir
VV
( iK.1 Ind UM <•
1
Srhllt i (lefi
J
Alilrni f'lait Oil Co
I ,
Polly Meadow
I ,
Hntn.- nrverain- -,,., v i f e
fl
III H tl rial Bank
0
P r o Mf- NS MON MITF
R»n fA rn
W
Si'iin ill i
3)
Siiiiti«#ni
?!
Otw uri
3)
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31
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5
i
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12
12
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13
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Oasis B«r
30
11
Speed Wash
29
|»
Merchants Bank
2i
10
Bunke s Apco
IB
7*
Wallyi F t . City
It
12,
Linaitans, Cafe
74
77
Country Kitchun
75
23
Holel Winona
22
14
Bubs Beer
H It
.. ..
Peps, Cola
i»
it
Graham * McGuirt
it
Jt
KWNO Radio
17
Jl
PIN T O P P L E R S
Westgadc
W
1
Laktsida Cities S e r v i c i
7
7
Coca-Cola
4
1
Willy!
.
4
3
Main Tavern
I
4
Watkins Mary King
4
S
Winona Paint a. Glaii
4
1
Hamerniks Bar
1
7
Lincoln Insurance
2
1
ALLEY G A T E R l
wastgair
Pli
(End of F irst Half) '
Penskt Body Shop
4)
Curleys FI001 Shop
,,
41
Mohan Window Co
3t
Wmona Dall y New-*
14
.Ira nettc 'i Beauty
Salon
11
Williams Hotel
Jl
)2
Nash' s
Ward*
,
Montgomery
30
W E S T G A T E LADIES
W
L
Wests* !*
Salranek' ).
4
I
tiadd.trt",
4
1
Orulliows kl Beauty Shop
1
J
Winona
Typewriter
J
J
Midland C o o p
3
3
1
5
Ken' s l«* rdware
COMMUNITY
Wd.lg.lle
w
I
Srlilili Beet
1
a
Miller High Lila
1
I
|
Oasn
1
Schimoi 1 Beer
..
1
1
SiHitn-ain Bread
1
1
Rllinirillritt Slor e
I
2
F r r t m i n liiickiiio
1
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Hacktiarlh f-e t d Mill
I
J
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I
J
1
Bun' s lilsen
3
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VFW
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W
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S
W»soiu Snpnei Club
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\
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OK
1
4
lUnuiM ft «rr
1
r
At ii/mis F ni nx 1 C o
' a
H.ilu B«ei
4
»
Jonri »- Kioeqn
4
»
Mki,en Con Co
4
4
Claik Stipe, ino
4
«
Winona Milk Co
a
t
T r a mt l e i*
a
t

Indians Post Home Town
7th Straight
Honors
Hero
Duluth Tumbles

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Undefeated La Crosse State
posted its seventh victory by
rolling over Ripon 98-79 Monday
night while launching the annual
holiday tournament week for
many of Wisconsin 's small college basketball teams.
Getting a 24-hour jump on
tournaments involving
other
state rivals. La Crosse enjoyed
a romp while seeking to capture
its tournament title a third
straight year . Eastern Illinois
beat back a second half challenge to defeat Minnesot a - Duluth 69-63 in the other half ol
the opening round of the fourth
annual holiday classic at La
Crosse
Eastern Illinois, owner of a S2 record , will seek to unseat La
Crosse in the championship
showdown tonight after Ripon ,
2-4 , and Minnesota-Duluth , 5-2,
meet in a consolation. La
Crosse, defending State University Conference champion , is
Wisconsin 's only undefeated college team.
The host Indians hit on 39 ol
77 field goa l attempts, a nifty
shooting mark of better than
50.6 percent . La Crosse built a
51-36 halftime lead and widened
the margin to as much as 25
points , 85-60, before easing up
midway through the second
half.
Gary Robarge scored 19
points " and Doug Potter and
Leon Kasuboske 18 each for the
Indians. The Redmen. struggling after winning the Midwest
Conference title last year , were
led by Jim Cahoon with 27
points and Willie Rogers with
25.
Minnesota-Duluth was led by
Mike Patterson with 16 points .

Hokah Moves
Past Cotter

Hokah St. Peter will move
back into Bi-State Conference
action Jan. 8 against Caledonia
Loretto after squeaking past
Cotter ' s "B" team 62-61 recently.
Coach Rollie Tust 's charges
raced to a 20-4 first quarter
lead , made it 38-18 at the half ,
then had to hang on while the
Little Ramblers rallied in the
second half , almost winning.
Mike Twon.ey's 24 points in
the second hall startled the Indians , but St. Peter hung on to
win.
Twomey . a guard, finished
with 28 for Jon Kosidowski's
Little Ramblers, now 5-3 on the
year.
Dave Feuerhelm w a s high for
Hokah with 19, followed by Ed
Horihan with 14.
Tim Browne hit 13 and Jim
Heinlen 10 to back up Twomey.
In a game against the Hokah "B" squad , the Cotter freshman team scored a 34-30 win.
Wicka sank 12 points for Cotter , while Powell had 15 and
Schnedecker 10 for St. Peter.

(47)
Hekah "A" (42)
ft Pf tp
lg It pl lp
1113
Miller
4 10
1
I 5 10 *' T hem 1 0 0 J
1 1 0 }
0 0 1 Mach
J 3 ta r rmiif
1 0
1 7
0 0 0 Horihan
4 1 J 14
0
4 7 Feuhelrn 4 7 0 19
0 4 4 Thesinq
17
0 4
Numachr 4 1 4 t
Totals II 1 11 41
TolaK 14 14 7 47
COTTER "B"
4 14 35 11—41
HOKAH
"A"
71 11 17 1?_ 4?

cottar

"8"
W
Browne
4
Heinlen
5
Greden
7
Twomey 13
Erdciyk 0
Weniel
1
Schooner 3

Celtics Trounce
Lakers 133-112
Hv THI": .ASSOCIATED PRESS
Reat ini! Ihp Boston Celtics is
lou ^h enough under ordinary
circumstances hut w hen your
two top scorers produce just lfi
points between them, it ' s just
about impossible.
The
I,os
Angeles
Lakers
learned lhat Mon day night as
Ihe N a t i o n a l
B asketball Asso
eintion ' s Eastern Division-leading Collies IriHimvd them l:«II' -'
The l .iikcrs limit i miners in
Ihe Wester n Division. go| jus t ll?
points from J e r r y Wesl and only
f our from Elgin Baylor and never threatened t he Ce ltics , who
had six men in double figures .
The virion kepi (lie Cells six
games in fro nt of Cnu innu li
which rallied |<> tup San Fra ncisco ll. 'M iui Los Angel e s lost a
half «anie nl its m u r ^m over
idle St . Louis .and now leads th e
I L i u k s In (h i r e game". .
In Monday nig ht ' s only uthei
game
Detroit dow ned New
York i:\l-H7 ,
M

H V^M' T H A U , SCOULS
«IC. K IO M l
Cnloi a do tt
N e h . a i k u 1)
AMtoun VI, O k i « M»t» <l
CHARkOTTf
INVITATIO NAL
Oa u.clson II. Alu ij.nu *,)
Ohio U 1), [nitj U rMir tl
H U R RKA N t CtA -SilC
Mm yUnri 41. I tilia s»
MIAMI i H» H
Y»l,, ) \
r O I NS E T T I A C l A l t l c
Clr.nxin 17 , Milium as
Rayli) '
at
f ui- rio.n /«
Tournaments . «!.«l round unless
dica ied .
OlM l'W ' i i i ,
Ohm Stair »0 , riartwnuiii si
flrj irtlr y 101. M-i»»
II
| f KMo'd t» , W rririima 11.
>
California •«, Ti»l»n» »? .
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SAUGERTIES, N.Y. (AP) - school auditorium m Ulster
About half of he 4,000 residents I County to its capacity of 1.000.
of this Hudson Valley village
The gifts the 30-year-old capturned out in 24-degree weather tain received were humble, but
on the flag-lined, snowy streets eloquent.
The Father Hart y Drum
to welcome home Capt. Roger
Corps that he once led as a teenH. C. Donlon , first winner of the age drum major gave him his
Medal of Honor in South Viet old baton , engraved . The volunNam 's war against Communist teer fire department made him
guerrillas.
a life member , the first in its
Stores closed , the auditorium 100 years. Plaques came from
of the municipal building was the American Legion , Veterans
renamed for Donlon , fellow of Foreign W ars , Dads of Fortownsmen gave him a dinner at eign Service Veterans and the
the largest restaurant in town — South Side Men 's Club.
although only 250 could fit in —
The Knights of Columbus
and thev filled the biggest I
gave him a rosary, a desk set
came from the Chamber of
Commerce, and a desk set-radio
combination came from his
class of 1952 at Saugerties High
School. Service clubs gave him
a $200 U.S. savings bond , and
the women 's societies of St.
Mary ' s Church made 2,000
cookies for a reception at the
end of an hour program.

120 More
Whites Freed
In Congo

LEOPOLDVILLE, the Congo
(AP ) — White mercenaries and
Congolese troops today captured
Wamba and rescued more than
120 white hostages. But they
reported about 10 white hostages were slaughtered by Congolese rebels and parts of their
flesh eaten during Christmas.
The mercenaries seized Wamba two hours after dawn this
morning following a drive of
more than 250 miles northeast
from Stanleyville , former capital of the Communist-backed
rebel Congolese People 's Republic.
The column radioed bark that
between 120 and 150 European
hostages of the rebels had been
found alive. But the mercenaries said that they had discovered the rebels had butchered
several whites on Christmas
Day.
About 10 had been killed and
parts of their flesh eaten in an
act of ritual cannibalism , the
radio message said.
The radio message gave few
details. It did not say whether
the rescue column had encountered any rebel resistance at
Wamba or whether it had suffered any casualties. Reports
from Stanleyville said about 70
mercenaries and a force of Congolese soldiers had taken part in
the operation.
I .S. officials said it w a s
hoped to bring the rescued hostages to safety by Wednesday.
The officials said they thought
the hostages would be flown to
Leopoldville in U.S. Air Force
planes.
Among the hostages last reported at Wamba is William McChesney, an American Protestant missionary from Phoenix ,
Ariz. The radio message from
Wamba did not mention whether he had been found. McChesney is the last American citizen
known to be behind rebel lines
in the northeastern Congo.

Peter M. Williams, chairman
of the Ulster County Board of
Supervisors , suggested the best
gift Donlon liad received was
"to have come back to us alive
and well. "
The captain was wounded four
times in leading a successfu l
defense of Camp Nam Dong last
July 6 against a five-hour night
attack by heavy Viet Cong
forces. He received the nation 's
highest
military
decoration
from President Johnson in the
White House last Dec. 5.

'My Fair Lady'
Hit in Moscow

MOSCOW CAP) - The Russian version of "My Fair Lady "
is a hit in Moscow, but the
American owners of the famed
musical claim it' s piracy.
"The show was a great success, " the Soviet ne ws agency
Tass announced after the opening Monday night of "Maya
Prekasnaya
Lady, " as it' s
called here.
The hit song was "Get Me to
the Church on Time .' ' the same
number that stopped the show
when the U.S. State Department
sent an American company here
in 1960.
But it was the wild Cockney
dancing that wowed the Russians more than the words and
music by Alan Jay lerner and
Frederick Loewe.
Western spectators found that
the Russian translation did little
for the original lyrics . "The rain
in Spain falls mainly in the
plain " became "Carl stole corals from Cora. "
The adaptors thre w in "The
Night They Invented Champagne " from "Gigi ." another
Lerner-Loewe show , to fill the
gap left because the score had
been shortened.
The Columbia Broadcasting
System , which controls forei gn
rights to "My Fair Lady, " and
Vice President Michael Burke
charged in New York that Soviet authorities had not req u ested nor received permission to
put on Ihe show. Burke said
CBS lawyers had prepared a
protest to Moscow.

Viet Reds
Free Sugar
Cane Expert Nigeria
Election
Row Deepening

SAIGON , South V iet Nam
( A P > — Communist guerrillas
today freed a Filipino sugar
cane expert of the U. S . aid mission who w;is kidnaped Aug 8
with an American field representative, Joseph W. (irainger
of Sumter , S.('
The Filipino . Kligio I.auguico ,
looked tired and ill.
American officials
brought
him to Saigon from t h e coastal
city of Qui Nhon. They advised
him nol to I .-ilk to newsmen , but
he did say ( i r a i n g e r w a s "taken
deeper into Ihe m o u n t a i n s " aft er being held wilh him for t h e
first three months of their caplivin .

Stock Market
Turns Weak in
Dull Trading

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
AH' ci Ch
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68Va
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CHICAGO (AP ) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 91! score AA 57 l -i; 92
A 57>,s: 90 B 5lvu : 89 C 56'/4 ;
cars 90 B 57'*.; 89 C 57!-4.
Eggs weak ; whol esale h irying
prices n .i to 2 lower ; 70 per cent
or heller grade A whites :!0;
mixed Jit) ; mediums 26; standards 2(5 ; dirties unquoted ;
checks 22' 2 .

good carpeting deserves. WINONA RUG

,

Fractional gains were held by I CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Tal,
American Airlines , Internation- i 3722.
al Paper , American Telephone, Plumbing, Roo-fing
21
Consolidated E d i s o n , Home'
stake, International N i c k e l ,
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Caterpillar and Xerox,
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel! 9509 or 6M6
1 year guarantee
Prices were mixed in moderKUKOWSKI
CALL
SYL
ate trading on the American
_
Stock Exchange.
Jerry 's Plumb ing
Corporate and U.S. govern- '127 E. 4th
Tel. 9394
ment bonds continued to drift
PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
aimlessly.
your plu mbing «•> carefully as you
choose your lot. Call

,
j

SANITARY

WINONA MARKETS

PLUMBING & HEATING
Tel. 2737
leJ E. 3rd SI.

Swift & Company

I Buying hours are from 8 a.m. to '
' p.m. Monday through Friday
There will be no calf markets durino
]
the winfer months on Fridays.
These quotation! apply as to noon
j today.
All livestock arriving alter closing
: time will be properly cared for, weighed
and priced the following morning.
There will be no calf market ThursI day, this week only
Hogs
j
1S- .85-16.JS
! Top butchers 190-220 lbs.
Top
sows
.. 13.10-13.S0
'
C«ltl«
j
The cattle market:
Steers and heifers
.25
lower;
cows
.25 hisher .
'
High choice
.
22.50
i
Top beef cows
12.50
,
Canners and cutters
11 .00
'
Ve»l
The veal market is steady.
i
Top choice
25.00
Good and choice
8.00-18.00
Commercial and boners . 8.00-down

2-3 450-500 lbs 12.50 13.2-5.
Cattle 1,200 ; slaughte r sleers about
steady; two
loads hiQh choice
and
prime around 1,250 lb slaughter steers
24.35 ; choice 1,000-1,300
lbs 23.00 73 .75;
good and choice 22.50-23.00 ; two loads ;
choice 1,000 lb slaughter heifers 23.50;
several lots good 20.00-22.00; utility and |
commercial cows 12. 00-34 .50; cutter to 1
commercial bulls 14 ,50-17 50.

PRODUCE

E-43, 4i, 51, el. U, 67,

the calendar . . . lor the top* In
stop at RUTH S

FroedterJ Malt Corporation

Sheep 3,500; aclive , slaughter lambs Hours: 8 a.rn, to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample before loading
fully
steady ; slaughter
ewes steady; '
(N e w crop barley)
feeders stead/ to extremes 25 higher;
No. 1 barley
.. »l.ll
choice and prime 80 to 115 lb wooled
No.
2
barley
1.05
slaughter lambs 20.00 21 .25; few loads
No.
3
barley
9J
high choice and prime 21.50; good and
No.
4
barley
86
choice 70-85 lb? 18.50-20.00 ; utility and
good wooled
slaughter
ewes 5.50-6.50;
Winona Keg Mark et
choice and fancy 60-80 lb feeder lamb?
20.00-21 25; good and choice 50-60 lbs i
These quotations apply as ol
17.50-20.00 .
i
10:30 a.rn . today
Grade A (iumbo)
28
CHICAGO
Grade
A
(large)
!3
CHICAGO i.*- ( U S D A) -Hogs 6,00; !
Grade A (medium)
19
butchers weak lo 50 lower; 1-2 190-225 lb
Grade A (small)
12
butchers 17. 50-17 .75; mi *ed 1-3 190-230 1
Grade B
19
lbs
16.75-17.50; 2-3 25O-280 lbs
14 .50- !
Grade C
12
16.00 ; 1-3 350-400 lb sows 13.75-14.25;

lambs
prime
lambs
21.25
ewes

^

at budget prices
Steels, c o p p e r s, tobaccos, eating
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd.
equipments,
drugs, electrical
¦fright? Make them a beauoils and electronics were amon g CARPETS
tiful sight with Blue Luslre. Rent tlae>
the losers.
trie shampooer, tl. R. D. Cone Co.
Losses of more than a point
TRUSS ES^ABDOAA (NAL B ELT*
were taken by Anaconda , KenSACROILIAC SUPPORTS
necott and Sears, Roebuck.
PHARMACY
GOLTZ
U.S. Smelting d r o p p e d 2 m E. 3rd
T»»- «Q
points.
14
The Associated Press average Business Service!
of 60 stocks at noon was off 1.0
SMALL APPLIANCE repair ing at If!
at 32.2 with industrials off 2.2, best . Appliance Service Shop, 475 W.
6th St.
rails off .2 and utilities off .1.
The Dow Jones industrial DIRT CAN ROT your carpeting! No matter how well or how ollon you vacuum,
average at noon was off 3.77 at
I
you can't get out all the dirt. Let cur
863.24.
experts do the thorough cleaning |ob

Hogs 12.00O ; rather s low, few early
sales
weak to 25 lower; sows
fully
steady; feeder pigs and boars steady;
1-2 200-230 lb barrows and gills 17 .0017.25. near 1O0 head l/'.SO; mixed 1-3
190-240 lbs 16. 75-17 .00; 240-260 lbs 16.0016.75;
2-3 260-280 lbs
15 .75-16.25;
1-3
270-300 lb sows 14 .25; 300-400 lbs 13.0013.50 ; choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs 14.!
50-15.00 .

Sheep 1,100. wooled -slaughter
steady;
package
choice
and
around lon lb wooled -.laughter
22 00. choice and prime 90-105 lbs
?5?1 75; cull lo good
slaughter
5.50-6.50.

—

BLIND ADS UNCALLED POU—

7
NEW YORK (AP ) - Stock Parional*
market weakness increased earillGNS^UPREMElFrM hett and
RJsTri
Naw Veir'i
ly this afternoon in dull trad- fav/ors at The W ILLIAMS and
tha gang
I Eve H»lp The lnnk«ep«r
See you
mtdnlflhf.
ing.
count the minutes fo
(he WILLIAMS.
at
the
shown
in
Fractional losses
"
7~PROBLEM DRINKER? Y OLI
morning widened to declines of A.RE
Men or wotnm your drink Im crtatM
a point or more amon g key
numerous problems. If you need and
want help., contact Alcoholic* Armonystocks.
mous. Pioneer Group c/o Ganaral D«llviry, Winona, . Minn.
Wall Street seemed to be giving up hopes for a traditional WE DO alferatlons for buslnesi placaii
their laeei. Warren
yearend rally and traders were what satisfaction onIdvi
W. 3iU
Belslnger, Tailor,
reverting to last gasp profit
CLOCK, around
THE
PROVE NTA ROUND
taking.
good

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. jF-( USD«
- ¦Cattle 5,300; calves 2,300, slaughter
steers and heifers fully steady with Monday 's decline , cows again aclive, l ully
steady; bulls strong to 50 higher; vealers and slaughter calves strong to 1,00
higher;
feeders
steady load choice
around 1100 lb slaudqliter steer s 23.10;
mosl
choice
950-1200
lbs
22.50-53.00;
mixed hifih good and choice 22.00-22.50;
good 19.50 to 22.00; choice slaughter
heifers
21 .5O-25.O0; mixed
good
and
choice 21.00-21.25; good 18.25-20.75; ulilily and commerciai slaughter cows 1250-13.50; canner and cutter 10.00-12.25;
ulilily and commercial bulls 17.00 to
18.00; good 16.50-17 .50;
choice vealers
27.00-30 00; hig h choice 31.00-32.00, good
21 .00-26.00; choice slaughter calves 17.00
lo 19.00 ; goo d 14.00-16.O0 ; choice 625
lb feeder steers 20.00 ; slandard and
oood 400750 lb steers 14.00-17.00.

-,

Want Ads
Start Here

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
Mo.

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

(First

northern spring wheat
northern spring wheat
..
northern spring wheat . . .
northern spring wheat . . . .
hard winter wheat ,
hard winter w heat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
rye
rye
..
..
Pub . Tuesday,

1.49
1.67
1.63
1.59
1.59
1.57
1.53
1,49
I .I J
1.10

Dec. 29, 1964)

St,it p of Minneiola ) ss .
) In Probale Court
Counly of Winona
No. 15,960
In th. Matter of tht Estate ef
Samuel Schlappi, Decedent .
Order for Hearing on Petition to Probata
Will and tor Summary Atnqnment
or Distribution
Doris
E.
Howlelt.
having
filed
a
petition in this Court alleging that laltl
decrdenl died les late and
llmi said
estate consists only ol the homestead of
said decedent and only such personal
properly as is exempt from all debts
and charges In Probate Court and praying for the probale ol Ihe Will of said
decedunt and lor a summary assignmen
distribution ol said estate lo
Ihe persons entitled thereto, which Will
Is on file In this Court and open to Inspection ;
IT IS O R D E R E D , That th e Hearing
Iherrol be hnd on January 17, 1965 , at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before Ihls. Courl In
Ihe probale courl room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
objections lo the allowance ol said Will.
II ,iny be stated in writing and filed
at or before said lime ot hearing; nnd
lhat notice of said hearing be given
hy publication ol thi-s order in Ihe Winona Dally News and hy mailed notice
as provided by law
Dated December J.I. 1 964 .
E . D. t I B E R A ,
Probate Jurioe.
(P robate Court Seal)
Wllllnrn A. Undqulst .
Attorney for Petitioner .

LAGOS. N igeria CAP) - An
election crisis deepened in Nigeria today when the- leaders nl
two of Ihe country 's four regions
refused lo a t t e n d a conference
CHICAGO (A P ) - - (USDA) in Lagos w i t h Ihe president and
the prime minister .
Live poultry : Wholesale huying
The premiers and the gover- prices unchanged ; roasters 23nors of Ihe northern and west- 2(1 ; specinl fed while rock fryern regions declined an invita- ers !«-!«' - ; heavy hens 18-18' ";. .
tion to confer with President
N n a m d i Az ikiwc and Prime
NKW YORK (AP ) - (USDA)
Minister Sir Ab iibak ar Tafawfl — Butter offerings amp le; deBalewn Tlu>v reportedly not i- mand light
.
fied A/.ikiwe that the prime
(F irst Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 23, i960
Who
|(\snle
prices on bulk carminister and not the president
( fresh ) , crenm«ry, 9:1 score Stale of Minnesota I ss,
I.iiugnico twisted his hands
ious
rules the country,
in Probeile Court
(AA ) WMi- .111 cents ; 112 score Counly ol WinonaNo , I15,80*
niTvoiis K as he wa ited for
The regional leaders had I KM - II ( A ) .W.i-59; 90 score ! B ) f>H l v-5'l .
transportation from t h e airport.
In Rt E«lati of
Hanry Oaun , Dicede n l.
He said his hands were tied be- called to me*'t wilh Azi kiwc and
Cheese s t e a d y ; prices un- Ordt r lor Hearing on final Account
hind his hack for most of his Balewn lo decide whether the changed.
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of Ihe above named
captivity ,
n a t i o n ' s first gener al election in
Wholesale egg offerings more a- , tat* having tiled It-s final acco unt nnd
No details wore available on four' years
of independence
pf til ion lor
selllement and allowance
than ample; demand fair.
lh»reo| and <or distribution to Itie perions
how the Viet Cong released the should he held Wednesday as
(
(hereunto
entitled
;
Wholesale s e l l i n g
prices
Filipino. I.augiiieo and Grainger scheduled . The pie -sidenl ' and !
IT IS O R D E R E D ,
That 111* hear (nu
based
on
exchange
and
other
were traveling in a car in Tuv Ihe pri me minister had anllieieof he hart on J-aruury 20, 1965, M
II
15
n'dnck
A AA.., before this Courl In
llou Province, about '.!;>() miles nounced llie y could not agree on volume sales.)
Ihe probate court room In Ihe courl
north< 'ast ef Sitigon, when thev the issue
New York spol quotations fol- house in Winona, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof he rjlven by publication nl
were captured.
low : mixed colors : slmidiirds Hi
is nrilri in Ihe Winona Dnlly New,
:il ¦: !••!' .¦; checks 2 ;> -;>ti.
GRAIN
and hy mailed notice as provided by low
Dated Oecemhar In . 1961.
MINN EAPO LIS iAP )
Whites: extr a f ancy heavy
Wheal
Golfers Pay Tuitio n
E D I IBERA.
receipts Mon day I7« ; year ago weilit 14? Ihs. nun i .'ir> :-:\7;
Probale Judge ,
'
I
Probate
f
our
l
Seal)
llt:i ; trad ing basis mnclmngo rt; [aney medium (41 Ihs average )
For Three Students
nrnia ' ld T Wlndrr ,
prices \ h i g h e r ; C ash spring :ri 'M\ . lancy
he a\> weight (47 A ' l w n e y ten PelilKiner
COl.K. Ill
r The W isconsi n wheat basis . No |dark norther n
) .M- .JiV ..; medium (40
Ihs.
min.
II irsl Pun Tuesday, Der 2J. I960
Senior (iolf A ssoc iation bus con- 11 to 1/ pro tein I.TH ' --,-1 ll;V h , No
Inlmlcil si ,ii(H) lo cov er the t ui- I h a r d M o n t a n a winter l.ii <)i . Ihs a v e r a g e i 2ti¦-27 . smalls r,V\ •i l . i i e ot M i n - irsi.ln > ss ,
h His average ) '>:> % , penwccN CH ( i.iint y nt Wmiiiifl
in Pinnmle Court
'
tion nl lliiT'c Kv iiii. s Schol.irs I 7K ' s .
flo I ' >'«
Ihs average I 2\ TJ.
iMiiinilatum M i n i m i s ;il the I ' mM i n n - S I ) No I har d winter
In Ra Et- lati ef
Clais Moor , alio known ai
vorsity of Wisconsin
Hnnvn s
cM i a i amy heavy
I W V I ',;> > „.
Clera
M Moor, Occident
.Selected lor ;iw;ir<h this war
•N'" I har d amber durum, weight (47 Ihs nun i ; I < I - -up ., ,
Order tor H"arino en Pinal Account
)
were Kvans Scliol.iis lics li - choice 1 7.1 I V.y discounts , am- fiuii'v medium i l l ihs avei age
and Pi'lilmn lor Distribution,
th« repr •¦• tmt n'i ve ol tlie above named
int 'ii K i r h a n l \ ullliieclit of She- ber :t- .i cents , durum 7 1 0 t e n l s 2!i-:j( l. I u n c \ hciivv weight (47
• Mai* having filed hl-s final *i. uiunt and
lm .\|:;in , H u l i a i d I' n i H / of Mil .
Corn No :! yellow | I < I i- l .yp , His n u n ) :iii ' ..-:i? '- .,
.small: i;ir. |irlll,(,n ini srllhunrnl and allf iw mne
i A I I M fru rtislr tbutlon lo Mia per
« ;i( il:cc iiiid .J ohn K uuiici u(
O a t s \o :> while .ill ' .••(ill 1 . ; No H)s
avel age i :!li-;*7 . peewees !ti~ir<,
sons ihi' ir-t iiiio ennlle-d ,
K lI H l k t U' l d
:< w h i l e ,)7-ii,ri '- . , \,, 2 heav y CH |l»s average ) 21 -TJ..
M IS nn ol iif 0
l hat the hear ing
their -oi br hail on linuary - 0, \Wi , at
w h i t e li<i' ..-7(l . No :i lueavy white
\ \ i : u i it v
II >!> o . in.H A M . hotor. this four) In
CHICAGO 'AP i
'USDA )
'
ti-i ' . -w i
the (imhaia wiurl i «noiu in Hie court
KANSAS
CITY
(Al ' i
IJ.ii lcv , cars 7ii , year ;igo I ,'i(f Pot at oes ai rivals 17; tot ul U S 'muse ui Winona. M lrini'tnla. and lhat
Chill ies 0 F i n Icy, who consulhi-rent he giver! hy piilmi alinn of
b l i g h t color good to ehoice I <):> shi lMiieiys 2Hi . Mippho .s hghl , nohi r.n,nn
,n Ihe Winnna Oeilly News
h"s
ei s h i n i - e 'l II ^O I K I S M I C M I K U I ,
low In in In mediate I (II demand good , nun ket f i r m , and by mniiej i nolle e «is movicl rd by law
I It
Il i lS vOl lI M' .IMin l l c k c l .S 1( 1 KjK - ll
la
.,
Dated
I96 <
December
earliit iriirl j :, .de.
1 :" tee d <i\ I 111)
MmiieMil a
b
O 1 ll» f RA
nl lh«- I:' c i t y cu u n ci l n i en and he
It ye No :>. I i n v i '• !.!' «
North Dakot a Unl Itivei Valley i
I' mMitei Juilgt .
c u l l s it \\ \c i>)«» »in n "'I '• "cw « , r<i
F ) a \ No I ;i ;';'
I Pinna if (m m Sf i t l l
I ' mind red .s ll 10 , Mj clugaii Hu sll/«nil(|
I
|
ilirn
lur Ii i . s KniiMis City A t h l e t i c s .
Soy I leans No 1 \ d l o w 2,75.
I Al hiMHy lor I'allllon*' .
net s ti 1)1) .

WITH THE ALL NEV/ Moen Dialect lavatory faucet you don 't waste lime manipulating two handles . while you soap
you r hands. Set th« controls when you
start, turn off the faucet and when
you lurn It back on the temperatu re
has remained the same.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING 4 HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel , 3703

Held Wanted—Female

26

B A B Y S I T T E R and housekeeper to live In
while wife Is al hospital or work 7 le
7. Tel. 3596
HOUSEKEEPER- live In, modern farmhome, 3 adults. Weekends off. Write
E-70 Daily News.
PART TIME DISHWASHER -- No phnne
calls. Apply alter 1 p.m. Garden Gale.
ASSISTANT COOK wanted. Local coffee
shop. Write E-68 Daily "lews.
MIDDLE AGED to elderly lady for light
housework
in senior citlrens home,
about 20 miles Irom Winona, room and
board plus wages. Wr ite E-62 DailyNews.

Help Wanted—Male

27

Dealer-Salesman

TO R E P R E S E N T
Ihe finest
packao.*
home in the . industry. Our men usually
cover a 50-mlle radius. Full or parttime. U S. Custom Built Homes, Inc.,
9010 Olson Highway, Minneapolis, Minnesota,

Sales Management
Trainees

MARRIED MEN under 35 years, who are
dissatisfied v/ilh their pre:.enl |oh because ol potential or money. Up 1o *>100
per week durino training
Send personal resume lo E-69 Dnlly News

Train for PRINTING
f t Hand Compos i t i on
Linccasting a n d Presswork
Write

GRAPHIC ARTS

Techn ic al School
for Catalog.

Approved tor Vet eran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Help—Mala or

Female

28

A S S I S T A N T COOK v/(in|ed . Locnl coffee
shop. Wri te E-68 Daily New* .
COOK'S H E L P E R
taurant

pa r t time . Onk' s Res-

Situations Wanted— Fem. 29
B A B Y S I T T I N G / a in lo .1 10 p.m. Inquire iifHj W 2nd . lei. B 1809.

Situatio n Wanted—Mal e 30
HARM WORK wanted by ld-yrnr-e ld hny.
Tel 509H. 561 Oni field.

Initruction Classes
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INTf- ' R N A T I O NM
ortj aitl/atln n
Invito*
limited numliei nt •iii.ilihi'd irien and
women to lake Its evening -.ales Iniin
Inn cour se A p pllranls chos Rn will (let
top llinht c ourse in motive aaleMnnn«hlp nl no ohllontlon m r o : t . Applicants
selected must ,,rjre e In cuin|j |( .te course
/ind he In alti'nfJaiK. p r v v r y evening
from / lo in ,, „, , i,,,,,!,,,,,,,,, )flll t
nnd end,nn Im 11 ( !,,., .,,„ , hr |ri |M m
nona. Inter ••sh>rl Applicants plr-nie wi ll»
Mr. ltd- . ..on Haiv.on Suite
I ll, IBVI
Unlveislty Ave . ¦> ! |. m ,|, r ,\ v \
m atj e ,
eiliiialmri , (ii' iipA lmna l e«nrrlrnr e and
r»ionr iiumtiei

Technical Initruction

35
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Buiinos i O pportunit ies
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Money to Loan

40 Articles for Sale

Heal Estate - Loans
Life Insuran ce
FRANK WEST AGENCY

173 Lafiyttll St.
Tel. JJ40
(Next to T*Hphon* 0(Ileal

7B Housts fer sa lt

57 Stoves, Furnaces, Parte

A REAL GOOD snow thrower, reason- FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame Mrosent
able! men's Nestor Johnson flour*
Meters. No smoka, no smell, hums 25
skates, Good as n«w, slza I, ttl hockey
hours on I gillon. Also ranges, sat or
shin pads and glovm, 17; T3 gauge
oil healers Strvlce nnd parts. RANGE
Browning
automillc, rib, »». 316
OIL BURNER CO., «07 E. 5th St. Tal.
Franklin,
7479. Adolph MIchelowsK I.

99 Uiad Cars

109 U»»d Curt

i

F. ULTRA-MODERN 4 bedroom, 1-»loor BUICK—1M7, straight transmission, extra PLYMOUTH-19J5,
home. Lots ol built-in features. Comrlin and enow tires, excellent condition,
»-3364.
pletely air conditioned, gas heat. Big
47,000 actus' miles. M75. Tel. 1141.
let. 1 mile (rom limits on blacMop roid.
Full prlta *i\,KX. ADTS AGENCY , CHEVROLET—1«5? El Camlno. s-cyllnder.
IMC, Realtors, 119 Walnut St. Tel.
with itendard transmission . Tel. 8-1224.

UltS.

BURN MOBIL PUIl OIL and ejnKV th* Typewriters
fair ondlllon, make
77 IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade OLDiMOBILE-IW,
of automatic personal care.
an offer. Tel. t-ZWl.
Dogs, Pati, Supplies
42 comfort
Keep full eervlca - complete) bu-nir
ba sura to see Sh ank, HOME MAKER'S
cere. Budget planned and guaranteed WE NEED USED adding machines.
VOLKSWAGEN - 1M4, red with bucket
EXCHANGE, S53 E. Jrd.
WANTID—yellow Labrador female PUP Tradi In your old on* 'or one of
price. Order today from /OSVVICK'S
seats, 4-speed transmission! Sure startnrfoit coma «rom top huntlno itoek.
these new Smith Corona electric add*
EAIT
END
COAL
l
Oil
CO.,
-fOI
E.
expart
along.
Lat's
talk
YOUR
I
.
BRING
Infl. Only 48,000 miles. Tel . 2155 .
Writ* George Zleolar, Fountain city,
Ing and subtracting machines, Start•111. .Tal, at*.
of this 3-bedroom,
construction
en
tha
'
Wle. Til. ab-U\h
ing ai lew as tit. WINONA TYPEHlaor homt. 2 years old. Located west
WRITER SERVICE, 1*1 E. 3rd. Tel.
FORCED AIR gas furnace, 100,400 BTU,
In city limits, tt block to but. ABTS
HoriM, CetMe, Stock
43 Including atomlilng humidifier, all con- 1-3300.
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 15? Walnut St
Start the New Year
trols, regliters and ductwork. Excellent
Tel. a-43«3.
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
condition.
Donald
Larson,
Buffalo
City.
HOLSTEIN BULL-iarvlceablt, Mt dims
with one of these
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
Tel. Cochrane 341-2211.
leif 3 recordI ere an lbs, butterfat,
102
free dellwry. See us for ell your of- Wanttd—Rail Ettata
TU lb* bufttrfit, m lbs, butterfat, pafice supplies, desks, files or office
f i n e used car buys.
ternal grand dami 600 butterfat. Gerald DRY OAK block wood. Norbirt Llttchir,
chelri. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. J222. NEED LISTINGS on farms mm wafer
Fountain City, Wis. Tel. M7-M-43,
Simon, lewiston, Minn. (Fremont) Til.
frontage 'olv Qualified buyers. .
am.
JOHNSON ice SKATES - men's figure, Wanted to Buy
CORNFORT H REAL TV
81
1958
(12 10; also .304 Winslie
tl
,
new,
Ilk*
Tel. . «»S-Jl«
La Crascsnt, Minn.
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bull*, randy for
chester
cases
and
ammunition.
Tel. 7456. EXTENSIO N LADDER wanted »t once,
OLDSMOBILE M
heavy itrvlca. J. J. Rosenow. WaumenWILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
det, Wli.
must be in good ihape and reasonably
4 - door , r a d i o ,
EASY AUTOMATIC WASHER and dryer .
POP YOUR C I T Y PROPERTY
~~
priced.
Tel.
4615.
Complete, J299. SCHNEIDER SALES,
heater , automatic
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bull i airvice3930
6th
St.,
Cdvw.
able age, from d«ms lhat produce over
WM, MILLER SCRAP IRON a, METAL
transmission , pow(Winona 's Only Real Eifate Buyer)
500 lbs. of butterfat, good type. Stephln
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
T MOTOR and pump, caBox
34S
Tel
«388
ar1
7093
P.O.
er steering, power
Kronebusch, • H'» miles E, of Altura, DIAMOND
iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
piclty ISO gal. P«r mlnule, cheap. Elba
Winn.
222 Vv. 2nd.
brakes, tu - tone
V
Village, Minn.
107
Motorcycle!, Eicyelat
C losed Saturdays
finish.
REGISTERED Brown Swiss bulla, serv- ICE SKATE Exchange), new
and used.
Vctabl* age, OHIA records, 1944 hard
WANTED SCRAP IRON «, METAL,
$795
MOTORCYCLE REPAIflt
Skates
sharpened.
KOLTE
R
Bicycle
average 523 f.it. Loren Blerbaum, EyoCOW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS.
PARTS «. SERVICE
Shop, 502 Mankato. Tel, 5665.
ta, Minn. Tel. 545-2IM.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
Robti Bros.
M «. W IRON AND METAL CO.
573 E. 4lh
Motorcycle Shop
195£ RAMBLER
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landrace OK USED FURNITURE STORE
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
273 E. 3rd SI.
boars. Clifford Hoff, Laneiboro, Minn.,
Super
m
For your convenience
*
Trueki, Tract'ty.Trailer* . 108
We Buy
Wt Sell
(Pilot Mound)
Wa Are Now Again Open on Sets.
4 - door , r a d i n,
Fu rnltura — Ant t ques— Tools
ind other Heme.
HOLSTEIN BULLS-tor salt or lease, exJEEP wilh hydraulic snowplow, new
F
heater , automatic \
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
Til , 8-3701.
tires, motor just ove rhauled. Walter
cellent quality, ready- fo' hesvy tt rvlce .
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides,
,
re\
/
transmission
Lange,
St.
Charles.
Minn.
Pat Daley, Lewiston. AMnn, Tel. 4802 .
raw furs and wool I
built motor , whileTRAILERS
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
V
wall tires .
. Rebuilt
Ren^irr-d
.
.
Oct Farm Journal
Built
.
INCORPORATED
( Inside back cover)
a«3
3950
W.
4th
Tel.
BERG'S,
450 W. Srd
T«l. JM7
$695

\

Combiotic
Aqueous Suspension
10 cc
100 cc

25c
. $1.93

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supp lies

44

DEKALB 20 wtek -let pullets, fully vaccinated, Hoht con, lied, raised on lial
floors. Available y.^ r ground . SPELT*
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllngj tone, Minn
Tel. I68M3I1.

¦ ¦

¦—

¦
¦ ¦ — ¦¦»¦

¦ ¦
¦ .

. '

,

W.nt.d—Livntock

i i
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STEERS WANTED — caitratex) and dehorned, about 25, SCO lbs., slate price by
lbs. and breed. Write telling location ,
Art Schneider , Mlnnelska, Minn.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and hall
art wanted, also open and bred half
trs. E. E. Grwielsbech, Inc., Lewiston ,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market fnr vour
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week , hogs bought every day. Tr ucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667.

Farm Implement*

48

FARMHAND mixer mill for sole. Very
pood condition. Price $1,050. Tel. Dakota 643-2832.
See the new 12 lb model XL 13.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Ind & JoJwson
Tel. 5455

Terramycin

For Mastitis

Free Flashlight
with carton of 12

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

PORTABLE
FARM FURNACE
Puts low cost heat where
you want it, in the repair
shop, garage, hog house.
Helps start frozen engines.
Thaws frozen pipes. Runs
15 hours on a tank of fuel.
Queen-B Farm Furnace.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on New Hwy. 14-61

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

BLOND BED, complete with chest; 2-pc.
living room set; chrome kitchen set, 4
chairs; desk; overstuffed chair; several
olher Items, 323 W. «lh.
TABLE
LAMPS, »J.?5; pol« lamps,
15 95; kitchen step stools Jll .ej. BORZYKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
4 DAYS
Year-end clearance sal*. Some Items
arrived
too lite for Christmas,
Sale ends Thurs. at 6 p.m.
BURKE'S FURNITURt
3rd and Franklin

Good Things to Eat

65

EXTRA SPECIAL ! 20 lbs. Lazy A Russel
Burbanks, ?»c. Winona Potato Market,
118 Market St.

Guns, Sporting Goods
WINCHESTER
Tel. 406O.

RIFLE

66

543, model

Household Articles

100.

67

Musical Merchandise

70

GIBSON PIANO, upright, Tet.
efter 6.

M8-34J3

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

71

ZENITH COLORED TV, many sets en
our floor ready for delivery now or at
Christmas time. Come and see them.
FRANK Lilt A t, SONS, 741 E- 8th
Open ovenlnos.

72

BALED STRAW for sale. Morris Htubleln, Rt, 2, Winona, Minn.
HAY FOR SALE. Roland Krlesel, Trempealeau, Wis. Ttl. Centervllle 539-2598.
STRAW FOR SALE - 400 bales. Emil
Schwerlel , Rl. 3, Arcadia, Wis.

REFRIGERATORS , all sizes In stock .
WINONA FIRE & POWER CO., 54 E.
3mJ. Te>l. IMS. (Across from the new
parking lot. I

Sawing Machines

USED FREE ARM Viking automatic
portable , ilka new . WINONA SEWING
CO., 551 Hufl St. Tel. 934B.

BOYS' CLOTHING , slie 12, girls ' cloth ing, ilza 8; women ' s clothing, size 14.
Miscellaneous Items. 267 E. Howard.
Tel. M953.
DRESSES, SKIRTS , blouses, coots. V, off
original prkt. Bargain Center, 253 E.
3rd.
rVifT N'S AND LADIES' Figure skates.
SA 95 al BAMBENEK'S, 9fh «. Mankato.
'
DID MASTERS LIQUID WOOD transforms old drab mismatching pieces ot
furniture and woodwork Into beautiful
modern wood. PAINT DEPOT, 107 Center St.

74

21" 1° c5 Console TV S PIS .
• 169.95. No trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
SI5y.95. Floor model .
See our selection ol portable TV
Sets and Phonograph s

57

TWO SINGtE BEDS with chests for each,
enn be used at bunk beds, like new.
727 W, King, after 12 noon.

73

Specials at the Store

Rooms for Housekeeping 87
ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. Tel. 48S9.

Apartments, Flats
FIVE ROOMS and bath. Tel. 3904.

FOURTH W 52/' .1-3 rooms and balh ,
oil space heater furnished. Available
Jan. I. Tel. 2915 or 6041.
THREE -ROO/V. heated apt., no children,
lea E. 3rd . Tel. 27J7

FIRESTONE STORE
200 W. Jrd

FIFTH W. —opportunity for mature couple
to have reduced rent In attractive 4room ground floor apt.. In exchange for
supervising apt, building. Tel, 8-2466.

Convenient
Central Location

Kitchen , living room , sew:
ing roorn on first floor; 2 lk
bedrooms, bath upstairs.
Basement washing facilities.
Immediate possession . No
objection to children . $65
month.
Inqu ire

WALZ BUICK
Tel. 3348

Apartments, Furnished

Annual
Pro-Inventory Sale
is now going on.
Buy this week and save!
155 E. 3rd.

91

|
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M ^AmmW ^^T^, . .W , .- . Jk *»j *,,. s t i f f.' ¦¦ ..

SAV E 10%

Houses for Rent

95

EIGHTH E. 720 - 5 rooms Including 2
amall bedrooms. Contact Henry Muras
or Tel. 8-4192 for appointment ,
TWO BACHELORS, age 24 and JJ, need
personable younn man to share expenses
of modern 3-bedroom home. Tel. 6046
after 6 p.m.
CLEAN, COMPACT 3-bedroom home, file
bath, garage, gas furnace. Tal. 9215,

Wanted to Rent

96

PARTY WA NTS 3-bedroom home to buy
or rent, possesion between now and
Mar. 1, centrally located. Write Box 25,
Winona.

Houses for Sale

99

TO SETTLE
ESTATE

W ITH THIS COUPON

j in or phono :

j

j

3393

j

I

OKFKH (,OOD TIIHU JANUARY ONLY!

!

$] 195

\ CL ^y|~*

issn

VOLKSWAGEN
Radio , gas heater ,
solid black finish ,
contrasting red interior , whitewall ,
V tires.
$995
1S60 FORD
Starliner
2 - door hardtop,
V-«, a u t o m a t i c \
/
transmission , ra- \ /
dio, heater , solid
\ /
white finish , whitey
wall tires.
$1095

\

1963 BUICK
Riviera

Solid white with beige In*
terior , power steering, pow»
er brakes, power windows,
power seats, whitewall tires,
radio , heater , tinted glass,
air conditioning, bought new
nnd serviced by us. Sold
new for $5,5O0.

Now $3500

WA LZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

PREMIUM
AUTOMOBILES
Winterized , Waxed and
Ready To Serve You

1962 BUICK
Electro 225

$895

HAVING AN

CHRYSLER - PLYMOUT H
Open Friday Mights

The sale of the lifetime accumulation of good* ia a
serious matter, Yoti want
your sale conducted ln an
efficient manner. Thorp
S a l e s Company, througn
their many representatives ,
is ready at all times to discuss with you the complete
handling of your sale.

NYSTROM'S AUCTION?
THREE
TO
CHOOSE FROM

THORP SALES GO.

1963 CHEVROLET

( Formerly Minn . Sales Co.)
120 Miracle Mile Off. Bldg.
Rochester, Minn.
Off. Phone-AT 2-7463
RES. PHONES :
Merle Moehnke AT 9-3239
Clark Vessey AT 9-8790

Biscayne

4-door, 6 cylinder , standard
transmission.

1963 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

V-8, radio , heater , power
steering, automatic transmission.

CALL US
FOR SUCCESSFUL
FARM

1963 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

AUCTIONS

Radio , heater , automatic
transmission , V-8, air conditioning.

Com munity

Loan &
Finance Co.

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

La Crosse, Wis .

4-door sedan , radio, heater ,
whitewall tires, real sharp
and clean .

Mobile Homes, Trailers 1
1
1

Contact

W INON A UTCT

Auction Sales

Monterey

RAMBLER f~\ DODCf

'
£ SALES ft

Open Mon . & Fri . Eve.
3rd 4 Mankato Tel . 8-3649

Ralph Hengel

RENT OR SALE—Trailers and campers. LEAHV'S, Buffalo City, Wis. Tel.
Cochrane J48-2J32.

ALVIH KCHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bonded. 2JJ Liberty St. (Corner
E. Slh and Liberty;. Tel . 4980.

1111 Caledonia ,

Tel. Winona 8-3701

Bertram Boyum

! Tel. Rushford 864-9381

Jac k Ebert

AUCTIONS I I I Household, Livestock c
General. LYLE L. BOBO, Rt . 3, Houilon, Minn. Tel. Hokah 8M-210J. Licensed & Bonded.

Tel. La Crosse 2-3225

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury -Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Closed Sat., Dec. 26
and Sat., Jan. 2

109

THINK
YOU CAN

TRY

ONE & NOT

TAKE
IT HOME?

We doubt if you will tie able
to pass up these top qir 1""
near-new and used car
J
such low-low prices. <.
in and see us before you
trade.

'61 PONTIAC
4-door.

I

BUY NOW-NO PAYMENTS UNTIL MARCH
'64 FORD V-8

'

4-door , Dynamic 88, power
brakes and power steering,

'60 OLDSMOBILE

Sedan , standard transmission, radio , clean car , runs
g QQ priced right.
^'
<t "70^
VV D

Breeze way 4 door sedan , Mercomatic, radio , power steering. A modern car at a price you can afford.

Station wagon , lots of car for the money, priced to move
out fast.

Galaxie 500 sedan , standard transmission , another one
owner low miler . This car looks like a new car .

^° / V \ t K L-U K Y V-o
Mechanics special , big trouble in Ihe ennine

$2695
'63 MERCURY V-8
$2195

$1695
'62 FORD V-8

'60 CHEVRO LET

Bel Air
4-door , 6 cylinder , stick.
2-doo r , fi , stick.

'60 FORD

Ranch Wagon .
4-door , V-n , stick .

'59 OLDSMOBILE
4-door , power steering
nnd brakes .

'61 COMET 6

Tudor Sedan Deluxe , standard transmission gives mnximum economy. One owner . Onlv lfi .OOO miles.
$1095

Bank Rate Financing
'60 FORD V-8

Sedan , 4 door , Fardomtic transmission , radio , runs ^nod ,
,ooks nice $

'5? FORD

Convertible
V-8, automatic.

'57 PONTIAC

4-door , power steering.

'57 CHEVROLET
4-door , automatic
transmission .

4-door , Powergl ide.

BAUTC H
MOTOR SALES
Chrysler - Plymouth
Arcadia , Wi.s,
Tnl . 4115

Fol.fj oma t iC i radi0 i lu .lonC ) Jora , „,. , my ,..,,.„_

$395

, ~-y n i \ \r ~ \ / w o
J / D U I C I N V- O
Hardtop with power steering, power brakes , radio , automatic transm ission , no rust , runs rnnl good .

$ 295

™
™

™T~

L>. ( j
vJ U

OTIIKR CARS
TO CIIOOSK F1IOM

L- f ]
0\J

"

Corvair , 4 door model , .standard transmission , radio , 0110
we checked over in our shop, Try to beat our price .

'59 CHEVROLET
2-door , V-8, stick.

57 F O R D V-8

Sofbn

'60 CHEVROLET 6

C* A I NJ
R
AP
^ .I
D AA
l\ \JJ r
\ 11 N J

SOLD AS IS but

'59 FORD V-8

4-door , 6 cylinder , stick.

'59 CHEVROLET

$495

fully maintaine d .

$1 695

'60 CHEVRO LET

'59 PLYMOUTH 6

$85

Station wagon , 9 passenger , small V-8 engine , radio , Fordomatic. One we sold new ,

4-dr . hardtop, power brakes
and power steering.
Le Sabre
4-door.

'59 CHEVROLET 6

Hard top with Cruisomatic, radio, power steering, power
seat, many other extras. Low miles. Excellent maintenance. 12 month factory -warranty still good.

'60 OLDSMOBILE

'53 CHEVROLET

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

Everett J. Karitstr
Mt Wslnut. Tal, S-JTIO after hour* 7114

Vi
j)
(gErxEDg

'56 PONTIAC

I

Station Wagon

Low mileage, local one-owner car.
Ptdlo, fieatir, standard transmission.
Gtt up to 25 miles p«r gallon.

We Advertise Our Prli.es ^.

4-door , V-B , automatic .

to Tho Winona Daily News

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

f960 OPEL

fT rDWiir\
^

'60 BUICK

Telephone Your Want Ads

Auction Sales

1 960 MERCURY

4-door , 6 cylinder , stick.

TaaL. 2840
130 Center St .

109

*&^f^CHEVROIET*^!.

/

75 W. 2nd
Tel . 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

Used Cars

Automatic transmission , radio, heater , full power, tutone finish , real sharp .

VENABLES

'62 CHEVROLET

P . cyJ^

• w h e n you have a service check-up or repair of j
|any Mont gomery Win d product. Bring your Item I

1500 lb. payload. Completely
enclosed cargo compartment. New paint . Re ady to
go to work . We've sold a
great many of these new;
this is the first used one.

Galaxie
V-8, overdrive .

Ireland has one of the most
charming Christmas customs . . . Ihcy place a lighted candle in the window to
welcome wanderers Inside .
They tiike tlicm in , feed
them , give them a night' s
lodging, and send them on
their way with jingling
pock ets, Christmas Eve is
Oidhchfi nn cenpniri, " (Inelic for "Nights of Cukes. "
Everyone has n cake of his
own. Then t hey go about
saying Notllai g Nail Cugut
to you .

j

'61 T-ORD 6
Econoline Van

'62 FORD

NODLAIG NAJT CUGAT

|

IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
Tel. 4738
«5 Laird

FORD—1954, 6-cylinder, strelgtit transmission. $250, Tel. M198.

Trust Dept .

I

Winona Truc k Service

Business Places for Rent 92

In amy language Ihe message is the Rnmfi sincere
wish for happiness that we
extend to you ,

4

$1895

Used Cart

WINONA NATIONAL
& SAVINGS BANK

f|B§§§| H^ Store Hours : 9 -' 5

tion .

WEST CENTRAL locution, 2 rooms, bath
and closet, heat and hot water furnished. Inquire at «I2 E. 6th.

Sealed bids will be accepted
until 3 p.m. Fri ., Jan . 8,
1965. House may be seen by
appointment. Tel, 8-4321.

B & B ELECTRICS

4-wheel drive , complete with
w e s t e r n snowplow , new
truck warranty. A-l condi-

WEST CENT RAL location, 1st floor , heated, 2-bedroom apl. Inquire 612 E. tin.

Home At
514 Liberty St.
4-rooms and bath

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

1963 International Scout

90

52'.i E. 3rd
Tel. 6066 or 234»

111 E. Srd St.

Refrigerators

VACANCY AVAILABLE for min or
woman. Hraser Rest Home, St. Charles.
Minn , Tel. 932 3365.

Stirncman-Selover Co.

Hardt 's Music Store

Radios, Television

85

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Re>
tall and office space. Available now.

KELVINATOR & GIBSON

SO

Articles for Sale

SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slabs.
BRUMKOW'S SAW MILt
J. LUMBER YARD
Trempea leau, Wis.
Tel. S34-6314

DON'T merely brighten your carpets . .
Bluo Lustre them . . . eliminate rapid
retelling. Renl electric tharnpooer, SI.
H. Choate & Co.

Anima l Formula

Hay, Grain, Feed

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63

\i

Sam Weismon & Sons

Rooms With Meals

/

good condition . T«l.

WHY NOT GET
THE BEST??

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

DA ILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

109

—
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Station wagon , fi passenger , V-8 with standard tran smisslon , no miles on newl y installed exchange engine. Hero
is a good buy I

$895

™
5 Car Traders On Duty !
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Buy With Confidence at W inona 's Automobile Super Market
WE ALWAYS ADV ERTISE OUR PRICES !

OWL MOTOR CO.

4th & Main

Ford - Lincoln - Mercury -- Comi'l

WE 'VE GOT THE USED CAR FOR YOU AT YOUR PRO

Winona

DICK TRACY

By Roy Crsm.

BUZ SAWYER

_

BEETLE BAILEY
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LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff
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By Hanna-Barb«ra
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